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INTERACTION OF RELATIVTSTIC H" IONS WITH THIN FOILS

by

Amir H. Mohagheghi

ABSTRACT

The response of relativistic H ions to thin carbon foils was investigated for

beam energies ranging from 226 MeV to 800 MeV. For the foil thicknesses we have

studied, ranging from 15 to 300 fig/cm2, an appreciable fraction of the H~ beam

survives intact, some H~ ions are stripped down to protons, and the remainder is

distributed over the states of H°. This experiment is different from the low energy

studies in that the projectile velocity is comparable to the speed of light, leading

to an interaction time of typically less than a femtosecond. The present results

challenge the theoretical understanding of the interaction mechanisms.

An electron spectrometer was used to selectively field-ionize the Rydberg

states, 9 < n < 17, at beam energies of 581 MeV and 800 MeV. The yield of

low-lying states were measured by Doppler tuning a Nd:YAG laser to excite transi-

tions to a Rydberg state which was then field-ionized and detected.

A simple model is developed to fit the yield of each state as a function of

foil thickness. The simple model is successful in predicting the general features of

the yield data. However, the data are suggestive of a more complex structure in

the yield curves. The yield of a given state depends strongly on the foil thickness,

demonstrating that the excited states are formed during the passage of the ions

through a foil. The optimum thickness to produce a given state increases with the

principal quantum number of the state suggesting an excitation process which is

at least partially stepwise. The results of a Monte Carlo simulation are compared

with the experimental data to estimate the distribution of the excited states coming

out of a foil. The distributions of the excited states and their dependence on foil

thickness are discussed.

xv



CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

1.1 History

Accumulation of knowledge and its resulting contact with unknown can be

like a sphere where the volume of the sphere is knowledge and the surface area

is our contact with unknown. Therefore, it is not surprising that it seems the

more we understand, the more we are aware of what we do not know. Every

question answered leads to many unanswered questions. The H work at LAMPF

is a perfect example of this mechanism at work. An experiment was initiated by

Howard Bryant in 1976 to measure the photodetachment cross section of the H

ion using a relativistic H beam (Beam Energy of 800 MeV) provided by the linear

accelerator at the Los Alamos Meson Physics Facility. This experiment is based

on an insightfull realization that a fixed frequency laser can be Doppler-tuned in

the rest frame of a relativistic H ion over a wide range of frequencies, simply by

changing the intersection angle of the intersection angle between the ion and laser

beams. This fact combined with the relativistic transformation of modest magnetic

fields, perpendicular to the ion beam direction, into large electric fields in the rest

frame of H provides a powerful tool to study the H ion. The H ion is the simplest

atomic system beyond the hydrogen atom, a bound system of one proton and two

electrons, which is discussed in some detail in section 1.2. It is an understatement

to say that no one in the collaboration was prepared at the time for all the surprises

ahead.

The first experiment measured the H photodetachment cross section in the

photon energy range from 1.5 eV to 10.5 eV confirming the theoretical predictions1.

The same series of measurements discovered two resonances embedded in the H

continuum cross section2'3. These were the 1 P° Feshbach and shape resonances

associated with the n = 2 hydrogenic state, where the existence of the latter had

1



been earlier questioned2. The response of these resonances to electric fields provided

a stringent test of the theoretical calculations3'4. A further investigation of the

resonant region found the first two members of a 1P° Feshbach resonance series

converging to the n = 3 hydrogenic state5. The near threshold behavior of one

and two-electron detachment by a single photon was studied6'7. The one-electron

detachment cross section near threshold was in good agreement by a prediction

by Wigner8. The energy dependence of the cross section near the two-electron

detachment threshold was found to be consistent with a Wannier threshold law9 and

also with the "Coulomb dipole" picture of Temkin7. A number of new resonances

converging to n = 4, 5, 6 hydrogenic states were also discovered. The response of the

resonant region in the H cross section to large electric fields were studied further

by using a pulsed magnet producing motional fields as high as 3 MV/cm10"12. The

shape resonance was found to be extremely resistant to large electric fields.

Most recently, the near threshold behavior of one electron photodetachment

in electric fields is studied using different light polarizations. An interference phe-

nomenon is discovered for the case of TT polarization where the light polarization is

parallel to external electric field13. The modulations are absent for the case of the

a polarization where the light polarization is perpendicular to the external electric

field. The photodetachment threshold is lowered in both cases due to the suppres-

sion of the potential barrier by the external electric field. The theoretical treatment

of this phenomenon has produced a number of theoretical calculations approaching

the problem from different points of view14"18.

The capability to produce relativistic neutral hydrogen atoms from the H

beam has made it possible to study the hydrogen atom in strong electric fields.

An oscillatory behavior in the photoionization continuum of the ground state of

hydrogen was observed for TT polarization19. A comparison of the well known energy

levels of hydrogen with the observed hydrogen lines were used to test the validity

of the special theory of relativity within the experimental sensitivity20.



At present, the H work at LAMPF is focused on three distinct classes of

experiments. The first is a continuation of earlier works to study the high lying

resonances, discussed in detail by one of my fellow graduate students, Philip Harris,

in his dissertation. This work has the promise of coming close to a fundamental

understanding of the resonant region in the H spectrum. All of the resonant struc-

tures observed seem to be associated with the Feshbach resonances converging to

a hydrogenic level. A simple Rydberg like formula predicts the positions of all the

observed resonances accurately. The second is the multiphoton detachment of H

using a CO2 laser which is the thesis subject of another fellow graduate student,

Chen Yau Tang. Here the energy of one photon ( 0.117 eV) is not high enough

to detach an electron from H . The laser beam is focused to produce a high flux

of photons resulting in the multiphoton detachment of the H ion21. The H ion

is essentially a two level atomic system (i.e. the bound state and the continuum),

and the detached electron experiences a short range potential. These properties

simplify the problem which has resulted in a relatively large number of theoretical

calculations. The last class of experiments investigate the mechanisms of interac-

tion of relativistic H ions with thin foils. A comprehensive theoretical study of

this interaction has not yet been attempted due to the complex nature of beam-foil

interaction. A perturbational treatment of the problem is ruled out as the perturba-

tions are strong. Steps are being taken to explain the interaction of highly charged

ions traversing thin foils using stochastic models28 which may be extended to the

case of relativistic beam-foil interaction.



1.2 H" Structure

There has been much interest in the H ion since the early days of the develop-

ment of quantum mechanics. The H ion is the simplest three body atomic system.

The early attempts to use the independent electron model to describe the H ion

proved fruitless. Even though the model predicts the energy levels of the helium

atom with a reasonable accuracy, it fails to predict even that the H ion is bound,

because electron-electron correlations are important in the H ion. A calculation

by Bethe in 1929 taking into account the electron-electron correlations finds that

the H is bound by 0.75 eV23. In this picture the polarization of the core hydrogen

atom by the second electron provides the binding potential for the outer electron.

The H ion has a single bound state in the 1Se atomic configuration. The only

other predicted bound state of the H is the 3Pe state bound by only 9.5 meV to

the H°(2p) state24. All the experimental attempts to date have failed to observe

the 3 P e state.

B. H. Armstrong70 and later Fano and Rau6' have obtained a formula to

characterize the behavior of the photodetachment cross section over a wide energy

range,

a~ 3(137) £ 3 ' ( L 1 )

where Eo is the threshold photon energy ( 0.7542 eV). The model predicts a broad

maximum at 1.5 eV which is in good agreement with experimental results.

As the photon energy increases, it eventually becomes energetic enough to

detach one electron and simultaneously excite the core hydrogen atom. This makes

the energy region of 10.9 eV to 14.4 eV very interesting as many new channels for

photodetachment become possible,

H~ + 7 _ + H°(n < nmax) + e". (1.2)
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Here nmax is the highest allowed channel as determined by the photon energy. There

are many short-lived resonant states formed by the outer electron attaching itself

to the attractive potential of the polarized excited core hydrogen atom. There are

two H photodetachment mechanisms that can produce a hydrogen atom in some

excited state. The first is by the direct production of the state,

H-+-Y—+H°(n) + e-, (1.3)

and the other mechanism at certain photon energies is to form a doubly excited

resonant state which autodetaches leaving the core in some excited state,

H~ + 7 —* H~** —» H°(n) + c".

The amplitude of these two processes interfere with each other resulting in a rich

structure in the H spectrum between 10.9 eV and 14.35 eV. Finally, when the

photon energy reaches 14.35 eV, the process of double detachment becomes possible.

The theoretical curves for the one and two electron detachments are shown in figure

1.1. The sharp peak at 10.92 eV is the Feshbach resonance occurring at about 30

meV below the n=2 hydrogenic state.

The photodetachment process, through dipole selection rules, accesses only

the 1P° states. The energy diagram of the H ion as shown in figure 1.2 includes

many states that can not be reached by a single photon. However, these states may

be produced in collisional processes such as relativistic H ions interacting with a

foil.
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1.3 Physics Motivation

What happens when matter goes through matter ? This is has been a question

not only of interest to physicists, as illustrated in figure 1.3. To some extent,

the same picture applies to the case of a relativistic H~ ion going through a foil.

Depending on the foil thickness, the H~ ion has a fair chance to come out of the foil

intact. Although this is not as surprising as someone going through a wall intact,

it is nevertheless surprising since the H ion is larger than the spacing between the

target atoms and the atoms themselves. Other possibilities are that the H ion can

also release one electron and leave the remaining neutral atom in some excited state,

or release both electrons and become a proton. The interaction mechanisms that

determine the charge fractions coming out of a foil and the resulting excited state

distribution are not understood. Thus, the basic motivation of these experiments

is to shed some light on the complex problem of relativistic beam-foil interaction

mechanisms.

On the practical side, the neutralization of H ions is of interest for production

of a neutral particle beam for example for injection into plasmas for the fusion energy

program. Laser spectroscopy with a neutral beam produced by a foil is potentially

useful for beam diagnosis, permitting the measurement of the beam energy and

momentum to a high accuracy. There is also the possibility of the production of a

wealth of doubly excited states of H which may be used to probe the H structure

further.

The beam-foil interaction has been primarily used to produce a variety of

excited states of various atoms for spectroscopic studies26. However, recent work

in atomic beam-foil spectroscopy has been directed to investigating the excitation

processes. An experiment for highly charged fast ions traversing a carbon foil by Y.

Yamazaki et al. shows an enhancement of high / states relative to a gas target27.

Evidently, the basic mechanism for producing excited atoms in thin foils is different

8
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Figure 1.3 A cartoon (top) by Howard Bryant showing a Lobo runner going
through a wall in analogy with the H ion going through a carbon foil (bottom).
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from that in gases, where the low I states are favored. The enhancement of the

high / states is proposed to be the result of the stochastic motion of an electron

in the field of the projectile leading to diffusion in angular momentum states and

energy28. This mechanism makes the existence of highly excited states of the pro-

jectile possible where according to previous views these excited states, with their

large radii, could not exist because of screening and rapid collisional destruction29.

A series of experiments, emphasizing the distribution of excited states, contribute

to a better understanding of the interaction producing excited atoms in a foil30'31.

A number of experimental and theoretical investigations reach the conclusion that

the distribution of excited states produced in a foil decreases as n~p, where n is

the principal quantum number and p sa 33 2~3 4 . The importance of, the exit sur-

face is demonstrated by a tilting foil experiment where the circular polarization of

the radiation emitted by the excited atoms is shown to increase in magnitude as

a function of the tilt angle30. Another study establishes the dependence of elec-

tron capture by protons traversing a foil to be a E~3 law where Ep is the proton

energy36. However, despite all the experimental and theoretical investigations, the

nature of the beam-foil interaction, especially with relativistic beams, is still not

well understood.

The experiment described here is one the most recent in a series investigating

the H~ ion using the relativistic H~ beam at the Clinton P. Anderson Meson Physics

Facility ( LAMPF ) at the Los Alamos National Laboratory. All the previous

experiments have explored the behavior of the photodetachment cross section of the

H~ ion in various electromagnetic fields. This experiment explores the response of

relativistic H~ ions to a "matter field" ( i.e. a thin foil ), and differs in interesting

ways from the low energy experiments. The interaction time, during which the

H~ ion experiences a perturbing force, is typically less than a femtosecond. The

bound electrons of the projectile can not complete even one orbit during the passage

10



through the foil so that the problem of transferring energy to the electrons might

be quite complex. The initial wave function of the H~ ion can evolve into H + . H0*,

and H~ whose wave functions are reasonably well known, but the interaction which

among many other parameters, depends on the H~ velocity, foil thickness, and foil

composition is unknown. This interaction, possibly a chaotic process, leads to a

distribution of excited states depending on quantum numbers u, /, and m.

We have measured the yield of some excited states of hydrogen coming out

of a foil using two experimental techniques. The first method detects Rydberg

states by direct field-ionization. The second method probes the low-lying states

by exciting them to a Rydberg state with Doppler-tuned laser photon. The laser

promoted states are then detected by field-ionization. For the second method,

our experimental energy resolution of about 1 meV is not sufficient to distinguish

between the angular momentum states of a given n-manifold. Therefore, we have

mainly focused our attention on measuring the yield for a given principal quantum

number, n, as a function of foil thickness. One of the aims of this experimental

study is to provide sufficient information on the production of the excited states to

stimulate a theoretical study.

11



CHAPTER 2: THEORY

2.1 Simple Rate Formula

A simple model, developed previously37 to characterize charge state distribu-

tions, has been extended to describe the yield of H°*s leaving a foil as a function

of foil thickness. When the H~ beam penetrates a foil, there are three dominant

processes that can take place assuming a series of interactions with individual target

atoms:

I. H~ —> H°(n), with cross section <r_n,

II. H°{n) —• S m ^ n - ^ ° ( m ) ' w ^ k c r o s s section crnm,

III. H~ > ]Cm?4n-^0(m)' W**k CrOSS s e c t i ° n °"-nu

where <r_n is the one-electron detachment cross section of H~ leaving the neutral

atom in the state H°(n), <xnm is the cross section for promoting H°(n) to a different

excited state which includes the electron loss process, and <x_m is the total destruc-

tion cross section for H~ leading to an excited state other than H°(n), which also

includes the two electron loss process. The process of electron capture from the

target atoms on the surface of a foil is governed by the E~3 law. The cross section

of target electron capture would therefore be too small at energies of a few hun-

dred MeV to play any role in formation of excited states. The differential equation

expressing the yield of H°s in state n is

X) = NH- (x)a.np - NH. (x)vnmp, (2.1)

where p is the target number density, NJJ-(X) and Nn»(x) are the numbers of if"

and H°(n) particles reaching a foil thickness x. Clearly,

NH- (x) = No exp\-{a-n + <r_m)pz], (2.2)

12



where No is the initial number of H ions. The substitutions

y(x) = NH»{x), a = pcr-.n, b = pa_m, c = pcrnm, (2.3)

lead to the following differential equation:

^ = J V o a e - < a + 6 > * - c y . (2.4)
ax

Solving the differential equation with the condition that y(x) to be zero at x = 0,

we get

^~CX Ha+b)X) ( 2- 5 )

The thickness for maximum yield, xmax, follows from equation (2.5):

—= : + b - c ' - ( 2- 6 )

The solution to the simple model, equation 2.5, is used to to provide a fit to the

experimental yield data as a function of foil thickness. The behavior of the solution

to the simple model, simple rate equation, is illustrated in 2.1.

13
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Figure 2.1 The simple rate equation showing the yield of a hydrogen atoms versus
carbon foil thickness. Here No = 69922.3, a = 0.030, b= 0.016, and c = 0.012.
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2.2 Theoretical Considerations

What does a relativistic H ion see as it penetrates a foil? A simple picture is

that the ion encounters a periodic strong field produced by the target atoms which

may be written as

F = Asin(2irft), (2.7)

and / is given by

/=^p (2-8)

where 7 and /3 are the usual relativistic parameters, c is the speed of light, and d is

the lattice spacing between the target atoms. As an example, consider the case of

the H" going through a carbon foil at 800 MeV. Then, we have

d = 2A, 7 = 1.85, and /3 = 0.84,

resulting in a frequency of 2.3 x 1018 Hz. If we think of this periodic electric field

as a photon, then the equivalent photon energy is 9.5 keV which does not interact

too effectively with the H ion. However, a more complete picture is that for an

amorphous target the H ion encounters each target atom with a different impact

parameter, p. Then the observed ionization probability can be written as 38

JoJo

where p(p) is the individual ionization probability , and w{p) is the weighting func-

tion used to average over the individual probabilities. Furthermore, the field en-

countered by the ion is not simply a single periodic function, but is a superposition

of many different periodic fields. This raises the possibility of the existence of certain

frequencies that could directly excite and ionize H ions and H° atoms.

A relevant picture is to think of a foil interacting with the H beam as a

square pulse of "matter field". One takes the point of view that the ionization and

excitation processes may be to some extent coherent effects of all the interactions
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Figure 2.2 The "matter field" for a 40 fig/cm2 carbon foil at 800 MeV.
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Figure 2.3 The square of the Fourier transform of the "matter pulse" in figure 2.2.
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the ion encounters in its passage through the foil. As an example, figure 2.2 shows

the "matter pulse" that an 800 MeV H might encounter when it is directed through

a 40 fig/cm2 carbon foil. The pulse is Fourier transformed from the time domain

to the frequency domain which gives the matter field strength as a function of

frequency. We assume the response of the ion depends on the frequi icy of the

pulse. We have therefore, for heuristic purposes, converted frequencies into energy

by multiplying by h. The square of this pulse gives the relative intensity spectrum

of the matter field in the energy domain which is

where

Here F is the strength of the pulse, x is the foil thickness in fj,g/cm2, p is the foil

density in g/cm3, y and /3 are the usual relativistic parameters, and c is the speed

of light in m/s (see figure 2.3). As the thickness of a foil is changed the positions of

minima and maxima in the spectrum are moved. Thus, if we assume that the yield

of a given state is proportional to the "matter field" intensity, then the yield of the

state is modulated as we vary the foil thickness. The modulation factor, Mn(x),

may be approximated by

Mn(x)<x / Ix(E)*n(E)dE, (2.12)
JEn

where En is the threshold energy for detaching one electron and leaving the neutral

atom in some excited state n, and on{E) is unknown. Thus, for a lack of a better

model, the cross section is approximated by extending the Armstrong's formula,

equation 1.1, to the case of states with n > 1 as given by

0 if E<En;(
= \
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This assumes the one-photon interaction in the dipole approximation, ignoring the

multiphoton processes, and the possibility of a stepwise excitation process which

may promote a lower state to higher one before it leaves the foil. The modulation

factor is numerically evaluated for the case of n=2 as shown in figure 2.4.

To get a glimpse of the hostility of the foil environment consider the lifetime of

an H ion in an electric field, F, (see figure 2.5) as given by semi-empirical equation39,

r = —J- exp(-£), (2.14)

where

and

Vs
= 2.47 x If)"6 — , (2.15)

A2 = 4.494 x 109 —.
m

The Thomas-Fermi model of the carbon atom predicts a field of ~ 1012 ;•£ at

a radius of one bohr radius (eto). This gives a lifetime of 2.5 x 10~18 seconds for the

H ion which is considerably less the typical interaction time of one femtosecond.

The immediate question is that how is possible for H ions to go through a foil intact

as observed in the experiment. Further, the critical field for ionizing a hydrogen

atom in some state n is given by40

as illustrated graphically in figure 2.6. We notice that the fields produced by the

carbon atoms are much higher than the critical field needed to ionize even the n= l

state. Again, how is it possible that any hydrogen atom is able to make it through

a foil?

A possible solution to this dilemma is to consider the beam-foil interaction

a chaotic one. In an experiment by Galvez et al.41 a microwave field was used to

18
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Figure 2.4 Modulation of the yield of n=2 as a function of foil thickness at 226
MeV as predicted from equation 2.12.
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Figure 2.6 Critical electric field needed to ionize a given state of hydrogen atom.
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ionize highly excited states of hydrogen atom. It was observed that increased fields

were needed to ionize the excited atoms whenever a parameter called the scaled

frequency, n3u>, became greater than two (2). In this region, the driving frequency

is greater than the classical orbital frequency. It was hypothesized that the increase

in the field needed to ionize the Rydberg atoms was an indication of quantum chaos.

Taking the frequency which the H encounters the target carbon atoms at 800 MeV,

we get a scaled frequency of 350 for n = 1. This makes the beam-foil interaction an

excellent candidate for quantum chaos. One of the consequences of chaotic behavior

is that increased fields are needed to ionize atoms, possibly explaining why H ions

and H°atoms are able to get through a foil intact.

An alternative picture is to think of a foil as broadband intense high-frequency

laser field which is turned on abruptly. It has been shown by Su et ai.42 and Font43

that atoms interacting with a high-frequency laser pulse tend to become stable

against ionization as the pulse intensity is increased. The stability is determined by

the displacement amplitude of the free-electron response, ao (a.u.), given by

ao = -ee/mu)2, (2.17)

where e is the electric field amplitude, m is the mass of the electron, and o> is

the angular frequency of the oscillation. If we take the frequency at which the H

encounters the carbon atoms and an amplitude of 1012 V/m, then ao is 4.0 x 10~'

in atomic units with the implication that electrons move very little during their

passage through a foil. The stability is attributed to the spatial localization of the

electron wave function. In particular, the wave function is shown to split into two

peaks where the separation between the peaks is proportional to ao- An important

finding of these studies is that for a given intensity the stabilization can be reached if

the frequency is high enough. Thus, the high frequency of the "foil field" combined

with a strength which of about one atomic unit makes it possible for the H ions
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and H° atoms to become stable against ionization. An extension of the numerical

method of Su and et al. to the case the "foil field" may provide important clues to

the nature of the relativistic H beam-foil interaction.

Finally, a theory based on classical stochastic dynamics28 may provide some

insight into the nature of relativistic H -foil interactions. This model uses a micro-

scopic Langevin equation of motion,

dv
. ,v , _ v_,, (2.18)

to describe the motion of an electron during its passage through a foil. Here Vp

is the screened potential of a highly charged ion and F(<) represents the random

forces that the electron experiences. The fluctuating force F(t) is described by a

sequence of sudden, impulsive momentum transfers ("kicks"),

where APf represents the stochastic momentum transfer to the electron per colli-

sion at time tf which is a random sequence. The parameter a is used to distinguish

between scattering by the ionic cores of the target atoms and scattering by the tar-

get electrons. The application of classical dynamics to Rydberg states is justified

by their large quantum numbers (n,l). Thus, the approximation of an impulsive

momentum transfer is valid for fast projectile electrons where the collision time,

tc = ^a/vp, is short as compared to the orbital period, Tn = 2TTU3, for a hydrogenic

atom. Aa is the static screening length of the medium. The stochastic motion of

the electron leads to diffusion in angular momentum and energy, resulting in a large

population of high angular momentum states. As the projectile exits the foil the

screened potential suddenly changes into a bare Coulomb potential, which closely

resembles shakedown and shakeup processes in photoionization. The phase-space

coordinates of the evolved electron at the time of passage through the surface,
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[r(i3), v(is)], are used to construct orbits in the bare Coulomb potential, giving the

final state of the projectile as it leaves the foil. This theory is successful in explain-

ing the experimental data27 taken with fast C+ ions going through a carbon foil.

It is interesting to note that if we take A, = 2.0 A, then the interaction time, tc,

for a hydrogen atom at 800 MeV is 4.3 x 10~19 seconds which is short even when

compared to the orbital time of the hydrogen atom in its ground state (1.52 x 10~16

seconds). This implies that the classical treatment of the beam-foil problem may

remain valid even for small quantum numbers (n, I) for relativistic projectile ve-

locities. A comprehensive application of the classical stochastic dynamics to the

case of the relativistic H ions traversing a carbon foil may reveal the nature of the

interaction mechanisms.
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CHAPTER 3: EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

The overall experimental arrangement is schematically shown in figure 3.1.

The experimental hall is closed off when the beam is on in order to protect the

personnel from the radiation exposure associated with the beam. Thus, all the

equipment inside the experimental hall are controlled and monitored through a

number of cables, each about 100 feet in length, from the HIRAB counting house.

All the incoming data are conditioned by the fast NIM < 'ectronics and sent to ap-

propriate CAMAC modules such as ADCs, TDCs, and sealers. The data contained

in the CAMAC modules is read by the Microprogrammable Branch Driver (MBD)

at appropriate times and stored in the MBD memory buffer. Once the MBD buffer

is full the data is transferred to the ^VAX-II memory where the Q system puts the

raw data on tape. The data is analyzed on line by a number of user-written codes

producing histograms and data files. The computer is also used to send commands

to various CAMAC modules that control equipment such as stepper motors and

power supplies. A timing signal from the LAMPF Central Control Room (CCR)

is used to trigger the laser, open gates, and generate events for the computer to

perform a number of predetermined actions. The following sections describe the

experimental procedures in more detail. The details of the experimental techniques

are found in appendices 6 through 9.

3.1 HIRAB Beam Line

The High Resolution Atomic Beam Facility (HIRAB) is a facility dedicated

to high energy atomic physics. The facility is located at the end of the External

Proton Beam (EPB) at LAMPF (see figure 3.2). The construction of HIRAB was

completed by May 1987, with first test beam delivered by summer 1987. The major

attraction of this facility is the all year access to the building allowing time for
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Figure 3.1 The overall experimental arrangement at HIRAB.
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Figure 3.2 The experimental areas of the LAMPF external proton beam.
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careful alignment work on lasers and optics. A moveable beam stop upstream of

the experimental area permits personnel access to the area while other areas are

receiving beam. A large concrete slab in the center of the building isolates delicate

optical arrangements from unwanted vibrations. The beam line transport is capable

of providing a low-divergence beam to the area. This is specially important for high

precision experiments performed at the Doppler-free angle, a = cos~"1(—j3), where

the contribution of the beam momentum spread to the observed energy resolution

vanishes to the first order. The divergence of the particle and laser beams in their

common plane are the major parameters in determining the energy resolution of the

experiment. The original design of the H beam optics uses two thin-foil strippers

producing a low-divergence beam followed by a separated quadrupole magnet lens

system which achieves the final divergence by expanding the beam in one plane44 as

illustrated in figure 3.3. This design can provide a beam with a divergence as low as

one /iradian in one plane while maintaining a reasonable spot size. A compromise

medium resolution tune is currently used at HIRAB resulting in a beam divergence

of ten ^radians in the vertical plane. This tune is obtained without the use of the

second slit collimator allowing a higher beam intensity.

The experimental resolution can be further improved by reducing the mo-

mentum spread of the beam at 716 MeV by the momentum bunching technique

developed in the summer of 1989 45. Briefly, The lower energy is achieved by turn-

ing off the last five accelerating modules ( modules 44 through 48). The last two

modules, 47 and 48, are used to rebunch the beam. It was found that by adjusting

the phase on module 48, the momentum spread was reduced by a factor of five

from it initial value of 5 x 10~4. An energy resolution of 2.0 meV is obtained as

compared with the previous value of 8.0 meV. The effect of momentum bunching

on the Feshbach resonance which occurs at a center of mass energy of 10.9264 eV

is illustrated in figures 3.4 and 3.5. The width of this resonance is predicted to
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Figure 3.3 Optical analog for basic HIRAB beam-line design.

be of the order of 30 ^eV. Therefore, the observed width reflects the experimental

resolution.

One of the remaining problems at- HIRAB is the time dependent fluctuations

of the H beam current. A cause of this problem is thought to be the jitter in

the position of the H beam. This causes the beam spot, with a gaussian spatial

distribution, to move across the collimator slit, leading to intensity fluctuations

in the H beam surviving the collimator. A possible cause of jitter in the beam

is the longitudinal vibrations in the accelerator drift tubes which in turn are the

result of turbulence in the accelerator's cooling water flow. A feasibility study

is underway to control the beam jitter by two fast-response magnets which are

automatically controlled by a detector monitoring the position of the beam spot. In

the meantime, a careful measurement of the instantaneous beam current is essential

in interpretation of the data.
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Figure 3.4 The Feshbach scan with the correct phase on module 48 giving a dp/p
of 10~4. The correct phase was found to drift with time.
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Figure 3.5 The Feshbach scan with the module 48 out of phase giving a dp/p of
5.0 x 10~4.
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3.2 H" and Laser Beams

The relativistic H beam is produced by a linear accelerator at the Los Alamos

Meson Physics Facility (LAMPF). The LAMPF's heart is a three stage, high-

intensity linear accelerator stretching over a half-mile providing three particle beams:

H+ , H , and polarized H 46. The positive and negative ions are accelerated simul-

taneously by the alternating electric field in the accelerator cavities. The first stage

consists of producing the ions and injecting them into the accelerator at energy of

750 keV. In the second stage the ions are accelerated to 100 MeV using a series of

drift tubes driven by a 201.25 MHz alternating electric field. The last stage contains

forty-eight side-coupled-cavities, driven at 805 MHz, which accelerate the ions up

to 800 MeV. Finally, the particle beams from the accelerator are separated in a

switchyard and sent down the three main beam lines leading to the experimental

halls.

The primary beam at LAMPF runs at 120 macropulses a second. The H

beam is delivered to HIRAB at repetition rates which usually range from 10 to 40

macropulses per second. The length of each macropulse is typically a few hundred

microseconds. Each macropulse possesses a microstructure which is a series of

micropulses of 1.0 nanoseconds long separated by five nanoseconds. Both the length

of macropulse and the spacing between the micropulses can be adjusted to meet the

experimental needs. We have received beam at HIRAB with macropulses ranging

in duration from 500 nanoseconds to 800 microseconds, and micropulse spacing

of five nanoseconds to four microseconds. A quantity of great interest to the H"

experiments is the instantaneous beam intensity, /(particles/micropulse), given by

, (8.1)

where < / > is the average beam intensity in nanoamps, 5 is the spacing between

the micropulses in nanoseconds, R is the macropulse repetition rate in Hz, and M
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is the macropulse duration in microseconds. The average beam current required for

the H experiments is typically of the order of a few tens of picoamps which is a

small fraction of the primary beam running at a few microamps. It is evident from

equation 3.1 that by adjusting the micropulse spacing and macropulse width we can

vary the instantaneous intensity by orders of magnitude. Since the observed signal

rate is directly proportional to / , then a high instantaneous current may be used to

look at processes with a small cross section.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . .

40 60
Time (JM)

60 100

Figure 3.6 The temporal profile of the Nd:YAG CW laser pulses as detected by a
fast photodiode.

The Nd:YAG laser (Spectra DCR-2 Model) used for these experiments can be

run in two distinct modes. The first mode is a quasi-cw mode where the laser pulse

lasts for about 100 microseconds. The temporal profile of the pulse is shown in figure

3.6. The spot size is about 7 mm in diameter, and the beam divergence around 0.5
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mradians. A much shorter pulse is obtained by Q-switching the laser through a

Pockels cell. The resulting photon burst lasts about 8 ns with a nearly gaussian

temporal profile. This method provides an instantaneous laser power which is higher

by orders of magnitude than the CW mode. The high intensity allows for efficient

harmonic generation of up to the fourth multiple of the fundamental frequency of

the Nd:YAG laser. Two ADP crystals with faces cut at the Brewster angle are

angle-tuned to generate the desired harmonics (532, 355, and 266 nm). The DCR-2

laser system has proved itself to be highly reliable while operating for days a time

in a high radiation environment.
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3.3 Laserless Experiment

The highly excited states of hydrogen are detected by direct field-ionization.

Even though the details of the beam line are different from one run to another, all

are conceptually shown in figure 3.7. A relativistic H beam is directed through a

foil in one of the three different foil holders used in these experiments. A sweep

magnet located downstream of the foil has a dual function. The first function is to

bend the background electrons coming out of the foil out of the main beam. The

second function is to selectively field-ionize Rydberg states above a specified state.

This helps to identify the peaks observed in the electron spectrometer downstream

of the sweep magnet. The effect of the sweep magnet on a number of hydrogenic

states is demonstrated in figure 3.8.

The spectrometer, shown in figure 3.9, is a sector magnet with entry and exit

faces inclined at 22.5° to the design trajectory. The Rydberg atoms surviving the

sweep magnet enter the electron spectrometer where the motional electric field seen

by the atoms cause them to split into Stark states given by

«2,m), (3.2)

where the (n1 ,n2 ,m) are the parabolic quantum numbers. Their relationship to

the original principal quantum number, n, is given by

•:z = m + n 2 + \m | +1 . (3.3)

Each Stark state has a unique lifetime which depends on the strength of the electric

field. For a given set of substates associated with n, the Stark shifted substate

(0, n — 1,0) that lies lowest in energy has the shortest lifetime. The Stark shifted

substate (ra — 1,0,0) that lies highest in energy has the longest lifetime. As a result,

different Rydberg states decay at different positions within the spectrometer. The
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Figure 3.7 Experimental setup for the laserless experiments.
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Figure 3.8 Survival probabilities of a number of Rydberg states versus the mag-
netic field of the sweep magnet. Each state is assumed to be equally distributed
over its substates.
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Figure 3.9 Schematic of the electron spectrometer magnet and its associated vac-
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liberated electrons follow different trajectories and the spectrometer field has to be

adjusted in order to bring each state into the view of the detector. The electrons

are then detected with a scintillator-photomultiplier combination. An example of

electron trajectories for all the n = l l Stark states is shown in figure 3.10. A spectrum

is formed by changing the spectrometer field and counting the number of electrons

for each field as shown in figure 3.11. The first peak in figure 3.11 at 135.5 gauss

is due to free electrons produced mainly from the surviving H ions colliding with

residual gas molecules in the imperfect vacuum ( « 10~7 torr ) of the beam pipe.

The second sharp peak at 141.0 gauss is the n = l l state, and the last broad peak

at 147.0 gauss is the n=10 state. The sweep magnet is set at 70.0 gauss for this

measurement which field-ionizes the n=12 state and above. A bending magnet

downstream of the spectrometer guides all three beams through a "paddle" and

a fast ion chamber. The paddle is a square piece of plastic scintillator mounted

on a photomultiplier tube. The fast response of the paddle, about 20 ns, allows

to monitor the individual micropulse intensities when they are separated by more

than 20 ns. The fast ion chamber with a response time of ten ^seconds probes the

intensity of each macropulse. All the beams which are at this time stripped down to

protons are stopped in a massive Faraday cup yielding the integrated beam current.

The Faraday cup, 700 kg of graphite, is massive enough to completely stop the

incident protons. The charge is drained off Faraday cup by a teflon insulated wire.

The output current is digitized using a NIM current digitizer and used to normalize

the data to the beam current.
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Figure 3.10 Electron trajectories for all the Stark substates of n=ll . The beam
energy is 800 MeV and the spectrometer field is 141.0 gauss.
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Figure 3.11 Electron Spectrum taken for a 19 ng/cm2 carbon foil at 800 MeV.
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3.4 Typical Laserless Measurement

The laserless experiment basically consists of counting electrons for each set-

ting of the spectrometer field. The field is determined by the current supplied by a

power supply which is in turn controlled by a CAMAC Digital to Analog Converter

(DAC). The computer feeds a number between 0 and 4096 to the DAC module

which is converted to an analog voltage between 0 and 10 volts in direct propor-

tion to the input digital number. The output voltage is used to vary the current

of the power supply from 0 to 20 amps. At the beginning of each run, started by

a computer command (QRU), the range and the step size in current is input by

the experimenter. The data acquisition program then takes over the experiment by

initially setting the current at the requested beginning value. Data is accumulated

until a predetermined amount of charge is integrated by the Faraday cup. At that

point the data acquisition is stopped and the spectrometer current is increased. The

spectrometer's magnetic field is monitored by a magnetometer which is sampled by

the computer every time a macropulse occurs. Finally, once 100 data points are

taken, the computer stops the data acquisition and prompts the user to issue a

computer command (QFI) to end the run.

The preparation for the laserless experiment starts with stepping the spec-

trometer field over a wide range with a foil in place. The sweep magnet is kept at

a minimum to insure an easily detectable wide peak. The next step is to perform a

fine scan, small steps, over the free electron peak with no foil in place. This is useful

for checking the calibration of the spectrometer. A suitable range which includes the

free electron peak and all the detectable hydrogen lines is determined. A number

of runs with varying fields on the sweep magnet helps to isolate the hydrogen peaks

observed during a spectrometer scan. A sweep magnet setting that produces clear

peaks in the spectrum is chosen to be repeated for all the foils. It is important to

chose a spectrum with a clear structure since it provides for a reliable comparison
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with the Monte Carlo results. Finally, some of the runs should be repeated to test

the repeatability of the data.
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3.5 Laser Experiment

The low n states produced in a foil can not be directly detected by field-

ionization. The required fields for ionization are too high for electron detection

as the radius of the curvature of the signal electron is too small. This prevents

the electrons from reaching the electron detector. A fixed-frequency Nd:YAG laser,

linearly polarized, is Doppler-tuned in the rest frame of the atoms to excite a tran-

sition to a Rydberg state which is then detected by field-ionization in the electron

spectrometer. The conceptual experimental set-up is shown in figure 3.12. The H

beam is incident on a foil in either of the three foil holders in the beam line. A

bending magnet downstream of the foil has three functions. The first function is to

sweep all the free electrons produced in the foil out of the beam line. The second

function is to field-ionize all the states above n=6. The last function is to separate

the H , H°, and H+ beams. The H°beam is intersected by the laser beam in the

interaction chamber where the intersection angle is changed with the aid of system

of mirrors mounted on a turn-table as illustrated in figure 3.13. The photon energy,

E, in the atom's rest frame is given by

E = <yEL(l + 0cosa), (3.4)

where /3 and 7 are the usual relativistic parameters, EL is the photon energy in

the laboratory frame, and a is the intersection angle defined such that a = 0 when

the laser beam is head-on to the H°beam. This method allows one to Doppler-

tune smoothly a fixed frequency laser over almost a decade of photon energies. A

number of different lasers are used to obtain photon energies ranging from 0.045 eV

up to 21.9 eV (see figure 3.14). The laser is Doppler-tuned to excite a transition

from a low-lying state to a Rydberg state. Table 3.1 summarizes the transitions

investigated for these experiments.
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Beam Energy (MeV)

800

800

716

581

500

226

Laser Used

4th YAG

1s t YAG

4th YAG

Ist YAG

1s t YAG

2n d YAG

Initial n

1,2

2,3,4,5

1,2

2,3,4

3,4

2,3

Final n

11

11

12

13

13

15

Table 3.1 Hydrogen transitions used for the laser studies.

The signal rate is given by47

aIJ(l+/3cosa)
Gpstna

where I and J are the instantaneous atomic and photon currents, respectively. The

cross section, <r, can be calculated exactly from theory. A geometrical factor, G,

represents the spatial and temporal overlap of the atomic and laser beams. Since we

are unable to determine accurately the overlap, G becomes an arbitrary constant

and we measure relative, not absolute, yields.

The electron spectrometer, located downstream of the interaction chamber,

is tuned to detect the laser-excited Rydberg state with maximum efficiency. A

spectrum is formed by plotting the number of electrons detected versus the photon

energy as shown in figure 3.15. The experimental energy resolution is not fine

enough to resolve different angular momentum states of a given state with principal

quantum number n. Thus, all the angular momentum states associated with a given

state are smeared together resulting in a near Gaussian spectral line. In most cases

the spectral line is fit to a Gaussian function and the area under the fitted curve is
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Figure 3.15 H°(n = 2) —> H°(n = 11) transition taken for a 40 fig/cm2 foil at
800 MeV. The solid line is the best fit to a gaussian function.

used as a measure of the yield of the state in question. In some cases in order to

speed up the data acquisition the laser is fixed at an energy corresponding to the

maximum amplitude.

A second bending magnet, located downstream of the spectrometer, bends all

the beams in the opposite direction of the first bending magnet. This is to prevent

the spillage of the beams out of the beam pipe. All the beams then pass through

the "paddle" and a fast ion chamber monitoring the fluctuations in instantaneous

beam current. Finally, all the beams, which are now are stripped down to protons,

end up in a massive Faraday cup. The Faraday cup is again used to normalize the

data taken at each intersection angle to the beam current. The normalization is set

to get about 100 laser shots for each intersection angle.
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3.6 Typical Laser Measurement

The electron spectrometer is tuned to detect a particular excited state of

hydrogen as determined from the laserless experiments. This is achieved by running

a program (SPEC) which sets the magnetic field of the spectrometer. A foil is placed

in the H beam and the sweep magnet is set high enough to ionize all the Rydberg

states detectable by the spectrometer. This insures that all the states field-ionized

by the spectrometer field are the laser promoted states. Once all the magnetic fields

are set, the intersection angle between the atomic and laser beams is stepped by

starting a run. The step size in energy should be less than the expected width of

the resonance to avoid stepping over a resonance. The true width of a resonance is

convoluted by the energy resolution of the experiment as illustrated in figure 3.16.

The energy resolution is determined by a number of parameters that cause

uncertainty in the center of mass photon energy. These are the combined angu-

lar divergence of the atomic and laser beams (6a), the beam's momentum spread

(Spfp) which effects the values of j3 and 7, and the laser line width (SEL/EI). An

expression for the energy resolution, SE, is obtained by Taylor expanding, to the

first order, the Doppler formula about each variable and adding them in quadrature.

This procedure assumes that the variables are independent of each other, and have

a normal distribution about their central values. The result, illustrated in figure

3.17, is

SE = yPEL[( 0 rC-j^Y + (sinaSa)2 + (0 + cosaf (^)2]i. (3.6)

Notice that the contribution of the momentum spread to the energy resolution

disappears at the Doppler-free angle, given by

af = cos~l(-0). (3.7)
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Figure 3.16 The solid line is the natural line shapes of the transitions from n=2s
and n=2p states to n=llp and n=lld,respectively. The dashed line is the result of
convoluting the natural line shape with the experimental energy resolution.

The duration of data acquisition for each angle is again determined by the

Faraday cup. Once a resonance is found, which may take a few runs, the angle is

fixed. The spectrometer is stepped to find the optimum setting for detecting the

laser promoted states. At this point, if the laser is operated in the Q-switched mode,

then the bias voltage on the photomultiplier tube is adjusted to avoid saturating

the ADC modules. The identity of the transition is further confirmed by looking at

a few adjacent lines in the same series. Finally, a fine angle scan over the transition

is taken for all the foils where the area under the peak is used to get an estimate of

the yield of the low-lying state. Some runs should be repeated to check the stability

of the data.
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Figure 3.17 Solid line is the total energy resolution as a function of the intersection
angle. The dashed-dotted line is the contribution of the momentum spread, 6p/p,
to the energy resolution. The dashed and dotted lines are the contributions of
angular divergence and laser linewidth terms, respectively. In this example, 6a —
0.5 mradians, Sp/p = 5.0E-4, SEL/EL = 2.0E-5, EL = 1.16 eV, and beam energy
= 800 MeV.
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CHAPTER 4: DATA AND ANALYSIS

In this chapter the details of data analysis are discussed. In particular, the

procedures to obtain the relative yield of a given state for various modes of data

acquisition are explained. The simple rate equation, equation 2.5, is used to fit the

experimental data on the relative yield of a particular state as a function of the foil

thickness. A program, MINUIT60, is employed to fit the simple rate equation by

minimizing the x2 a s given by

X = ,

where Y* axe the predictions of the simple rate equation, Y' are the experimental

points, and <7j are the standard deviations associated with each data point. In our

case the statistical errors are used for the fitting. The largest source of the system-

atic errors is the uncertainty in thickness of a given foil. Once a fit is completed

the errors caused by the foil thickness uncertainties are added in quadrature to the

statistical errors to obtain a modified value for the reduced x2-

4.1 Laserless Data

The laserless experimental technique is used to investigate the Rydberg atoms

at beam energies of 581 MeV and 800 MeV. The details of the experiments and

fits are discussed in the following sections. The following table summarizes the

experimental conditions.

Beam Energy States Macropulse Micropulse
(MeV) Detected Length {(is) Spacing (ns) Date

581 12+...+16 800 100 August 88

800 10, 11 400 4000 July 89

Table 4.1 Summary of the laserless data and experimental conditions.
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4.1.1 Yield of Rydberg States at 581 MeV

This experiment was done with a 581 MeV polarized H~ beam which was

delivered in macropulses of 800 fis in duration with a microstructure of pulses 0.25

ns wide every 100 ns. The yield of the Rydberg states were measured by the electron

spectrometer. Unfortunately, a 1.5 mm wide slit was missing during the experiment

leaving a 2.5 cm long acceptance window along the beam direction. This smeared

the Rydberg states together. Figure 4.1 demonstrates the response of the electron

spectrum to various settings of the sweep magnet for a 45 fig /cm2 carbon foil. The

sweep magnet was then fixed at 32.5 gauss, and the spectrum for each foil was

measured (see figure 4.2). The total yield of all the detected Rydberg states, n =

11 through n = 16, for each foil was simply determined by summing all the bins

in a given spectrum. The data for each point corresponds to a total charge of 5.0

nC (i.e. 3.12 x 1010 H ions) integrated by the Faraday cup. The result is shown in

figure 4.3 illustrating how the total yield of Rydberg atoms is affected by the foil

thickness. The solid line is the best fit to the simple rate equation. The results of

the fit are:

No = (8.063 ± 0.004) x 105,

a = (9.531 ± 0.072) x 10"3,

b = (1.366 ± 0.014) x 10"3,

c = (10.90 ±0.02) x 10~3,

X 2 / / = 3.84,

xmax = 91.8 ±1.1 ftg/cm*,

where the calculation for reduced \2 takes into account the foil thickness uncer-

tainty. The number of the degrees of freedom, / , is determined by subtracting the

number of fit parameters from the number of data points. The confidence level of
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the fit is 3.1 x 10 4%. The statistical error bars are obtained, assuming Poisson

statistics, simply by taking the square root of each data point. The deviation of

the reduced x2 from the expected value of 1.0, for a good fit, is evidence that an

extension of the simple rate equation is needed. A number of related measurements,

charge fractions and Lyman-a detection, are discussed in appendices A1.2 and Al.3.
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Figure 4.1 Response of the electron spectrum to various sweep magnet settings
taken for a 45 /ig/cm2 carbon foil at 581 MeV.
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Figure 4.2 Electron spectrum for a 50 fig /cm2 carbon foil taken at 581 MeV with
the sweep magnet set to 32.5 gauss.
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Figure 4.3 Relative yield of Rydberg states at 581 MeV. The approximate absolute
yield fractions are found by multiplying the electron count by 3.2 x 10"11.
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4.1.2 Yield of n= 10, 11 at 800 MeV

The H beam was delivered to HIRAB at 10 Hz with macropulses lasting for

400 ^seconds. The micropulses were spaced by four /^seconds. This beam structure

produced intense micropulses with about 6.0 x 106 H ions per micropulse at an

average current of one nA. As a result, running at high currents produced multiple

signal counts in each macropulse. This posed a problem as the experiment was set

up to simply count the signal electrons. We used a LeCroy qvt module to digitize

the pulse height of the signal for a sample of micropulses since the dead time of the

ADC , about 10 ^seconds, did not allow to digitize the signal from each micropulse.

The pulse height spectrum verified the problem of multiple counts. The problem

was resolved by employing the following two methods: First, the sweep magnet

field was fixed at 70.0 gauss which field-ionized states with the principal quantum

greater than eleven. Second, the beam current was turned down to about two pA.

No multiple counts were observed after going through the above procedure.

A slit of 1.65 mm width was in place in the spectrometer which helped to

resolve the n = 10 and n = 11 peaks. Figure 4.4 shows the spectrum taken for

a 19.3 fig/cm2 foil as displayed by the data acquisition histogramming package.

The x-axis is directly proportional to the spectrometer's field and the y-axis is the

electron count in each bin. The first small peak is due to electrons produced by the

remaining H ions colliding with the residual gas molecules in the beam pipe. The

sharp peak in the middle is the n = 11 state and the following broad peak is the n

= 10 state. The smooth solid line is the result of a triple asymmetric gaussian fit to

the data points. The results are tabulated in the upper-right hand corner. The area

under the first gaussian peak is used to estimate the yield of n = 11. The areas of

the last two gaussian peaks are used to estimate the yield of n = 10 state. Figures

4.5 and 4.6 show the yields of n = 10 and n = 11 as a function of foil thickness.

The solid line in each graph is the best fit of the simple rate equation. The results
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n iV0/1000
 a x 1 0 0° b x 1000 c x 1 0 0° X21 f

10 12.14 ±0.04 18.8 ±0.1 0.09 ± 0.08 5.76 ± 0.05 6.07
11 11.38 ±0.05 13.06 ±0.09 0.74 ± 0.09 9.28 ± 0.07 4.94

Table 4.2 Results of the best fits of the simple rate equation to the relative yields
of n = 10 and n = 11. The optimum thicknesses for n = 10 and n = 11 are 90.4 ±
1.3 and 87.7 ± 1.2 fig/cm2, respectively.

of the fit are tabulated in table 4.2. The response of the n = 10 and n = 11 states

to an external DC electric field are discussed in appendix Al.4.

The first small peak in the spectrum, free electrons produced mainly from H

ions colliding with the residual gas in the vacuum, is independently fit to a gaussian

function. This signal is proportional to the number of H ions surviving the foil

allowing for a crude measurement of the fraction the H beam surviving the foil

(see figure 4.7). There is a constant background, due to a halo associated with the

primary H beam, which obscures the electron peak for the thicker foils. The signal

is fit to the following function,

Y(x) = A* t-b*x + C, (4.2)

taking into account the exponential attenuation of the H beam and the constant

background. Here x is the foil thickness in fig/cm2. The results of the best fit to

the data are:

A = 675.0 ± 53.0,

6 = 0.055 ± 0.005,

C = 186.0 ± 7.0,

with a reduced \2 °f 1-04 giving a confidence level of 41.32%.
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Figure 4.4 The electron spectrum, as shown by the data acquisition package, for a
19 fig/cm2 carbon foil taken at 800 MeV with the sweep magnet set to 70.0 gauss.
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Figure 4.6 Relative yield of n = 11 at 800 MeV as a function of carbon foil thick-
ness. Solid line is the best fit to the simple rate equation.
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Figure 4.7 A rough measurement of the H yield as a function of carbon foil thick-
ness at 800 MeV. The solid line is the best fit to equation 4.2.
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4.1.3 Distribution of Rydberg States at 800 MeV

A Monte Carlo program is developed to propagate a given population distribu-

tion of states down the beam line, and to model the field-ionization of the surviving

states by the electron spectrometer ( see appendix 2 ). The initial n distribution is

assumed to be governed by a power law,

Pop(n) = JL, (4.3)

and the / substates are assumed to be distributed with a Poisson distribution,

Pop{l) = exp(-lc)l
l
c/l\, (4.4)

where lc is the center of the Poisson distribution. The m-substates are assumed to

be equally distributed. A spectrum is formed by following 106 atoms, where the

state of each atom is determined from the given distributions, through the beamline

and the spectrometer for different values of the spectrometer fields. Each atom is

assigned a normally distributed value for its position, momentum, and angular

direction. The beam spot is assumed to be 3.0 mm in diameter. The momentum

spread and divergence of the beam are taken to be 5.0 x 10~4 and 0.5 mradians,

respectively. Each Monte Carlo program, a spectrum with 130 points, takes about

two hours of CPU time on a VAX/8700 to complete. Hence, due to scarcity of

computer time, only 64 Monte Carlo spectra for values of p = 2, 3, ..., 9 and /c = 0,

1, ..., 7 are completed. Therefore, a comparison of the experimental data with the

Monte Carlo predictions provides a qualitative estimate on the initial distribution

of the Rydberg states coming out of a foil.

The Monte Carlo spectra are fit to a given experimental spectrum by varying

an overall scaling parameter until the x2 of the fit is minimized. The magnetic field

of the spectrometer is read out by a voltmeter interfaced to the data acquisition
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system. The conversion factor, volts to gauss, is determined to be 198.1 ± 0.5

gauss/volt. During a fit the conversion factor is also allowed to vary over its range

of uncertainty, which is from 197.6 to 198.6. The response of the confidence levels

of the fits to changes in p and lc are shown in figures 4.8 and 4.9, respectively. A

number of Monte Carlo runs are also performed for a power law distribution in /,

1/(1 + l)p, and a statistical distribution in /. It is found that a Poisson / distribution

consistently provides a better fit than a power law / distribution for all the carbon

foils. The statistical / distribution results in the lowest confidence levels as compared

with the other two distributions. The results of the best Monte Carlo fit, assuming

a Poisson / distribution, for each carbon foil are summarized in table 4.3.

Foil (fj.g/cm2) Run Number p lc X2/f Confidence Level

19
25
30
35
40
45
50
55
60
65
70
89
110
122
159
198
303

344
346
347
348
349
350
351
352
353
354
355
356
357
360
359
358
361

8.0
8.0
8.0
8.0
7.0
7.0
7.0
7.0
7.0
7.0
7.0
7.0
8.0
8.0
8.0
8.0
8.0

3.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
7.0
7.0
7.0
7.0
7.0
7.0
7.0
7.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
7.0

0.83
0.86
2.27
3.12
3.17
2.93
2.78
2.84
2.84
3.24
3.79
2.84
2.22
1.77
1.49
1.56
1.09

87.0%
82.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.2%
0.1%
26.0%

Table 4.3 The results of the best fits of the Monte Carlo spectra to the experimental
results taken at 800 MeV.

The Monte Carlo model is successful, as seen from the reduced \2 values

for the best fits, in predicting the experimental electron spectra for the thinnest
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and the thickest foils. Figures 4.10 and 4.11 show the electron spectra for the

19 and 70 fig/cm2 carbon foils and their respective best fits to the Monte Carlo

results. The poor agreement between the experiment and the computer model for

the intermediate thicknesses is indicative of processes, such as Stark mixing of /

substates, that are not included in the program. The program also assumes the

same / distribution for all the H°(n) states under consideration. These difficulties

emphasize the need for theoretical input in order to limit the choices on various

distributions.
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Monte Carlo spectrum to the experimental data for a 25 fxg/cm2 carbon foil and /c
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Figure 4.11 The experimental data for the 70 fig/cm2 foil. The histogram is the
best fit of the Monte Carlo program corresponding to p=7 and /c=7.
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4.2 Laser Data

The details of yield data for low-lying states, taken with the laser method, are

discussed. A summary of the experimental conditions are given in table 4.4.

BE (MeV)

500
581
226
800
716
800

Date

July 88
August 88
October 88
July 89
August 89
August 89

State

3,4
2,3,4
2,3
1,2
2
2,3,4,5

Macropulse {/J,S) Micropulse (ns)

700
800
350
0.5
0.5
400

5
100
4000
5
5
360

Table 4.4 Experimental dates and conditions for various laser measurements.

4.2.1 Yield of n = 3, 4 at 500 MeV

These data are taken with the first beam delivered to HIRAB in July of 1988.

The polarized H beam was directed to HIRAB at a repetition rate of 40 Hz with

a macropulse duration of 700 //seconds, and a microstructure consisting of 0.25 ns

micropulses separated by five ns. This experiment, which we regard as preliminary,

was hampered by a poor vacuum. However, we were able to observe the n = 3, 4

to n = 12 transitions.

The laser used was the fundamental wavelength (1064 nm) of a Quanta Ray

DCR-2 Nd:YAG laser run in the quasi-cw mode. This provided a laser pulse lasting

about 100 ̂ seconds with 0.6 Joules per pulse. This mode of running simplified the

data taking as the probability of producing multiple signal counts per micropulse

was found to be negligible. This fact combined with the low dead time of the

detector (20 ns) made it feasible to simply count the interaction products without

any loss of accuracy due to multiple hits.
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The photon energy in the rest frame of the atoms was fixed at an energy

corresponding to the peak of a given transition. A sealer counted the number of

electrons detected in coincidence with the laser pulse. A background gate of equal

duration to the laser pulse was enabled in the absence of the laser pulse. This

measured the rate of the background events. The signal rate was then simply

determined by

Signal = (Counts with Laser On ) — (Counts with Laser Off ). (4.5)

The signal for each foil was measured to determine the relative yields of n = 3 and

n = 4 as a function of foil thickness. Figures 4.12 and 4.13 show the yields of n =

3 and n = 4 as a function of foil thickness. The solid line in each graph is the best

fit to the simple rate equation. The results of the fit are summarized in table 4.5.

Due to lack of laser power information at various angles, the yields of n = 3 and n

= 4 are not normalized to each other.

n iVo/100 a x 1000 b x 1000 c x 1000 X
2/f

3 4.4 ±0.5 15.31 ±1.70 0.003(3) 15.26 ±1.90 2.75

4 9.8 ±0.4 12.6 ±0.6 0.007(7) 10.7 ±0.6 2.25

Table 4.5 The results of best fits of the simple rate equation to the observed relative
yields of n = 3, and n = 4 at 500 MeV. The errors correspond to a change of 1.0
in the total \2 o f the fits. The confidence levels of the fits are 0.50% and 2.10%,
respectively. The optimum thicknesses for n = 3 and n = 4 production are 65.4 ±
9.3 and 86.0 ± 4.7 ng/cm2.
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Figure 4.12 Relative Yield of n= 3 at 500 MeV versus carbon foil thickness. The
solid line is the best fit to the simple rate equation.
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Figure 4.13 Relative Yield of n= 4 at 500 MeV versus carbon foil thickness. The
solid line is the best fit to the simple rate equation.
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4.2.2 Yield of n = 2, 3, 4 at 581 MeV

The yields of n = 2, 3, 4 as a function of carbon foil thickness were measured by

promoting the low-lying states to n = 12 which was field-ionized and detected by the

electron spectrometer. The laser pulse as monitored by a fast vacuum photodiode

was used to open a 40 ns data gate in coincidence with the laser produced electrons.

The logic gate was used to trigger a CAMAC Analog-to-Digital-Converter (ADC)

to integrate and digitize the electron pulse. A background gate of equal duration to

the laser gate was opened 100 ns later in the beam pulse to get an estimate of the

background produced by H~ ions interacting with the residual gas in the beam line.

This technique produced an excellent signal-to-background ratio of typically about

100. However, some systematic problems, such as timing drifts and fluctuations

in the particle beam intensity had to be constantly monitored. The high intensity

of the laser pulse produced multiple electron counts within a given laser gate. In

order to extract the number of electrons detached per laser pulse an electron pulse

height histogram was formed. Figure 4.14 provides an example of the pulse height

spectrum where the horizontal axis is the digitized pulse height and the vertical axis

is counts per bin. The peaks in the histogram correspond to an integer multiple

of electron hits. 'The height of each peak is proportional to the probability for

the production of a multiple hit. The width of the single-hit peak determines

the energy resolution of the plastic scintillator used to detect the electrons. The

width of each peak increases with the multiplicity of the hit as the pulse height

uncertainties of individual electrons are combined. This effectively smears the higher

peaks together. The identity of the lower peaks caused by 1 , 2, 3, ... electron hits

is easily determined for runs with a low count rate as the lower counts become more

probable.

The position of each peak is found by fitting it to a Gaussian function using

an on-line fitting routine. The positions of these peaks are then fit to a first degree
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Figure 4.15 Centroids of electron peaks versus the electron number. The solid line
is the best fit a first degree polynomial.
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polynomial given by

PH{n) = m*n+p, (4.6)

where n is the peak number, PH{n) is the pulse height corresponding to the center

of each peak, m is the line's slope, and b is the pedestal count for the detection

system. Figure 4.15 shows the linear fit to the peaks in the pulse height spectrum.

Once the slope and pedestal are determined, then the number of electrons detected

is given by

Number = Nearest Integer(—(PH - p)). (4.7)

m

The spectral profile of a transition is constructed by plotting the number of detected

electrons versus photon energy. The spectral profile for a given transition is fit to an

asymmetric gaussian with a constant background. The area under the fitted curve

was used as a measure of the yield. This procedure was repeated to obtain data

for n = 2, 3, 4 transitions to n = 12 for seventeen different carbon foils. Figures

4.16, 4.17, and 4.18 show the relative yields of the measured low-lying states as a

function of foil thickness. The yields of different states are not normalized to each

other. The solid curves are again the best fits to the simple rate equation, see table

4.6 for the results.

n iVo/i000 a x 1000 6 x 1000 c x 1000 x2/f

2 9.27 ±0.12 29.1 ±0.80 7.32 ±0.59 20.8 ± 0.40 2.99
3 2.77 ±0.12 12.18 ±0.54 1.66 ±0.21 13.84 ±0.34 2.48
4 7.99 ±0.09 7.98 ±0.12 5.08 ±0.29 13.06 ±0.29 4.28

Table 4.6 The results of the best fits of the simple rate equation to the relative
yields of n = 2, n = 3, and n = 4 at 581 MeV. The errors correspond to a change
of 1.0 in the total x2 of the fits. The optimum thicknesses for the production of n
= 2, 3, and 4 are 35.9 ± 1.1, 72.3 ± 8.3, and 76.6 ± 4.1 fig/cm2.
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Figure 4.16 Relative yield of n = 2 at 581 MeV as a function of carbon foil
thickness. The solid line is the best fit to the simple rate equation.
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Figure 4.17 Relative yield of n = 3 at 581 MeV as a function of carbon foil
thickness. The solid line is the best fit to the simple rate equation.
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Figure 4.18 Relative yield of n = 4 at 581 MeV as a function of carbon foil
thickness. The solid line is the best fit to the simple rate equation.
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4.2.3 Yield of n= 2, 3 at 226 MeV

This experiment was done with a 226 MeV H~ beam delivered in macropulses

of about 350 /xs wide at a repetition rate of 12 Hz. The microstructure consisted of

1 ns wide micropulses separated by 4 ^s. The Nd:YAG laser beam, passing through

a harmonic generator crystal, produced the second harmonic with a photon energy

of 2.32 eV at 12 Hz with a laser energy of 30 mJ per pulse. The laser beam was

expanded by a factor of five to reduce its divergence, resulting in a beam of 2 cm

diameter in the interaction region. Apart from these differences, every other aspect

of the experiment remained similar to the earlier experiment performed at 581 MeV.

The relative yield of n = 2 states were measured by Doppler tuning the laser

photon energy to excite a transition to n = 15 which were detected by the electron

spectrometer. The spectral lines were fit to an asymmetric gaussian and the area

of the fitted curve was used as a measure of the yield. The details of the analysis

remained similar to that of the 581 MeV data. The relative yield of n = 2 versus

carbon foil thickness is shown in figure 4.19. Some of the data points were measured

a second time to verify the structure seen in the yield curve, see figure 4.20. The

yield data are fit to the simple rate formula, solid line in figure 4.7, and the results

of the fit are

No = (4.45 ± 0.06) x 104,

a = 0.076 ± 0.003,

b = 0.036 ±0.001,

c = 0.023 ± 0.003,

Xmax = 17.8 ± 1.5 fig/cm2,

with a reduced \2 of 2.49, confidence level of 0.29%, for the fit.
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A special foil holder was used to rotate a 24 fig /cm2 Formvar foil about an

axis perpendicular to the beam direction. This set-up allowed for a smooth tuning

of the foil thickness given by

where T is the apparent thickness, TQ is the actual thickness, and 8 = 0° when

the foil's plane is perpendicular to the direction of the particle beam. The effect

of tilting the foil on the yield of n = 2 and n = 3 states are shown in figures 4.21

and 4.22. The n = 3 data was taken a second time in random order to verify that

the observed structure was not due to systematic effects such as timing drift of the

laser pulse.
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Figure 4.19 Relative yield of n=2 at 226 MeV as a function of carbon foil thickness.
The solid line is the best fit to the simple rate equation.
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Figure 4.20 Relative yield of n=2 at 226 MeV for two separate measurements.
The bottom measurement is at a different scale from that of the top one to make
comparison easier. The solid lines are connecting the data points.
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Figure 4.21 Relative yield of n=2 at 226 as a function of the tilt angle of a 24
fig /cm2 Formvar foil.
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fig /cm2 Formvar foil.
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4.2.4 Yield of n = 2 at 716 MeV

The H beam was delivered to HIRAB at 10 Hz. The macropulses lasted for

500 ns with a, 5 ns spacing between the micropulses. The fourth harmonic of a

Nd:YAG laser was timed to randomly overlap with one or two micropulses. This

mode of running solved the problem of long term drifts in timing which had to be

constantly monitored for the case of a microstructure with more than 5 ns spacing

between the micropulses. The laser pulse energy was about 50 mJ per pulse.

The relative yield of n = 2 was measured for all the carbon foils by laser

excitation to n = 12 state which were subsequently field-ionized by the electron

spectrometer. The data analysis is similar to that of the 581 MeV data. The yield

of n = 2 for various carbon foil thicknesses is shown in figure 4.23. The data is fit

to the simple rate equation, and the results of the fit are:

No = 1065.0 ± 18.0,

a = (52.0 ± 3.3) x 10~3,

b = (5.69 ± 0.97) x 10~3,

c = (11.9 ± 2.5) xHT 3 ,

= 34.5 ± 1.3 ngfcm2,

with a reduced x2 °f 0-69 resulting in a confidence level of 76.677%. The effect

of a tilting 45 fig /cm2 Formvar foil on the production of the n = 2 state was also

studied. The relative yields at a number of tilt angles axe shown in figure 4.24.
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Figure 4.23 Relative yield of n = 2 at 716 MeV versus carbon foil thickness. The
solid line is the best fit to the simple rate equation.
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Figure 4.24 Response of the relative yield of n = 2 to tilting a 45(ig/cm2 Formvar
foil.
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4.2.5 Yield of n = 1, 2 at 800 MeV

The structure of the H beam was changed for this experiment producing 500

ns macropulses with a spacing of 5 ns between the micropulses. The 5 ns mi-

crostructure eliminated the need to time the laser pulse to coincide with a single

micropulse. This avoided the problem of the laser trigger timing drift which had

plagued an earlier experiment. In this case, the laser pulse randomly overlapped

one or two micropulses. The fourth harmonic of the Nd:YAG laser with a photon

burst of about 8 ns was used to excite transitions from n = l , 2 t o n = l l state.

The spectral profile of these lines were again fit to a gaussian to get the yield for

each state as a function of foil thickness as shown in figure 4.25. The solid line in

the graph is the best fit to the simple rate equation. The fitted parameters are

No = (5.47 ± 0.06) x 104,

a = (38 .8± l . l ) x lO- 3 ,

b - (9.49 ± 0.55) x 10"3,

c = (10.9 ± 0.2) x lO" 3 ,

= 39.8 ± 0.7 2

giving a reduced x2 oi 0.61 with a confidence level of 83,57%. The n = 2 yield

measurement, figure 4.26, is plagued by poor statistics which is repeated in a later

run.
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Figure 4.25 Relative yield of n = 1 at 800 MeV as a function of foil thickness.
The solid line is the best fit to the simple rate equation.
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Figure 4.26 Relative yield of n = 2 at 800 MeV as a function of foil thickness.
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4.2.6 Yield of n = 2, 3, 4, 5 at 800 MeV

The fundamental frequency of the Nd:YAG laser was used for this run which

enabled us to probe the populations of n = 2, 3, 4, 5 states. The laser was operated

in its quasi-cw mode with pulses lasting for about 100 fis. The macropulses were

360 /^seconds long with a spacing of 360 ns between the micropulses.

The signal counts in coincidence with the laser pulse were counted using a

sealer. This assumed that the probability for multiple counts was negligible as

supported by a count rate of 37 per second calculated from equation 3.5. However,

the pulse height spectrum of the signal electrons showed a significant two electron

peak as shown in figure 4.27. Here the x-axis is proportional to the signal's pulse

height and the y-axis is counts per bin. The pulse height distribution does not follow

a poisson distribution as had been expected for this experiment. This is attributed

to the coincidence of the spikes in the laser output with micropulses which could

well produce two signal counts per micropulse. The background counts in the higher

bins are due to the beam halo, protons, accompanying the main beam. The pulse

height spectrum at each angle is used to cut out the high energy background and

to correct the sealer data for counting doubles as ones. The modified spectral lines

are fit to a gaussian to measure the relative yield of each state. The resulting yield

curves are shown in figures 4.28, 4.29, 4.30, and 4.31. The solid line in each graph

is the best fit to the simple rate equation. The results of the fit are summarized in

table 4.8.
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n No ax 1000 b x 1000 c x 1000 x2/f

2 226.7 ±2.7 41.9 ±0.2 2.1 ±0.6 12.6 ± 0.2 2.93 39.9 ± 0.7
3 66.5 ±0.2 12.3 ±0.3 0.86 ±0.90 13.1 ±0.2 3.01 76.1 ±4.4
4 32.3 ±0.4 5.52 ±0.09 5.89 ±0.24 11.4 ±0.24 1.92 87.7 ±1.9
5 9.24 ±0.08 5.2 ±0.1 6.2 ±0.3 11.3 ±0.3 2.01 88.1 ±2.4

Table 4.8 The results of the best fits of the simple rate equation to the relative
yields of n = 2, 3, 4, and 5 at 800 MeV. The errors correspond to a change of 1.0
in the total \2 °f *ne fi*s< The unit of optimum thickness, xmax, is fig/cm2.

4.2.7 Distribution of n = 2, 3, 4, 5 at 800 MeV

A computer simulation is developed to follow a given population distribution

of the states of the hydrogen atoms coming out of a foil (see appendix 3 for details).

The n distribution is again determined by a power law, n~p, as discussed in section

4.1.3. The /-substates are assumed to be statistically populated. The Monte Carlo

results are normalized to the experimental data at one point and the x2 °f the fit

is computed. A fitting program, MINUIT, is used to vary the initial n distribution

by adjusting the exponent of the power law, p, until the \2 °f the fit is minimized.

Figure 4.32 shows the relative yields of the n = 2, 3, 4, 5 for a 45 fig/cm2 carbon

foil and the normalized yields as predicted by the computer simulation. The results

of the fits are summarized in table 4.9. Figure 4.33 illustrates the effect of foil

thickness on the exponent of the power law, p. The power, p, is found to decrease

with thickness, which means that the excited states become more evenly populated

for the thicker foils. This is evidence for a beam-foil interaction mechanism which

is, at least, partially diffusive in nature.
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Figure 4.27 Pulse height spectrum of the electron signal showing the one and two
electron peaks, and the proton background.
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Figure 4.29 Relative yield of n = 3 at 800 MeV versus foil thickness. The solid
line is the best fit to the simple rate equation.
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Figure 4.30 Relative yield of n = 4 at 800 MeV versus foil thickness. The solid
line is the best fit to the simple rate equation.
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Figure 4.31 Relative yield of n = 5 at 800 MeV versus foil thickness. The solid
line is the best fit to the simple rate equation.
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Foil {ng/cm2)

19
25
30
35
40
45
50
55
60
65
70
89
110
122
159
198

P

3.54
3.41
3.02
3.06
3.06
3.26
2.96
2.99
2.76
2.32
1.85
1.98
1.71.
1.85
1.29
1.29

xVf

1.55
0.98
0.02
G.04
0.20
0.27
0.02
0.05
0.01
0.45
2.07
0.65
1.13
1.29
2.47
1.38

Confidence

21.32%
37.47%
98.36%
95.62%
82.27%
76.03%
97.68%
95.02%
99.54%
63.90%
14.98%
52.25%
32.37%
27.48%
8.47%
25.08%

Table 4.9 The results of the best fits of the laser computer simulation to the
experimental yields. The fit errors on the exponents are about 0.05.
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Figure 4.32 An example of the experimental (circles with error bars) and predicted
(crosses) relative yields of n = 2, 3, 4, 5 for a 45 fig/cm2 carbon foil.
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Figure 4.33 The fitted exponent of the power law n-distribution versus carbon foil
thickness.
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CHAPTER 5: RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

5.1 Optimized Foil Thicknesses

In this section the values of the optimized carbon foil thicknesses, maximizing

the yield of a given state, at various beam energies are summarized. The optimum

thickness for each case is calculated by applying equation 2.6 to the fitted parameters

of the simple rate equation. The value of the full width at half maximum, FWHM,

for each yield curve is also reported. The optimum thickness for the production of

a particular state, n, is found to increase with n. Our most complete set of data,

illustrated in 5.1. shows that the maximum production of n = 1 and n = 2 states

occurs for essentially the same thickness, while it makes a jump, by almost a factor

of 2, for n = 3. The optimum production of n = 4 continues to be higher than

that of n = 3, and remains unchanged, within error bars, for higher excited states.

At the same time, following the same trend, the yield curves become broadened

for higher excited states. The fact that n = 1 and n = 2 yields peak for the same

thickness is specially interesting. This implies that the production mechanisms for

these two states may be similar. Once a hydrogen atom in n = 2 state is produced,

then n = 3 states may be formed from n = 2 states by subsequent collisions with the

target atoms, thus explaining the larger optimum thickness for the n = 3 yield. In

the same fashion higher excited states may be formed from lower states. However,

the binding energies of the highly excited states get closer to each other, which may

explain why the optimum thickness becomes essentially constant for these states.

The same trend persists at 581 MeV, illustrated in 5.2, and 500 MeV. It is interesting

to note that the diameter of n = 1 state (1.0 A) is smaller than the lattice spacing

(2.0 A), and the n = 2 atomic size (4.0 A) is still on the order of the lattice spacing.

However, the diameters of excited states with n > 3 becomes much larger than the

average distance between the carbon atoms in a foil, providing a clue to why the
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production mechanisms for these states might be different from that of n = 1 and

n = 2.

The effect of the beam energy on the optimum thickness for production of n

= 2 state is illustrated in figure 5.3. The optimum thickness is expected to increase

with energy as the ion spends less time inside a foil. Another equivalent approach to

this problem is to notice that the thickness of a foil is Lorentz contracted by a factor

of 7. Figure 5.4 shows the modified optimum thickness (Xmax/-y) as a function of

beam energy. The corrected data points are fit to a horizontal line which gives

Xmax = 20.6 ± 0.5 fig/cm2,

X2/f = 10-9,

indicating that optimum thickness for production of n = 2 state is independent of

Lorentz contraction. The large deviation of optimum thickness at 226 MeV from a

straight line is suggestive of new processes taking effect at low energies.

The optimum thicknesses for production of n = 3 at 800, 581, and 500 MeV

are also normalized to 7 for each energy, giving 41.2, 44.6, and 42.7 fig/cm2, re-

spectively. The modified data are fit to a horizontal line, giving

Xmax= 42.1 ±3.6,

X2/f = 0.14,

with a confidence level of 86.9%, in good agreement with the Lorentz contraction

of foil thickness hypothesis. This emphasizes the point that the production mecha-

nisms for n = 3 may be different from that of n = 2.
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n Beam Energy (MeV) Xmax(vg/crn2) FWHM (fxg/cm2)

1
2
3
4
5
10
11
2
2
3
4

12+...+16
3
4
2

800
800
800
800
800
800
800
716
581
581
581
581
500
500
226

39.8 ± 0.7
39.9 ± 0.7
76.1 ± 4.4
87.7 ± 1.9
88.1 ± 2.4
90.4 ± 1.3
87.7 ± 1.2
34.5 ± 1.3
35.9 ± 1.1
72.3 ± 8.3
76.6 ± 4.1
91.8 ± 1.1
65.4 ± 9.3s

86.0 ± 4.7
17.8 ± 1.5

117.2
111.1
186.6
214.5
214.6
248.6
217.4
104.5
89.9
176.8
187.3
224.5
160.1
211.0
53.3

Table 5.1 The optimum thicknesses and full width at half maximum of the yield
curves for various states and beam energies.

5.2 Distribution of States

A number of Monte Carlo programs are used to estimate the distribution of

the states leaving a foil at 800 MeV. The n distribution is assumed to be governed by

a power law, n~p, which is the finding of some low energy (beam energy < 1.0 MeV)

studies32'33'34. It is found that the exponent of the power law, p, for a given foil, is

larger for Rydberg states than the exponent for the low-lying states. For example,

for a 25.0 fig/cm2 carbon foil, it is found that p = 8.0 ± 1.0 for the production

of Rydberg states (n = 10,...,14), and p = 3.41 ± 0.05 for the low-lying states (n

= 2,...,5). This is indicating that a single power law is upable to characterize the

n-distribution of excited states over a wide range of n. This demonstrates the

need for theoretical guidance for a new functional form, possibly an. exponential n

distribution (e~an), where the distribution is changed with n. The possibility of an

exponential n distribution, points to a diffusive process.
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Figure 5.1 The optimum carbon foil thickness versus n at 800 MeV. The error
bars correspond to the step size in foil thickness.
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Figure 5.2 The optimum carbon foil thickness versus n at 581 MeV. The n=14
datum corresponds to the combined yields of n = 12 through n = 16.
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Figure 5.3 The optimum carbon foil thickness for n = 2 as a function of beam
energy.
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Figure 5.4 The modified optimum carbon foil thickness (Xmax/"r) for n = 2 as a
function of beam energy. The solid line is the best fit to a horizontal line.
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A computer simulation of the laser experiment shows that the n distribution

of the low-lying states at 800 MeV is modified by changing the foil thickness. In

particular, the distribution changes from n~ 3 5 4 for a 19.0 fj,g/cm2 carbon foil to

n-i.29 £or a i9g Q fj,g/cm
2 foil, which indicates that the states become more evenly

populated for the thicker foils.

The laserless Monte Carlo simulation finds that the n distribution of the Ry-

dberg states is not effected much by changing the foil thickness. However, the /

distribution of the sub-states is found to consistently include a proportionally large

number of high angular momentum states for all the foils. As an example, the

peak of the assumed Poisson /-distribution for a 35.0 fig/cm2 carbon foil occurs at

/ = 5.0, implying that there are more / substates than s and p substates. This is a

deviation from the low energy theories where the excited states are thought to be

formed at the exit surface of a foil. Here the single ion-atom conditions favor the

low / substates. This is further evidence for a stochastic diffusive process in a foil

where a proportionally large number of high / states may be formed.
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5.3 Outcome of the Foil Studies

The relativistic H~-foil experiments have been successful in opening the doors

to a previously unexplored territory. For the low energy experiments, the surface of

a foil plays an important role in the formation of the excited state emerging from

the foil. However, for the case of the high energy interaction of H~ ions with foils,

the yield of a given state is observed to be strongly dependent on the foil thickness.

This demonstrates that the bulk effects dominate surface effects, if any, during the

beam-foil interaction. This is not surprising, considering that the high energy of

the projectile particles does not allow for electron capture from the target atoms.

The excitation occurs while the H ions are traversing through the foil. It is also

interesting to note that the orbiting electrons of the projectile barely move during

their passage through a foil. This means that the state of the projectile must be

decided sometime after it leaves a foil, in order for the electrons to reach their

classical orbits.

The observed yields for a given state as a function of foil thickness are fit to

the simple rate equation (see section 2.1). For most cases the fits result in a reduced

X2 greater than 1.0 indicating a poor agreement between the experimental data and

the simple model.* The simple model is truly oversimplifying the interaction process.

Some of the observed structure in the yield curves, e.g. n = 2 yield at 226 MeV,

are also indicative of more complex processes such as a coherent excitation of the

H ion, where a group of target atoms may interact simultaneously with the passing

ion. The response of the yields of n = 2 and n = 3 states to a tilting Formvar foil

exhibits a persistent structure, which remain unexplained.

The optimum carbon foil thickness for the production of a given state at

800 MeV is found to vary with the principal quantum number, n, of a state. In

particular, the yield of n = 1 and n = 2 states peak roughly at the same thickness

( about 40 fig/cm2). This is indicating that the processes for the production these
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states are similar. A sudden jump in the optimum thickness of n = 3 is observed.

The trend continues for n = 4, but it then levels off for the higher states, the n = 3

state marks the transition in atomic size where it is larger than the lattice spacing

of the carbon atoms. The yield curves for states with n > 2 also become wider than

the ones for n = 1, 2. This is all evidence that a new mechanism is taking over

the production of n = 3 and higher states which is at least partially diffusive. The

same trend persists at 581 and 500 MeV.

A number of Monte Carlo programs are used to estimate the distribution of the

states leaving a foil. The Rydberg states are found to contain a higher proportion

of high / states than low / states. The distribution of the low-lying states are

significantly modified by changing the foil thickness, such that the states become

more evenly populated for the thicker foils.

Even though, these experiments have been successful, to some extent, to illu-

minate the problem of a relativistic H ion interacting with a thin foil, a compre-

hensive theoretical study is needed to clearly interpret the experimental results.
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5.4 Future Directions

Some of the future foil experiments depend on the outcome of theoretical

studies, which should focus the experimental efforts in a direction more likely to

reveal the true nature of relativistic beam-foil interaction. In the mean while, an

improved energy resolution for the laser studies is desirable in order to investigate

the /-distribution of the substates for a given n-manifold. A thorough investigation

of the tilting effect of a foil on the yield of a state is also needed in order to explain

the observed structures. An automation of the tilting mechanism will provide for

a faster and more a reliable data acquisition. The use of crystalline foils, such a

diamond foil, will simplify the nature of the target. In this case, the channeling

phenomena can also be studied.

The interaction of H°(n=l) with a foil is also interesting as the structure of

the hydrogen is well understood. A Q-switched pulse of the DCR-2 Nd:YAG laser at

its fundamental frequency, set at an intersection angle corresponding to the broad

peak in the photodetachment cross section, is capable of completely stripping a

micropulse in the H beam. This results in a beam of hydrogen atoms in the ground

state which may be directed through a foil. A study of the distribution of the

excited states in comparison with the case for an H beam can provide important

information in understanding the interaction mechanisms.

Finally, on the practical side, a foil may be used to produce the illusive 3 P e

state of H , not accessible by photoexcitation, through collisional processes in a

foil. The response of photoionization of various excited states of hydrogen to an

external electric field is also of interest. Furhtermore, the multiphoton processes

can also be studied with the available beams of excited hydrogen atoms.
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APPENDIX 1

In this appendix, we discuss a number of experiments where some of the

measurements ( charge fractions, Lyman-a detection, Rydberg atoms in electric

fields, and mystery peaks ) are directly related to the foil experiments. The rest of

the discussed experiments, relativity test and momentum spread measurement, are

applications of the data taken during the foil experiments.

Al . l A Test of Special-Relativistic Formula

The Robertson's formalism is used to test the extent of the validity of the

Doppler formula,

E = —7(1 + 0cosa), (Al.l)
9o

within the experimental resolution62. A thin foil is used to produce an atomic

hydrogen beam with a distribution of exited states. A Nd:YAG laser is used to

excite transitions from n = 2, 3, 4, 5 states to n = 11, 12 states. The laser promoted

states are field-ionized by an electron spectrometer and the liberated electrons are

detected by scintillator-PMT combination. The spectral profile of each transition is

constructed by plotting the number of liberated electrons versus the encoder readout

which measures the intersection angle. The spectral lines are fit to a gaussian

function in order to get the encoder position corresponding to the center of each

profile (see figure Al. l) . The results of the fits for all of the lines are summarized

in table Al.l .

The intersection angle, a is given by

a = (N-Z)/K, (A1.2)

where N is the absolute encoder number, Z is the encoder value for a = 0, and A'

is the conversion constant from encoder number to degrees. The value of K was
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determined to be 552.14 encoder steps per degree. The intersection angle is changed

by a set of mirrors mounted on top of a turn table. A slight misalignment of the

laser causes a the beam to wobble at the interaction point. The actual intersection

angle, a , is given by63

cosa = cosot + Bsinacosa + <f>sin2a, (Al.Z)

where 6 and <j> are deviations from an ideal alignment. The experimental data are

fitted to

E = — 7(1 + Pcosa), (A1A)
9o

where E is the theoretical transition energy, /9 and 7 are the usual relativistic

parameters, EQ is the laboratory laser energy, and go is the Robertson parameter

testing the Doppler formula. The results of the fit, as illustrated in figure A1.2, are

EQ

— = 1.16441 ±0.00012,
So

/? = 0.84109 ± 0.00002,

Z = 339.5 ± 1.3,

0 = (1.O9 ±0.01) x 10~3,

<£ = (0.88 ±0.01) x 10~3.

The experimental errors, which reflect only the statistical errors, are adjusted until

a reduced x2 of 1.0 is obtained20. The fitted value of /? gives a beam energy of

797.26 ± 0.12 MeV. This is in good agreement with the advertised beair energy of

796.0 ± 5.0 MeV demonstrating the capability of this method to measure the beam

energy with a high accuracy. The fitted value of the encoder zero, 339.5 (0.6°), is

within the expected range as the original encoder zero was set by an ocular method.

The values of 6 and <f> indicate that the laser beam was aligned with an accuracy
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of one mradian which is as best as can be expected, given the current procedure

for alignment. The laser photon energy was measured by doubling the fundamental

frequency which was then analyzed using a monochrometer. This yielded a value

of 1.16487 ± 0.00020 ± 0.00030 eV, where the second error bar is an estimate of the

drift in the laser photon energy, giving

g0 = 1.00040 ± 0.00033.

In conclusion, the relativistic Doppler formula is verified to be consistent with

the experimental results to an accuracy of 3.3 x 10~4. The sensitivity of the exper-

iment can be improved by reducing the laser line width and drift, aligning the laser

beam with a higher accuracy than of the present system. The measurement will

be further improved by a new optical turn table, under design, where the absolute

accuracy of the encoder will be enhanced.
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Transition Number

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Transition

2—>11
2—>12
3—>11
3—>12
4—>11
4—»12
5—>11
5—>12
5—>12
5—>11
4—>12
4—>11
3—>12
3—>11
2—>12
2—>11

Absolute Encoder

28648.6±4.7 (TOP)
28241.8±5.4 (TOP)
63634.2±2.2 (TOP)
63291.1±2.3 (TOP)
78410.5±1.4 (TOP)
77915.4±2.2 (TOP)
89707.3±1.9 (TOP)
88750.7±2.0 (TOP)
110632.3±1.7 (BOT)
109668.3±1.7 (BOT)
121480.1±2.1 (BOT)
121480.1±2.1 (BOT)
136133.5±1.7 (BOT)
135793.5±1.8 (BOT)
171234.2±4.5 (BOT)
170845.0±4.2 (BOT)

Table A 1.1 Summary of the measured encoder values of several hydrogen lines.
The error bars correspond to a change of 1.0 in y2 when a hydrogen line is fitted
to a gaussian.

A1.2 Charge Fractions at 581 MeV

An attempt was made to measure the absolute charge fraction coming out of

a foil. The three charge beams produced by the foil are separated by a magnet.

The separated beams are then incident on a fluorescence screen giving off light

when exposed to ionizing radiation. The light from the screen is digitized using a

CCD (Charge Coupled Device) camera with a spatial resolution of 720 x 240 pixels,

and an eight-bit pulse height resolution per pixel. The fractions are determined

by measuring the area under each peak. The charge fractions as a function of foil

thickness are shown in figure A1.3. The H" yield is fit to equation 4.2, A * exp(—b*

x) + C, giving

A = 0.90 ± 0.08,
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Figure A 1.1 Observed n = 4 t o n = l l transition at 800 MeV using the funda-
mental wavelength of the Nd:YAG laser. The solid line is the best fit to a gaussian
function.
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Figure A 1.2 Difference between the predicted and measured energies of the ob-
served hydrogen lines.
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b = 0.032 ± 0.003,

C = 0.02 ± 0.01,

with a reduced x2 °f 6.76. The H°data is fit to the simple rate equation which gives

JV0 = 23.8 ± 1.4,

a = (1.56 ±0.09) x 10"3,

6 = (25 .4±1 .3 )x l0" 3 ,

c = (12.5 ±2.1) x 10~3,

with a reduced \2 °f 0.57, resulting in a confidence level of 72.3%.

However, this experiment provides only a qualitative, and not a quantitative,

measure of the charge fractions due to the following two problems. The first is

that the response of the fluorescence screen is slightly different for the H , H°, and

H+ particles. The difference in response is unknown making it difficult to unfold

the true fractions. A more serious problem is the problem of timing the camera

to capture a frame from the CCD detector. Each frame is taken at random with

respect to the occurrence of the macropulses. Even tough, a number of frames for

each foil are taken, the variations from frame to frame produce a large uncertainty

in the charge fractions when various foil thicknesses are compared. The linearity of

the detector response to beam current intensity needs to studied, as the intensity

of the three beams could be different by orders of magnitude. In conclusion, this

method has the potential to accurately measure charge fractions, once the above

problems are solved.
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Figure A 1.3 Charge fractions (circles: H", diamonds: H°, and squares: H+)
versus carbon foil thickness. The solid line is the best fit of an exponential function
to the H data, the dashed line is the best fit of the simple rate equation to the
H°data, and the dashed-dotted line is given by l-fraction(H" )-fraction(H°).
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A1.3 Lyman a Detection

The detection scheme to observe the Lyman a line emitted by the decaying

H°(n=2p) states coming out of a foil is shown in figure Al .4. The detector probes the

atomic beam at 90 degrees with an angular acceptance of 5.7 degrees. Tne Lyman-

a photon (10.20 eV) is Doppler shifted by a factor of 7 at 90 degrees resulting in

a laboratory photon energy of 6.30 eV at 581 MeV. A narrow band filter with a

p ak transmission of 10.0% at 200 nm (6.20 eV) is used to filter out the background

photons. The filter has a FWHM of 30 nm (0.93 eV). The detector probes the beam

over a 1.0" long region along the beam direction. The number of 2p states decaying

in this region is given by

N = N0(e

where r is the lifetime of the 2p state in the atom's rest frame, and <i (£2) is the

time it takes for the atom to travel to the beginning (end) of the probed region.

Given the geometry of the experiment, the probability for the atom to decay in the

probed region is 1.29%.

The amount of light reaching the detector is determined by the solid angle of

the setup. However, the angular distribution of the emitted photons in the center of

mass must be transformed to the laboratory frame48. The Lorentz transformation

for momentum and energy is given by49

7 0 0 -U

0 0 1 j
+t/?7 0 0 7 / \iE*/c

where the star system is the center of mass frame. If a photon is emitted at an

angle a* such that a*=0 for a photon traveling along the beam direction, then the

energy and angle in the laboratory frame are given by

7(1 - pcosa)
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sina*
tana = — ^-. (Al.S)

The laboratory angular distribution is related to the center of mass frame by

dN dN dQ*
dn •

(A1.9)

After some algebra and assuming an isotropic distribution in the center of the mass

system, we find
dN I ( I - / ?

The probability for a photon going into the detector's solid angle is found by

' dN .„

resulting in

^ - \ 1 1 I (.11.11)N 2j2j3ll-f3cosa2

Having ai = 84.29° and a2 = 95.71°, we find that the probability of catching the

photons is 3.15%. This combined with probability of atoms decaying in the probed

region, the transmission coefficient of the narrowband filter, and the 10.0% quantum

efficiency of the phototube gives an overall detection efficiency of 4.06 x 10~3%!

During the experiment no significant counts above the background are observed for

a 10 minute run, where 10 nC of charge is integrated by the Faraday cup. This

corresponds to 6.24 x 1010 H ions passing through a foil for which we observe no

net signal count. This puts an upper limit of 3.95 x 10~4% probability for the

production of the 2p state in the foil. This probability must be treated cautiously

as one of the major problems with this analysis is that the angular distribution of

the emitted photons may not be isotropic in the center of mass. For a possible case

where most photons are emitted along the beam direction, then no counts may be

detected. Thus, this experiment puts an upper limit on the production of the 2p

states emitted such that they are detected at 90° in the laboratory frame.
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Figure A1.4 The schematic of the Lyman a detection experiment.
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A1.4 Rydberg Hydrogen Atoms in Electric Fields

The effect of an external electric field on the n = 10 and n = 11 hydrogenic

states at 800 MeV is investigated ( see section 5.5.1 ). A uniform electric field,

in the small chamber, is produced by two polished stainless steel plates mounted,

1.0 cm apart, on either side of the particle beam. The high voltage plates pro-

duced an electric field transverse to the direction of the H beam. The relativistic

transformation of the electric field enhanced the field by 7 as given by

E* = jE±, (41.12)

where the E* is the center of mass electric field. A laboratory potential difference

of up to 60 kV between the plates results in barycentric electric field of up to 110

kV/crn at 800 MeV.

The effect of the external electric field on the electron spectrum is shown in

figure A1.5. Finally, the spectrometer was set at the peaks of n = 10 and n =

11 states and the electric field was stepped. The results are shown in figures A1.6

and A 1.7 where the smooth line in each graph is the result of smoothing the data

points. The apparent oscillations in the smoothed curves are probably due to the

Stark beats in the substates of a given n-manifold. A more accurate measurement

is needed to verify this hypothesis. In both cases, the electric fields become strong

enough to quench the state under investigation.
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Figure A1.5 Response of the electron spectrum to an external barycentric electric
field.
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Figure A1.6 Relative yield of n = 10 as a function of an external barycentric
electric field. The solid line is obtained by smoothing the data points.
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Figure A1.7 Relative yield of n = 11 as a function of an external barycentric
electric field. The solid line is obtained by smoothing the data points.
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A 1.5 Mystery Peaks

A number of unexpected peaks in the electron spectrum are observed when

the sweep magnet field is set to zero (figure Al.8). It is verified that the peaks are

due to electrons produced in the foil as a slight increase in the sweep magnet field

causes the peaks to disappear. A number of explanations such as electron diffraction

and decay in flight of doubly excited states of H have been put forward to explain

the peaks. The idea is that the mentioned processes lead to a quantized angular

distribution of electrons that show up as peaks when the electron spectrometer is

stepped. This hypothesis is tested by modeling the electron trajectories through the

spectrometer. The focusing effect of the spectrometer makes the above hypothesis

unlikely as all the trajectories with different angular directions are brought into

focus. This makes the electron spectrometer a truly energy measuring device, which

is the basic concept of the design. The electron pulse heights for a number of peaks

are examined to determine if the electron energies are different for distinct peaks.

No significant difference in electron pulse height, hence energy, is found for even the

peaks at the extreme ends of the spectrum. The last, and most likely, explanation

is that as the electron beam is bent by the spectrometer field, it hits the vacuum

pipe and a certain fraction is reflected. The geometry of the magnet allows only

the electrons reflected at the right angles to be detected causing peaks to show up

in the spectrum.

A peak is observed by reversing the magnetic field of the spectrometer (see

figure A1.9). The peak again disappears when the sweep magnet field is increased

from zero. A Monte Carlo program modeling the electron trajectories within the

spectrometer, taking into account nonspecular electron reflections off the vacuum

pipe, predicts an electron peak in the spectrum. The position of the model peak

coincides with that of the observed one. Thus, it is verified that the mystery peaks

are caused by the geometry of the experiment, and unfortunately not by some exotic

physics !
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Figure A1.8 Mystery peaks as observed with the normal polarity of the spectrom-
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Figure A1.9 Mystery peak as observed with the reversed polarity of the spectrom-
eter. The solid line is the prediction of a Monte Carlo model taking into account
the reflection of electrons off the vacuum beam pipe.
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A1.6 A Measurement of the H~ Beam Momentum Spread

The widths of the observed hydrogen lines at 800 MeV, see section 4.2.6, are

fitted to the energy resolution formula,

8E = 7 f l L \ { f { ^ f + ( ) + (/ + ) (
I E p

where 7 and /? are the usual relativistic parameters, EL (1.16 eV) is the labora-

tory laser photon energy, -g^ is the laser line width, 8a is the combined angular

divergences of the atomic and laser beams, and -^ is the atomic beam momentum

spread. As before, the intersection angle, a, is defined such that a = 0° when the

laser beam is head on to the atomic beam. A summary of the measured widths of

the observed hydrogen lines is given in table A1.2.

Transition a (degrees) FWHM (meV)

2
3
4
5
5
4
3
2

—> 11
— • 11
—> 11
—> 11
—> 11
— • 11
— • 11
—» 11

51.3032
114.6512
141.4322
161.9311
198.0689
218.5678
245.3488
308.6968

2.515
1.105
0.47
0.282
0.306
0.463
0.752
2.186

±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±

0.230
0.250
0.005
0.017
0.017
0.005
0.250
0.230

Table A 1.2 Measured full widths at half maximum of a number of hydrogen lines

at 800 MeV taken with the fundamental wavelength (1064 nm) of a Nd:YAG laser.

a is the angle for the correct center of mass photon energy for a given transition.

The results of the fit are (see figure A1.10):

^ = 1.4x 10-5±0.6xl0~5,
EL

8a = 4.05 x 10~4 ± 0.05 x 10~4 radians,
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-^ = 8.8x 10~4±0.5x 10~4.
P

The fitted values of SEi/Ei and 8a agree well with the expected values of 2.0 x 10~5

and 5.0 x 10~4, respectively. The total x2 of the fit is 4.49 with five degrees of

freedom resulting in a reduced x2 of 0.90. In conclusion, the momentum spread of

the H" beam at 800 MeV is measured to be 8.8 x 10~4 ± 0.5 x 10~4 at a confidence

level of 48.1%.
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Appendix 2

A Monte Carlo Simulation of the Laserless Experiment

A Monte Carlo program, found at the end of this appendix, is developed to

follow a given distribution of excited states of hydrogen down the beam line to the

position of the electron spectrometer. The field-ionization of the remaining atoms

as they enter the electron spectrometer is modeled. The trajectories of liberated

electrons are followed to check if they hit the detector. A spectrum is formed by

plotting the number of "hits" versus the spectrometer field. The momentum spread

of the beam, the divergence, and the beam spot size are all built into the program

assuming a Gaussian spread in all of the above parameters. A momentum spread

of 5 x 10~4, a beam divergence of 0.5 mradians, and a beam spot size of 3.0 mm

are assumed. The program is successful in replicating the general features of the

experiment.

The first step is to calculate the initial distribution of H°(n, /, m) as determined

by a number of parameters set by the user. The n distribution is determined by a

power law as given by

Populationfn) = — , (A2.1)

where pn is input into the program, and Kn is determined from

n

where TNA is the total number of atoms to be followed. This functional form is

based on predictions at low energies. A second functional form

Population(n) = Kne~an, (.42.3)

is also used to determine the n distribution of the hydrogenic states. However, there

are no functional forms available for the / distribution within an n manifold. For a
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lack of a better model, two functional forms are used. The first is an extension of

the model used to calculate the n distribution which is given by

Population^, 1) = (l**)pl, (A2A)

where again pi is an input into the program. The seco. \d is the poisson distribution

function which is

Population(n, I) = Knie~pl ^rf-, (A2.5)

where pi now determines the center of the distribution which in principal can vary

from 0 to oo. Kni is determined in the same manner as that of Kn. An equal

distribution in m is assumed for the present results. However, the program contains

a section which can vary the m distribution according to

Population(n, /, m) = ^ ( 4 2 6 )

An equal population in m is reached by setting pm=0.

The next step is to project from the spherical states (n, /, m) to the parabolic

states (n1)ra2,m) where

n = m +n 2 + | m | +1. (A2.7)

This is to prepare for the upcoming interaction with the motional electric fields

produced by the sweep magnet and the electron spectrometer. Each state (n, /, m)

is projected to a number of parabolic states (ni,7i2,m) as allowed by the above

relationship. The following formula is used to compute the probability for each

possible projection. The 0(4) symmetry of the hydrogenic atoms is used to obtain

the formula54

< nun2,m | n,l,m >= (

( 7j(n " ^ 2^" ~ ^' / ; 2 ^ + Tl2~ n i ) ' 9^m + n i " n2)'m'J '
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where, in the notation of Rose, C(ji,J2,j;mi,m2,m) is the angular momentum

Clebsh-Gordon coefficient.

Now, we are ready to face the sweep magnet ! This is a dipole magnet and

an approximation of its magnetic field along the beam direction is shown in figure

A2.1. The magnetic field in each bin is assumed to be constant. The falling part of

the field is not included in the program since if a state survives the maximum field

in the magnet then it also survives the decreasing field. This assumption is verified

by running this section of the program with and without the decreasing section.

The magnetic field is transformed to a crossed magnetic and electric fields in the

rest frame of the atom, given by

B = 7B, (A2.9)

F = <yvB±, (.42.10)

where 7 and /? are the usual relativistic parameters, and v is the atom's velocity

which in this case is perpendicular to the direction of the magnetic field. The

strength of the motional electric field for a given bin in the magnet is determined

by equation A2.10. The lifetime of each parabolic state for a given electric field is

determined using the uncertainty relationship

T*T = %, (A2.ll)

where F is the energy width of the given state. A semiempirical formula for F is

derived by Damburg and Kolosov55

(4.R)2n2+m+1

r = m)!

9 n3F 53
-^R — (34n| + 34n2m + 46n2 + 7m2+23m + —)), (.42.12)

where F is the electric field in atomic units, and R is a parameter given by

R = {-2Efl2F~\ (.42.13)
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where E is the Stark energy of the state. Damburg and Kolosov derive an approxi-

mate expression to compute the Stark energy using the perturbation theory by the

method of successive approximations. The formula, accurate up to the fifth order

in F, is given by

4[17n 3(m - n2f - 9m2 + 19]F2

16

" 7 K - n2)[23n2 - (nx - n2)2 + l lm 2 + 39]F3

«10

-——;[5487n4 + 35182n2 - 1134m2(nx - n2)2

+1806n2(m - n2)2 - 3402n2m2 + 147(ni - n2)
4 - 549m4

+5754(rn - n2)
2 - 8622m2 + 1621 l ]F 4

n13(ni - n2)[10563n4 + 90708n2 + 220m2(nx - n2)2

+98n2(nx - n2)2 + 772n2m2 - 21(nx - n2)4 + 725m4

+780(ni - n2)2 + 830m2 + 59293]F5. (i42.14)

Having computed the lifetime of the state in question, the population of the

state surviving the electric field of the cell is calculated by

N = Noe~t/r, (.42.15)

where t is the time the atoms spend in the cell given by

t = JL., (.42.16)
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and x is the cell length in the laboratory frame. All the atoms are propagated

through the sweep magnet and the surviving states are sent to the electron spec-

trometer.

The vertical component of the magnetic field of the spectrometer in a horizon-

tal plane containing the beam is mapped with a grid of 0.25" x 0.5". A subroutine

is used to perform a linear two dimensional interpolation to calculate the magnetic

field at any point within the spectrometer. Figure A2.2 shows the magnetic field

along the beam direction. The program chooses a maximum field for the spec-

trometer which is multiplied with the normalized mapped field. Each state is then

propagated through the spectrometer in small steps where the lifetime is computed

using equation A2.15. The step size is chosen by decreasing the stepsize until no

significant change in outcome is observed. The equations of motion for the liberated

electrons are readily solved by realizing that the speed of the electrons, hence 7,

remains constant. Once an atom decays, a gaussianly distributed64 position and ve-

locity are assigned to the freed electron. This takes into account the finite width and

the momentum spread of the beam. All the liberated electrons are followed through

the spectrometer and checked to see if.they hit the detector. Finally, a spectrum

is formed by plotting the total number of hits for each magnet field setting of the

spectrometer, see figure A2.3.
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Figure A2.3 The electron spectrum predicted by the Monte Carlo program at 581
MeV. Here a 1/ra3 and a 1/(1 + 1) distribution in n and / are assumed.
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SUBROUTINE MC(HCNUM)
C
C Monte Carlo program to simulate the Laaerless experiment.
C
C Language: Fortran-77 under VKS 5.2 on VAX 8700
C
C By Amir H. Mohagheghi and Randy A. Reeder
C

IMPLICIT NONE
C
C DECLARE ALL THE VARAIABLES.
C

INTEGSR*2 MCNUM,EXTLOC
INTEGSR*4 HAX(0:24,0:24,0:24),N(10),TEMP,N1,N2,M,I, J,K,NN,MODE
INTEGERM NAD,NHIT,NCOUNT,NH,NLO,NHZ,II,NUHX,CYCLE,ISEED,CONVOY
REALM XI<-4:4),ZI(-24:32),BYI<-4:4,-24:32)
REAL*4 XFI (-4:4), ZPI (-24:32),B»I (-4:4,-24:32)
RIAL*4 BS,TI,GAiMAC,BMIN,BMAX,DB,BSCALS,DL,GAUSS,HDXV,D3WP,XSNP
RIAL*4 C,T,TAOC,ZT,XT,X,Z,TAU,1,BY,XD,«B, BitTA,MHKIM,PNH,PWL,PHK
RCAL*4 SAMfA,DPP,DGAMMA,BKTAC,THITA,XDCCAY,ZDCCAY,SLIT
CHARACTER** ZTOA,PHUM
CHARACTCR*20 FILEMM

C
C DKCLARB TBS COIBIOW BLOCK FOR THB SPBCTROMBTBR B-riXLD DATA"

c
C0M40M /XAPXZ/ XI,ZI,BYI,XPI,ZPI,BYPI

C
C CONSTRUCT TBB OUTPUT riLC'S NAKB
C

PNUM-ITOA(MCNUM)
CXTLOC-LBM{PMUM)
FILXNMB' '
riLXMHCl: 2) "'MC
TZLXNM(3:EXTLOC+3)"PNUM
riL£NM(EXTLOC+4:EXTLOC+7)»'.DAT'
HRITC(6,*)'rZLS NAKB: ',riLZNM

C
C SOMt CONSTANTS
C

C - 2.99792SB8 ! m/s
MHMIN - 939.2942S ! MaV

C
C OPEN THB APPROPRIATE TILES
C

OPEN(UNIT-2,NAME-'MAPX.DAT',STATUS''OLD')
OPEN (UNIT-3 , NAIOeriLENM, STATUS*' NEW )
OFEN<UNXT-4,NAME»'SUB.DAT',STATUS-' OLD' )

C
C Raad in th* apactromatar B fiald data and store than in
C the appropriate arrays.
C

DO 11 I»-4,4
DO 22 Js-24,32
READ(2,*,END-XO)XI(I),ZI(J),BYI(Z,J),XPI(I),ZPI(J),BYPI(I,J)

22 CONTINUE
11 CONTINUE
10 CONTINUE

CLOSE(UHIT»2,STATUS*'SAVE')
C
C Raad in the input data
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RX*D(4,*)NL0,NHI ! BEGINNING « riHAL STATES TO BS FOLLOWED
READ(4,*)BE, SLIT ! BUM'S XX <K«V), SLIT WIDTH (METERS)
READ(4,*)DPP,HDIV ! dP/P (PAR9ICLE BEAM), H- BEAM DZVKRGXNCB (mxad)
READ(4,«)BMIN,BMAX,DB ! B-FIE1D RANSX AND STEP SIZE
READ(4, *)DSWP,XSW,CONVOY .' SWEEP MAGNET LENGTH (ffl)

< SWEEP FIELD (GAUSS)
• NUMBER OF CONVOY ELECTRONS

READ(4,*)PWN,PWL,PWM ! DISTRIBUTION POKERS IN n, 1, a.
CLOSE(UNIT-4,STATUS"'SAVE')

C
C WRITE PARAMETERS TO DATA FILE
C

WRITE(3,*)NLO,NHI
WRITE(3,*)BE,SLIT
WRITE(3,*)DPP, KDIV
WRITE(3,*)BMIN, BMAX,DB
WRITE(3,*)DSWP,XSWP,CONVOY
WRITE(3,•)PWN,PWL,PWM

C
C END OF INPUT DATA
C

NW-<NHI-NLO)+1 ! NUMBER OF STATES TO BE FOLLOWED
DO 33 I-1,NN ! INDIVIDUAL STATES

33 CONTINUE
HDIVWHDIV/1000.0 ! CONVERT TO RADIANS
TE-MHMIN+BE
GAMHAC-TE/MHMIN
BETAOSQRT(1. 0E0-1. OEO/ (GAMMAC**2> )
DGAMMA*(TE/MHMIN-MHMIN/TE)*DPP

C
C Convert to T«sl« with th« pxopar aiga.
C

BMIN-BMIN/-10000.OEO
BMAXaBMAX+DB/2.OEO
BMAX«BKAX/-10000.OEO
DB-DB/-10000.0EO
BSCALE>BMIN

C
C Initialix* th« call langth.
C

DL-0.002 • aataxs
T-DL/(BETAC*C)
ISEEDa987€53 ! Sa«d for tha random numbar ganarator

C
C Dataxain* tha niuabar of particlaa in aach
C STARR stata going into tha spactreaatcr.
C

CALL DIS(NN,N,BErDSWP,XSWP,PWN,PWL,PWM,NAX)
NAX(0,0,0)-CONVOY ! FREE ELECTRONS

C
C Main loops bagie hara
c
50 CONTINUE ! DIFFERENT B-FIELD LOOP

NCOUNT-0
C
C LOOPS FOR DIFFERENT STARK STATES
C

DO 44 Nl-0,24
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DO 55 H2-0,24
DO CC M-0,24

ZF(NAX<»l,N2,M).LE.0)GOTO 6«
C
C GROUP TBB STASIS INTO AT MOST 10 GROUPS FOR
C GAUSSIAN DISTRIBUTION ASSIGNMENTS.
C

IF(NAX(N1,N2,M).LE.10)THXN
NUMX-1
CYCLE«NAX(HI,M2,H)

tLSl
HUMX-JMIN7(FLOATJ(HAX(Kl,M2,M))/10.0)
CYCLE»10

ENDZF
ir((Nl+N2+M) .EQ. 0)THXN ! CONVOT XLKCTRONS
NUHX-1
CYCLX»CONVOY

•MDZr

c
C FIND OUT WHERE TBZS PARTICULAR STATS BEGINS TO DECAY.
C

ZF((N1+N2+M) .XQ. 0)THEN • CONVOY ELECTRONS
XDECAY—0.095X0
ZDECAY>0.2E0

ELSE
X«-0.095X0 ! HXTERS
Z'O.2tO I METERS
TAUC-1.0X0-0.05E0/FLOATJ(NOHX)
TAUC-(-l.OlO*T)/ALOG(TA0C) ! TAD FOR DECAY 9R0BABZLZTY OF 0.0S
TAU-1.0E8
DO HHZLX(TAU.GT.TAUC. AND. X.11.0.OS) ! FZND DECAY RXGZOM

CAIJ. BFZXLD(X,I,»SCALX,1Y) ! FIND B FZELD FOR THZS POSZTION
E-GAMMAC*UTAC*C*BY ! COMPOTE THE E FIELD ( V/« )
CALL SHSTAR(Nl,N2,M,X,TAtT) ! COMPUTE THE LIFXTZKB
TAO>TAO*GAMMAC
IF(TAU .GT. 0.01)THEM
X-X+DL«5.0E0 • ATOM- FAR FROM DECAY - TAKE COARSE STEPS

ELSE
X-X+DL/5.0EO ! ATOM CLOSE TO DECAY - TAKE FZXE STEPS

.ENDZF
XNDDO
XDXCAY-X
ZDECAY-0.2E0

ENDZF
ZF(XDECAY .GE. 0.0t)GOTO CC ! NEXT STATE (ATOM DZD NOT DECAY)

C
C GAUSSIAN DISTRIBUTION LOOPS
C

DO 511 I1-1,CYCLE
TIMP-NUMX
TKETA«KDZV*GAUSS(ZSKED) * ANGULA SPREAD
X«XDECAY
Z>ZDKCAY+0.0015X0*GAUSS(ZSEED) ! BKAM DZAMETER
GAMKA*GAMMAC+DGAMKA*GAUSS(ZSKXD) ! MOMENTUM SPREAD
BXTA-SQRT(1.0X0-1.0X0/(GAMMA**2))

C
C Find th« nuab«r atom* of decaying in thia particular call.
C

DO NHZLK(TKMP.GT.O .AND. X.LX.0.08)
IF((N1+N2+M) .XQ. 0)THXN • CONVOY ELECTRONS
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NAD-TEMP
ELSE
CALL BFXELD(X,Z,BSCALE,BY)
E»GAMMA*BETA*C*BY
CALL SNSTAR(»1,N2,M,E,TAU)
TAU«TAU*GAMMA
XD>FLOATJ(TEMP)•(1.OEO-EXP(-1.0EO*T/TAU))
NAD*JNXNT(XD) ! NUMBER OF ATOMS DECAYED IN THIS CELL

END IF
ir(NAD .GE. 1)THEN ! Hit th« datactor ?
XT*X

CALL DETECT(XT,ZT,BSCALE,BETA,GAMMA, TKETA,SLIT,NHIT)
NH«NAD*NHIT
NCOUNT-NCOUNT+NH
TEMP*TEMP-NAD

ENDXr
X-X+DL

ENDDO
511 CONTINUE
66 COHTXHUS
55 CONTINUE
44 CONTINUE

C
C WRITE OUT TO FILES
C

WB»B3CALE*-10000.0 ! CONVERT TO GA0SS
WRITE(3,•)WB,NCOUNT

C
C incraaMnt the B timid.
C

BSCALE»BSCALE+DB
IF(ABS(BSCALE).LE.ABS(BMAX))GOTO 50
CLOSE(UNXT-3,STATUS"'SAVE')
RETURN
END

CHARACTER*8 FUNCTION XTOA( MYINT)
C
C CONVERT INTEGER TO ASCXX
C

INTEGERS MYINT,NUMPR,PLACE, DIG
CHARACTER*! TEMP
PARAMETER (AZERO » 48)
PARAMETER (TEN - 10)
NUMPR-MYINT
TEMP-' '
PLACE-9

20 DIG-IMOD(NUMPR,10)+AZERO
PLACE»PLACE-1
TEMP(PLACE:PLACE)«CHAR(DIG)
NUMPR»NUMPR/TEN
IF(NUMPR.GT.O)GOTO 20
ITOA-TEMP(PLACE:8)
RETURN
END

C
C
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SUBROUTINE DIS(NN,N,BE,DSWP,XSHEEP,PNN,PWL,PHM,NAX)
C
C This subroutine projects a distribution of spherical state*
C (a,l,a) produced in the foil to parabolic states (nl,n2,a).
C These states are then sent to a sweep magnet of length O and
C a B field BSWEEP which keeps track of atoms decaying in the
C sweep magnet; remaining atoms are then sent to the spectrometer
C for detection,
c

IMPLICIT HOME
INTEGERM I, J,K,L,K,N1,N2,IS
INTEGER*4 H(10),NN,NI,NAX<0:24,0:24,0:24)
REALM GAMMA, BETA, D, BE, E,C,BS1«EP,P1IN,PWL,PMK
REAL*4 DX,DTEMP,DE,ETEMP,DSWP,XSWEEP,MHMIN,T,TAX7
REAL*8 TMLM(1:25,0:24,0:24),PONN,POWL,POMM
REAL*8 TNNM(0:24,0:24,0:24),SUM<0:24,0:24,0:24}

C
C SOME CONSTANTS
C

MKMIN » 939.29428 ! MeV
C - 2.99792SE8 ! m/s

C
C INITIALIZE PARAMETERS
C

POMNaPUN ! l/nApown distribution
FOWL-PWL ! 1/(1+1)*pown dist.
PONM-PMM ! l/(abs(m)+l)"powsi dist.
BSWEEP-XSHEKP ! SHEEP FIELD IN GAUSS
D«DSHP ! SWEEP MAGNET LENGTH IN METERS
WRITE(6,*)'DIS — BSMEEP,P0IMrP01II.,P01M:'
WRITE(6,*)SNGL(BSWEEP),SNGL(PONN),SNGL(PONL),SNGL(POWI)
GAMMA • (BE+MHMIN)/MHMIN
BETA - SQRT<1.0-1.0/<GAMMA*GAMMA))
BSWEEP-BSWEEP/10000.0E0 ! CONVERT TO TESLA
E-GAMMA*BETA*C*BSWIEP
DX»(D/2.0)/20.0
DEsE/20.0

C
C INITIAL DISTRIBUTION CALCULATED FROM INDIS
C

CALL INDIS(NN,N,POHN,PONL,POHM,TNLM)
C
C INITIALIZE THE SUM ARRAY:

DO 30 1*0,24
DO 31 J-0,24
DO 32 K-0,24
SUM(I,J,K)»0.0D0

32 CONTINUE
31 CONTINUE
30 CONTINUE

C
C MAIN LOOPS BEGIN HERE:
C

DO 100 I»N(1),N(NN)
DO 110 J«0,I-l
DO 120 X«0,J

ir(TNLM(I,J,K) .LE. 0.0)GOTO 120 • NEXT STATE
C
C Project the given state onto its STARK substates.
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CALL SSCGC(I,J,K,TNLM,TNNM)
C
C RETURNS ALL TNNM(N1,N2,M) ASSOCIATKO WITH THE TNLM(Z,J,K).
C HOW SB© XACH TNNM(N1,N2,M) TO TH1 KELD DECAY SUBROUTINE
C TO SEE HOW MANY DECAY IN THE SHEEP MAGNET.
C

M • K
DO 150 Nl » 0,1-1-M

N2 • I-Nl-M-1
ir((N1+N2+M+1) .NE. I)GO TO ISO
ETEMP>DE !GO THROUGH THE SWEEP MAGNET WITH A RISING FIELD
DTEMP-DX
T-DTEMP/(BETA*C)
DO 155 ZS"1,19

Zr(TNNM(Nl,N2,M) .GE. 1.0)THEN
CALL SNSTAR <N1,N2,M,ETEHP,TAU)
TAU«TAU*GAMMA
TNMM<N1,N2,M)-TNNM(N1,N2,N)*DBLE(£XP(-1.O*T/TAU))

ELSE
TNNM(Nl,N2,M)*0.0

ENDir
ETEMP-ETEMP+D*

155 CONTINUE
£TEKP«E
DTEMP-D
T«DTEMP/(BETA*C>
Zr(TNNM(Nl,M2,M) .GE. 1.0)THEN
CALL SNSTAR(N1,N2,M, ETEHP, TAU)
TAU«TAU*GAMHA
TNNM(N1,N2,M)-TNNH(N1,N2,M) *DBLE(EXP (-1. 0*T/TAtJ) )
Zr(TNMM(Nl,N2,M) .LE. 0.05)TNNM(Nl,N2,M)«0.0

c
C UPDATE THE SUM WITH THE SURVIVING STATES
C

SUM (Nl, N2, M) "SUM (Nl, N2, M) + TNNM (Nl, N2, M)
150 CONTINUE
120 CONTINUE
110 CONTINUE
100 CONTINUE

C
C CONVERT TO INETGERS
C

DO 400 1*0,24
DO 410 J-0,24
DO 420 K-0,24

NAX (I, J, K) -JIDKNT (SUM (Z, J, K))
420 CONTINUE
410 CONTINUE
400 CONTINUE

RETURN
END

C
C

c
SUBROUTINE INDIS(NN,N,POWN,POWL,POHM,TNLM)

C
C CALCULATES THE INITIAL DISTRIBUTION OF EXCITED HZERO STATES.
C
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IMPLICIT NONE
RIAL*4 FACR
REAL'S TNLM(1:25, 0 : 2 4 , 0 : 2 4 ) , THS, POHH, FOWL, PONM, LC
RKU*I Kl , OC, TN<25), TKL(1:25 ,0 :24)
REAL*1S PM,SH,AL,SUML,LCQ,LO.
IHTIGn*2 L,SX,DIS,NDIS
INTEGER** N ( 1 0 ) , NN, ICO, I , J , X

C
C TOTAL NUMBER OF ATOMS:
C

TNS « 1.0O6
NDIS • 1 ! 0-POWER LAW, 1»EXP LAW

C
C CALCULATES 1 OVER N TO THE POWER POWH DISTRIBUTION
C

ir(NDIS .EQ. 0)THEN
PN - 1.0Q0
SN • 0.0Q0
CX m 0.0D0
DO 10 I>1,NM

PH - PN*DBLKN(I))**POMM
10 CONTIMUX

DO 20 1*1,HN
SN - SN+PH/(DBLE(N(I))**PONN)

20 CONTINUE
RB » TNS*PN/SM
KtJ - 1
HRXTE{6,*)'INDIS — n d i s t r i b u t i o n '
DO 30 I>N(1),N(NN)
TN(I> - RE/(DBLE(N(KU))**PONN)
WRITE(6,•)I,JIDHNT(TN(I))
CX • CX+TN(I)
ICU • KCT+1

30 CONTINUE
ENDir

c
C CALCULATES EXPONENTIAL DISTRIBUTION OF N STATES
C P(N) • A*EXP(-1*POHN*M)
C

ir(NDIS .EQ. DTREN
HRITE(6,*)'INDIS — n distribution'
SUML-0.0Q0
DO 118 NX*N(1),N(NN)

118 SUML-SUML+QEXP(-1.0Q0*QEXTD(POWN)*QEXT(NX))
AL-QEXT(TNS)/SUML
DO 338 NX-N(1),N(KN)

TN(NX)«DBLEQ(AL*QEXP(-1.0Q0*QEXTD(POWN)*QEXT(NX)))
WRITE(6,*)NX,SNGL(TN(NX))

338 CONTINUE
ENDIF

C
C DECIDE ON THE TYPE OF L DISTRIBUTION
C

DIS'l ! 1«POISSON, 2«POWER LAW, 3-STATISTICAL
C
C CALCULATE POISSON DISTRIBUTION Of THE L-SUBSTATES
C P(L) » A*EXP(-LC)*LCAL/L!
C

IF(DIS .EQ. DTHEN
If(POWL .IX. 1.0D-4)POWL«1.0D-4
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LCO-QEXTD(POWL)
WRITE(6,*)'L DISTRIBUTION FOR N«',N(NN)
DO 111 NX»N(1),N(NN)

SUKL»0.0Q0
DO 122 L»O,MX-1

LQ-QEXT<L)
SUMLaSUML+QEXP (-1. 0Q0*LCQ) * (LCQ**LQ) /QEXT (I'ACR(L))

122 CONTINUE
AL-QEXTD(TN(NX))/SUHL
DO 133 L*O,NX-1

LQ-QEXT(L)
TNL(NX,L)»SNGL(AL*QEXP(-1.0Q0*LCQ)*(LCQ**LQ)/QEXT(rACR(L))>
IF(NX .EQ. N(NN))WRITE(6,*)L,JIDNNT(TNL(NX,L))

133 CONTINUE
111 CONTINUE

END IF
C
C CALCULATE THE POWER LAW DISTRIBUTION OF THE L-SUBSTATLS
C POP(L) • A/(L+l)APONL
C

IF(DXS .EQ. 2)THEN
CK » 0.0D0
DO 40 I»N(1),N(NN)

PN • 1.0Q0
SN » 0.0Q0
00 50 J»1,I

PN - PN*DBLE(J)**POHL
50 CONTINUE

DO tiO J»1,I
SN • SN+PN/DBLE<J)**POHL

60 CONTINUE
RE « TN(I)*PN/SN
DO 70 J*1,X

TNL(I,J-1) - RE/(DBLE(J)**POHL}
CK • CK+TNL(I,J-1)

70 CONTINUE
40 CONTINUE

ENDIF
C
C CALCULATE, STATISTICAL DISTRIBUTION OF THE L-SUBSTATES
C POP(L) m A*(2*L+1)
C

IF(DIS .EQ. 3)THEN
HRITE(6,*)'L DISTRIBUTION FOR N»',N(NN)
DO 511 NX-N<1),N(NN)

SUML-0.0Q0
DO 522 L-O,NX-1

522 SUML*SUHL+2.0QO*QEXT(L)+1.0Q0
AL-QEXTD(TN(NX))/SUHL
DO 533 L>O,NX-1

TNL(NX,L)-SNGL(AL*(2.0QO*QXXT(L)+1.0Q0)>
IF(NX .EQ. N(NN))WRITE(6,*)L,JIDNNT(TNL(NX,L))

533 CONTINUE
511 CONTINUE

ENDIF
C
C CALCULATES 1 OVER (M+l) TO THE POWER POWM DISTRIBtTTION
C

CK « 0.0D0
DO 80 I*N(1),N(NN>
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DO 90 J«1,I
PN » 1.0Q0
SW * 0.0Q0
DO 100 K-1,J

PM - PN*DBLE(K)**(POMM)
100 CONTINUE

DO 110 K»1,J
SN • SN+PH/(DBL£{K)**POHM)

110 CONTINUE
RE • TNL(I,J-1)*PN/SN
TNLM(I,J-l,0) • RE
CK - CK+TNLM(I,J-1,O)
DO 120 K*2,J

TNLK<I,J-1,K-1) > RE/(DBLE(K)**P0IW>
CK » CK+THZM(X,J-1,K-1)

120 CONTINUE
90 CONTINUE
80 CONTINUE

RETURN
END

C

SUBROUTINE SSCGC(I,J,K,TNLM,TNNM)
C
C SUBROUTINE TO MJU? ANGULAR MOMENTUM STATES INTO PARABOLIC
C STARK STATES USING CLEBSCH-GORDAH COEWICIENTS.
C

IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGERM I,J,K,H1,N2,M
REAL*! TNLM(1:25,0:24,0:24), TNNM(0:24,0:24,0:24)
REAL*8 XJ1,XJ2,XJ,XM1,XH2,CH,SCGC,CK
CX • 0.0D0
M - K
DO 10 Nl»0,I-l-M
N2 - I-Nl-M-1
ir<N2 .LT. 0) GO TO 10
XJ1 • DrLOTJ(I-l)/2.0D0
XJ2 - XJ1
XJ • DFLOTJ(J)
XM1 - (DrLOTJ(M)+DrLOTJ<N2-Nl))/2.0D0
XM2 « <DrLOTJ(M)-fDrXOTJ<Nl-N2))/2.0D0
CALL CGC(XJ1,XJ2,XJ,XM1,XM2,SCGC)
TNNM(N1,N2,M) m SCGC*TNLM(I,J,K)
CX » CK+TNNM(N1,N2,M)

10 CONTINUE
RETURN
END

C
c

c
SUBROUTINE CGC(XJ1,XJ2,XJ,XM1,XM2, SCGC)

C SUBROUTINE TO CALCULATE CLEBSCH-GORDAN COETriCIENTS
C RETURNS SQUARE Or C-G COEITXCXENT
C

IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER*4 IA,IB,IC,K1,K2,K,N
REAL*8 SCGC,XJl,XJ2,XJ,XMl,XM2rNK
REAL*16 RNri,RNr2,RNr3,RNr4,RNr5,RLrl,RLr2,RLr3,RIJ<4,RUr5
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RCAL*16 RNS1,RNS2,RLS1,RLS2,RLS3,RLS4,SFAT,SU1*,OFAC
RIAL* 16 R1,R2,R3,R4,R5
M - JIDNNT(XJ+XJ1-XJ2)
CALL QFAC(N,DFAC)
ROT1 a DFAC
H a JH>HNT(XJ-XJ1+XJ2>
CALL QFAC(N,DFAC)
RNF2 a DFAC
N * JIDNNT(XJ1+XJ2-XJ)
CALL QFAC(N,DFAC)
ROT3 - DFAC
M » JIDNNT(XJ+XM1+XM2)
CALL QFAC(N,DrAC)
RNT4 > DFAC
H • JIDNNT(XJ-XM1-XM2)
CALL QrAC(N,DFAC)
RHT5 - DFAC
N a JIDNNT(XJ+XJ1+XJ2+1.ODO)
CALL QrAC(N,DFAC)
RLT1 a DFAC
N • JIDNNT(XJl-XMl)
CALL QFAC(H,DFAC)
RLF2 • DFAC
N * JXDNNT(XJ1+XM1)
CALL QFAC(H,DFAC)
RLF3 » DFAC
H - JXDNMT(XJ2-XH2)
CAM, QFAC(H,DFAC)
RLT4 » DFAC
N « JIDNNT<XJ2+XM2)
CALL QFAC(N,DFAC)
RLF5 - DFAC
Rl • RNF1/RLF1
R2 • RNT2/RLF2
R3 « RNF3/RLF3
R4 a RNF4/RLF4
R5 " RNF5/RLF5
SFAT • QSQRT(RX*R2*R3*R4*R5)
IA • JIDNNT(XJ2-XJ1+XM1+XM2)
IB m JXBNNT(XJ+XM1+XM2)
ZC > JTDNNT{XJ-XJ1+XJ2)
XI a JMAX0(0 , ZA)
K2 a JMIN0(IB , IC)
SUK a 0.0Q0
DO 10 K-K1,K2
NK a DFLOTJ(K)
W a J2DNNT(XJ+XJ2+XM1-WK)
CALL QFAC(N,DFAC)
RNS1 a DFAC
H a JIDKHT(XJ1-XM1+HX)
CALL QFAC(M,CFAC)
RMS2 a DFAC
N a JIDKNT(XJ-XJ1+XJ2-WK)
CALL CI'AC(N,DFAC)
RLS1 a DFAC
N a JIDNNT<XJ+XM1+XM2-WK)
CALL QFAC(N,DFAC)
RLS2 a DFAC
K a JIDNNT(HK+XJ1-XJ2-XM1-XH2)
CALL QFAC(N,DFAC)
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RLS3 - DfAC
N - K
CALL QFAC<N,DFAC)
RLS4 • DFAC
SUM - SUM+(-1.0QO)**<JIDNNT<HK+XJ2+XM2))*
t QSQRT(2.OQO*XJ+1.OQO)*(RNS1*RNS2)/
fi <RLS1*RLS2*RLS3*RLS4)

10 CONTINUE
SCGC • (SFAT*SUM)**2
RETURN
END

C
C

c
SUBROUTINE QFAC(N,DFAC)

C
C SUBROUTINE TO CALCULATE N!
C

IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGERM M, J
REAL*1« RM, DFAC
IF<N .LI.. 1) THXN
DrAC * 1.0QO
RITORN
END IT
RN m QFLOAT(N)
DO 10 J*1,N-1
RN - RN*QrLOAT(N-J)

10 CONTINUE
DrAC - RN
RZTURN
END

SUBROUTINE SNSTAR(N1,N2,M,E,TAU)
C
C SUBROUTINE TO CALCULATE STARK ENERGY LEVELS AND
C IONIZATION PROBABILITIES OF THE K ATOM IN A
C STATIC ELECTRIC FIELD
C

IMPLICIT NONE
REALM E, TAU, FIELD
REAL*16 GAM, XG, ARG, R, QXX, QX2, DFAC
REAL*16 SI, D1M2, DN, DM, EF
RIAL*8 TAUP,AUC,C,RM,ALPHA,HBAR,ECF
INTEGER** N,N2,N1,M

C
C INITIALIZE
C

AUC » 5.136640+09
C « 2.99792458D+10
RM « 9.104575D-28
ALPHA - 1.0/137.03604
HBAR > 6.582173D-16
ECF > (RM*(ALFKA*C)**2)/1.6021892D-12

C
C ECF IS THE ENERGY CONVERSION FROM A.U. TO EV
C

FIELD > ABS(E)/100.0
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ET -QEXTD (DBLE(FIELD)/AUC)
N • N1+N2+M+1
DM - QFLOAT(M)
DM - QFLOAT(N)

C
C CALCULATE STARK ENERGY TO FIFTH ORDER IN
C THE GIVEN ILXCRTIC FIELD
C

D1K2 • QrLOAT(Nl-N2)
SX » -1.0/<2.0*DN*DN)+1.5*DN*DlM2*Er
-DN**4/16.0*(17.0«DN*DN-3.O*D1H2**2
-9.0*DM*DM+19.0)*tF*EF
+(3.0/32.O)*DN**7»D1M2*(23.O*DN*DN-D1M2*D1M2
+11.0*DM*DM+39.0)*EF**3
-(DN**10/1024.0)*(5487.0*DH**4+35182.0*DH*DH
-1134.O*DH*DM*D1M2**2
+18O€.O*DN**2*D1M2**2-34O2.0*DN**2*DM*DM
+147.0*D1X2**4-549.0*(DM**4)+5754.O*D1M2**2
-8622.0*DM*DM+16211.0)*ET**4

SS » SE+(3.0/1024.0)*DN**13*D1M2*
(10563.0*DN**4-90708.0*DN**2+220.0*DM*DM*
DlM2**2+98.0*DH**2*DlM2**2+772.0*DH**2*DM*DK
-21.0*DlM2**4+725.0*DH**4+780.0*OlM2**2+830.0*
DM*DK+59293.0)*ET**S

C
C CALCULATE LEVEL WIDTH USING SEMIEMPIRICAL rORKDLA
C Or DAKBURG AND ICOLOSOV.
C

ir(SE.GE.0.0)THEN
TAU-0.0E0
GOTO 111

EKDir

c
R » QSQRT((-2.0*SE)**3)/Ef
N • N2
CALL QFAC(N, DrAC)
QX1 • DrAC
N m K2+M
CALL QFAC(M, DrAC)
QX2 a DTAC
XG • (4.0*R)**(2*M2+M+l)/(DN**3*QXl*QX2)
ARC m -(2.0/3.0)*R-(DM**3*Er/4.0)*
i (34.0*DBLE(N2)*DBLE(H2)+34.0*DBLE(N2)*DBLS(M)
6 +46.0*DBLE(N2)+7.0*DBLE(M)*DBLE(M)
6 +23.0*DBLE(M)+53.0/3.0)
XT(ARG.LI.-1000.0QO)THEH
TAU-1.0E6
GOTO 111

KMDir
GAM « XG*GEXF(ARS)
GAM « GAM*ECr/MBAR
ir(GAK .LE. 1.0Q-06) THEH
TAUP * 1.0D+06
ELSE
TAUP M DBLEQ(1.0Q0/GAM)
END IT
TAU - SNGL(TAUP)

111 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
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c
c

c
SUBROUTINE BriSLD(XT,ZT,BSCALE,BY)

C
C This subroutine linearly interpolate* the value of the
C B field for a given X £ Z (meters) using the data in mapx.dat
C

IMPLICIT NONX
REAL*4 XI(-4:4),ZI(-24:32),BYI(-4:4,-24:32)
RIAL*4 X, Z,BSCALE,BY,X1,X2,Z1,Z2,B11,B12,B21,B22
REALM B20,B10,B00
INTEGERM XX1,IZ1,XX2,IZ2
REALM XPX(-4:4),ZPI(-24:32),8YPI(-4:4,-24:32)
R£AL*4 XP,ZP,BYP,XP1,XP2,ZP1,ZP2,BP11
REALM BP12,BP21,BP22,BP20,BP10,BPOO
INTEGER* 4 IXP1,IZP1,IXP2,IZP2
BIAL*4 SINPHI,COSPHX,L0,XT,ZT

C
C COHMOH BLOCK
C

COMMON /MAPXZ/ XI,ZI,BYI,XPX,ZPI,BY»I
SINPHI-0.9238795325113C0
COSPHI-0.382683432365110
L0-0.2E0 ! METERS
IF(XT.LZ.0.15E0)THIN

C
C GOTO TO THE XI,Zl SYSTEM IN INCHES CENTERED OH THE
C ENTRANCE SIDE Or THE SPECTROMETER.
C

X»(XT*COSPHI+(ZT-LO)*SINPHI)/0.0254X0
Z»((LO-ZT)*COSPHI+XT*SINPHI)/0.0254EO

C
C Make sure X * Z are within the data range
C

ir(X.GE.2.0)X»1.99E0
IF(X.LE.-2.0)X«-l.99E0
ir(Z.GS.8.0)Z*7.99E0
IF(Z.LE.-6.0)Z>-5.99E0

C
C rind the lower fi upper values fox X t Z
c

IX1*JINT(-2.O*X)
IZ1*JXNT(4.Q*Z)
IF(X.LE.0.0)IX2-IX1+1
IF(X.GT.0.0)IX2-IX1-1
IF(Z.GE.0.0)IZ2-IZ1+1
ir(Z.LT.0.0)IZ2«IZl-l
X2-XI(IX2)
Z1«ZI{IZ1)
Z2>ZX(IZ2)

c
C rind the four B fields corresponding to the lower 6 upper
C values of X fi Z
C

B11*BYX(IX1,IZ1)
B12«BYI(IX1,IZ2)
B21»BYX(IX2,IZ1)
B22«BYI(IX2,IZ2)
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c
C Begin the interpolation process
C

•20-(<Z1*B22-B2*B21)/(Z1-Z2))+((B21-B22)/(Z1-Z2))*Z
•10-((Z1*B12-Z2*B11)/(Z1-S2))+((B11-B12)/(Z1-Z2)}*Z
B00"( (»*B20-X2*B10) / (XI-X2) ) + ((B1C-B20) / (XI-X2) ) *X
BY-BO0*BSCALE
ELSE

C
C GOTO X2,Z2 COORDINATES IN INCHES CENTERED ON THE
C EXIT SIDE Or THE SPECTROMETER.
C
C

XF»<(XT-LO)*SZNPHZ+ZT*COSPHZ)/0.02S4EO
ZP-((XT-LO)*COSPHI-ZT*SINPHI)/0.0254EO

C
C Make sure XP t ZP are not out of the physical rang*
C

IF(XP.G«.2.0)XP-1.99
IF (XP. LE. -2. 0) XP«-1. 99
IF(ZP.LE.-8.0)ZP—7.99
IF(ZP.GE.6.0)ZP-5.99

C
C rind the lower 6 upper values of XP « ZP
C

IXPI-JZNT(-2.o*xp)
IZP1-JINT(-4.0*ZP)
ir(XP.LE.0.0)IXP2-1XP1+1
ir(XP.GT.0.0)IXP2-IXP1-X
ir(ZP.LE.0.0)IZP2-IZP1+1
ir<ZP.GT.0.0)IZP2»IZPl-l
XPl-XPI(IXPl)
XP2-XPZ(IXP2)
ZPl-ZPI(IZPl)
SP2«ZPI(IZP2)

c
C rind the B field values for the lower t upper values
C of XP « ZP.
C

BP11-BYPI(1X91,IZP1)
BP12-BYPX <ZXP1,ZZP2)
BP21-BYPI(IXP2,ZZP1)
BP22-BYPKIXP2, IZP2)

C
C Begin the interpolation process
C

BP20-({ZP1*B»22-ZP2*BP21>/(ZP1-ZP2))+((BP21-BP22)/(ZP1-ZP2))*ZP
BP10-((ZP1*BP12-Z»2*BP11)/(ZP1-ZP2))+((BP11-BP12)/(ZP1-ZP2))*ZP
BP00-((XPl*BP20-XP2*BP10)/(XP1-XP2))+((BP10-BP20)/(XP1-XP2))*XP
BX«BP00*BSCALS
ENDir
RETURN
END

C
c

C
FUNCTION GAOSS(ISEED)
IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER*4 ZSEED,ISET
REAL*4 GAUSS,VI,V2,R,FAC,GSET
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XSCTaO
IF(ISET.EQ.O)THEN

5 Vl*2.0*RAN(ISEED)-1.0
V2»2.O*RAN(ISEED)-1.0
R-V1**2+V2**2
IF(R.GI.1.0)GOTO 5
rAOSQRT < -2 . 0*LOG (R) /R)
GSET»V1*FAC
GAUSS*V2*FAC
ISXT-1

ELSE
GAUSS-GSET
ISET*0

ENDIT
RETURN
END

C
C » • • ! . . M • • • • "• I • • • I T W I I 1 ||

c
FUNCTION rACR(L)
IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER*2 I,L
REALM rACR
ir(L .LE. 1)THEN
FACR-1.0

ELSX
FACR-FLOATI(L)
DO 11 I»1,L-1

11 FACR-rACR*FLOATI<(L-X))
ENDIF
RETURN
END

C

c
c

SUBROUTINE DETECT(X,Z,BSCALE,BETA,GiMMA, THETA, SLIT,NHIT)
C
C This subroutine coobln*d conputas th*
C trajectory of an electron given its initial position
C and velocity through the magnetic field of the e-
C spectrometer given in mapx.dat data file. Xt then determines
C if the electron hits the e- detector. Xt will return a value of
C 1 for hits and 0 for no-hits. X * 2 are in meters.
C

IMPLICIT NONE
XNTXGERM NHIT
REAL*4 X,Z,BSCALE,BETA,GAMMA,X0,Z0,SLIT,C
REAL*4 VX,VZ,DX,XDUM,ZDUM,BY,VXO,VZO,THKTA,SLOW,SHIGH
REAL*8 ALPHA,T,DL
LOGICAL*2 CRASH

C
C INITIALIZE
C

C-2.997925E8 ! m/s
NHIT-0
DL»0.004E0 ! STEP SIZE ( METERS }
T-DL/(DBLI(BETA)*DBLE(C))

C
C Define the initial position in the (X,Z) coordinate systea.
C The (X,Z) coord, system is centered at the center of the radius
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C of curvuture of the magnet, with the X-axis parallel to the
C initial •- beam.
C Call BTXELD to find the Y consonant of th« B field for
C the given X fi Z coordinate.
C

CALL BrXELD(X,Z,BSCALE,BY)
C
C Define the initial position and velocity
C

VX0»BETA*C*COS(THETA)
VZO»BETA*C*SIH(THETA)
xo«x
zo»z

c
C Begin to propagate
C
30 ALPHA-1.7588446D11*DBLE(BY)/D8LE(GAMMA)

X»X0+VX0*DSZN<ALPHA*T) /ALPHA+VZO* (1. 0D0-DCOS (AL?HA*T) ) /ALPHA
Z»Z0+VX0*(DCOS(ALFHA*T)-1.ODO)/ALPHA+VZ0*DSXN(ALPHA*T)/ALPHA
VX»VZ0*DSIN(ALPHA*?)+VX0*DCOS(ALPHA*T)
VZ«VZ0*DCOS(ALPHA*T)-VX0*DSIN(ALPHA*!)

C
C rind B for the new X s Z ( in inches )
C

CALL BTIELD<X,Z,BSCAL1,BY)
C
C Use the new position 6 velocity as the initial
C position £ velocity for the next step ( in aeters ).
C

xo«x
zo«z
VXO-VX
vzo*vz

c
C S B IF THE ELECTRON HITS THE VACUUM PIPE.
C

CALL CPASHX(X,Z,CRASH)
IT(CRASH)GOTO 999 ! OUT Or BOUND, RETURN TO THE MAIN PROGRAM
ir<Z.GT.-0.095)GOTO 30

c
C Having X0,Z0,VX0,VZ0 propagate the electron in
C a uniform motion until the position of the detector
C is reached.
C

DL«OBLE(SQRT(<Z+0.245E0)**2+(X-0.2E0)**2))
T-DL/(DBLE(BETA)*DBL*(C))
Z»VZ0*T+Z0
X»VX0*T+X0

C
C CHECK TO SEE IT THE DETECTOR XS HIT
C

SLOW-0.2E0-SLZT/2.0
SHZGH«0.2E0+SLIT/2.0
ir(X.GE.SLOH .AND. X.LE.SHZGH)NHIT*1

999 CONTINUE
RETURN
END

C

c
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SUBROUTINE CRASHX<X,Z,CRASH)
IMPLICIT NONE
REALM X,Z,TEMP
LOGICAL*2 CRASH

C
C Cback to ••• if •- i« within tb* physical rang*
C

CRASH".FALSE.
ir(Z.G*.0.0)THIN

C
C OPPER LIMIT
C

IT(X.GS.-0.095.AND.X. LE.0.084)THMT
IF(Z.GT.0.25)CRASH*.TRUZ.

XNDir
ir(X.GT.0.084.AMD.X.LX.0.25)THEN
TEMP«SQRT(0.0625-X**2)
IF(Z.GT.TEMP)CRASH-.TRUE.

XMDir

c
C LONER LIMIT
C

IF(X.GE.-0.095.AND.X.LE.0.0)THEM
IF(Z.L*.0.15)CRASH*.TRUE.

END IT
IT(X.GT.0.0.AMD.X.LE.0.15)THEM
TEMP-SQRT(0.0225-X**2)
IF(Z.LT.TEKP)CRASH*.TRDE.

ELSE
IF(X.GT.0.25.OR.X.LT.0.15.OR.Z.LT.-0.3)CRASH-.TROE.

EMDir
RETURN
END
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Appendix 3

A Simulation of the Laser Experiment

A program, found at the end of this section, is developed to simulate the

process of the laser-excitation of the hydrogen atoms produced in a foil. The initial

distribution is determined using the method discussed in appendix 2. The atoms

travel through a region which is assumed to be free of any fields. The population

of each state is modified by

P(n, I) = P0(n, /) * « p ( ^ ) , (A3.1)

where a; is the length of the free decay region, and r is the natural life time of the

state. Next, the atoms go through the sweep magnet which is set to field-ionize

states with n > 6. The effect of the motional field on the low-lying states is to

alter their lifetimes due to Stark mixing of the / substates. The effect of an external

electric field on the lifetimes of 2s and 2p states is shown in figure A3.156. Assuming

that the substates are fully mixed the lifetimes are simply given by

r(n,/) = 2.0 xr (n , l ) , (.43.2)

where r(n,l) is the field-free lifetimes of the p states. The population of each

state is modified for decays within the magnet and the following field free region

using equation A3.1. At the end of each of the three regions, knowing the transition

probabilities for each decayed atom, the populations of the lower states are updated.

The next step is to model the laser excitation of the surviving states, P(n, /),

to a Rydberg state. The effect of the experimental resolution is to broaden the

natural spectral lines which are Lorentzian in shape. One important observation

is that area under the spectral profiles are conserved even as they are convoluted
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Figure A3.1 The effect of an external electric field on the lifetimes of the 2s and
2p states of hydrogen.

by a gaussian function representing the experimental resolution. The total rate of

photoabsorption (i.e. area under the spectral line) is given by

_ 1 + /? cos a ^
/?sina £-'

where K is an overall normalization factor, and AE is the natural line-width. The

photoabsorption cross section, 07, is calculated using the following equation57

*(u>0) = U a c u J o \ < u \ r \ l > f ,
3 gi

for electric dipole absorption far from saturation. In this equation

1

(A3.3)

_
Qc~

Uo =

137.036'

h
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|< u I r | / >| is the dipole moment matrix element evaluated using the Gordon

formula58,

gi = 2l + l, (A3.6)

is the degeneracy of the lower state, and

9M = —J- (.43.7)

is the value at the center of the spectral line profile, assumed to be a Lorentzian

with full width at half maximum of Au;.

A fitting program, MINUIT, is used to fit the theoretical yields to the experi-

mental ones60. This is done by changing the initial distribution of the excited states

until the x2 of the fit is minimized.
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c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

c
c
c

c
c
c

c
c
c

998
999

SUBROUTINE TUN(N7AR,COETr,TUNX)

PROGRAM TO CONSTRUCT A DISTRIBUTION Or EXCITED HYDROGEN ATOMS,
rOXJ/OW THEM DOWN TRW BEAM LINE TO
THX LASER-BEAM INTEACTION POINT, MODEL THE LASER INTERACTION, AND
RETURN THE RESULT TO THE MINUIT FITTING ROUTINE TOR COMPARISON
WITH THE OBSERVED YIELDS.

LANGUAGE: TORTRAN-77 UNDER VMS 5.2 ON VAX 8650

By Amir H. Moh«gh«ghi «nd Randy A. R*«d«r

INTEGER*2 N, L

REAL*4 TNL(6,0:5),TNLD(6,0:5),PONN,PONL
REAL*8 COErr(NPAR),rUNX<5)
RIAL** TAU<6,0:5),Tl,T2,T3,BCGAHM
REAL*4 PROB(65,S6)

INITIALIZE

POWN«SNGL(COErr(1))
POWL-SNGL(COErr(2))
CALL INDIS(POWN,FOWL,TNL) ! GET THE INITIAL DISTRIBUTION

LITE TIMES Or EACH (n,l) STATE

TAU(l,0)>1.0E5
TAU<2,0)»0.7E0
TAU<2,l)«0.1596E-8
TAU(3,0)«15.84B-8
TAU(3,l)-0.5271S-8
TAU(3,2)-1.5467E-8
TAU(4,0)-22.66E-8
TAU(4,l)«1.23E-8
TAU(4,2)«3.615E-8
TAU(4,3)-7.253E-8
TAU(5,0)»35.23E-8
TAU(5,l)-2.379E-8
TAU<5,2)-6.967E-8
TAU(S,3)-14.03E-8
TAU(S,4)»23.51E-8
TAO(6,0)-57.0E-8
TAU(6,l)>4.1E-8
TAU(6,2)>12.6S-8
TAO(6,3)»24.3E-8
TAU(6,4)-40.5E-8
TAO(6,5)«C1.0I-8

PROBABILITY rOR DECAY FROM M,L (N*10+L) TO M,L+-1 (M*10+L-l)

DO 999 Nl«l,65
DO 998 N2«l,56
PROB(N1,N2)»0.0

CONTINUE
PROB(21,10)«1.0
PROB(30,21)>1.0
PROB(31,10)»1.64/1.86
PROB(31,20)-0.22/1.86
PROB(32,21)«1.0
PROB(40,21)»0.025/0.043
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PROB(40,31)-0.018/0.043
PROB(41,10)-0.68/0.805
PROB(41,20)-0.09S/0.805
PROB(41,30)-0.030/0.805
PROB(42,21)-0.204/0.274
PROB(42,31)-0.070/0.274
PROB(43,32)-1.0
PROB(50,21)-0.012/0.026
PROB(50,31)-0.008/0.026
PROB(50,41)-0.006/0.026
PROB(51,10)-0.34/0.412
PROB(51,20)-0.049/0.412
PROB(51,30)-0.016/0.412
PROB(51,40)-0.007/0.412
PROB(52,21)-0.094/0.142
PROB(52,31)-0.034/0.142
PROB(52,41)-0.014/0.142
PROB(53,32)-0.045/0.071
PROB(53,42)-0.026/0.071
PROB(54,43)-1.0
PROB(60,21)-0.007/0.0173
PROB(60,31)-0.0051/0.0173
PROB(60,41)-0.0035/0.0173
PROB(60,5D-0. 0017/0 .0173
PROB(61,10)-0.195/0.2402
PROB(61,20)-0.029/0.2402
PRO!(61,30)-0.0096/0.2402
PROB(61,40)-0.0045/0.2402
PROB(61,50)-0.0021/0.2402
PROB(62,21)-0.048/0.0793
PROB(62,31)-0.0187/0.0793
PROB(62,41)-0.0086/0.0793
PROB(62,51)-0.0040/0.0793
PROB(63,32)-0.0210/0.0411
PROB(63,42)-0.0129/0.0411
PROB(63,52)-0.0072/0.0411
PROB(64,43)-0.0137/0.0247
PROB(64,53)-0.0110/0.0247
PROB(65,54)-1.0

C

C BETA*C*GAMMA
C

BCGAHM-4.661850311
C
C INITIALIZE FLIGHT TIMES
C

T1-0.420/BCGAIM
T2-0.178/BCGAMM
T3-0.603/BCGAMM

C
C FIRST FREE DEACY,
C UPDATE THE POPULATION FOR DECAYS,
C KXEP TRACK OF DECAYS FOR EACH N, L.
C

DO 11 N-2,6 ! SEE HOW MANY ATOMS DECAY
DO 22 L»0,N-l

TNLD(N,L)»TNL(N,L)
TNL (N, L)-TNL <N, L) *EXP (-1. 0*Tl/TAU (N, L) )
TNLD (N, L) »TNLD (N, L) -TNL <N, L)

22 CONTINUE
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11 CONTINUE
DO 33 N-2,6 ! FOLLOW THE DECAYED ATOMS

DO 44 L-O.N-1
Nl«N*10+L
DO 55 H»1,N-1

DO 66 LM-L-1,L+1,2
IF(LM .63. 0)THEN
N2-M*10+LM
THL(M,UK)-TNL(M,LM)+THLC(N, L)*PRO»(Ml,H2)

ENDIF
66 CONTINUE
55 CONTINUE
44 CONTINUE
33 CONTINUE
C
C SWEEP MAGNET DECAY,
C UPDATE THE POPULATION rOR DECAYS,
C KEEP TRACK OF DECAYS TOR EACH N, L.
C

DO 111 N-2, 6
DO 122 L-O,N-1

TNLD<N,L)-TNL(N,L)
TNL (H, L) -TNL <N, L) *EXP (-0. 5*T2/TAU(W, 1))
TNLD (N, X.) «TNLD (N, L) -TNL <N, L)

122 COHTXNOE
111 CONTINUE

DO 133 N»2,6 ? FIND OUT WHERE THE DEACYED ATMOS NEMTO TO, UPDATE
DO 144 L-O,N-1

Nl»N*10+L
DO 155 K-1,N-1

LM-0
N2»M*10+LM
TNL (M, LM) -TNL (M, LM) +TNLD (N, L) *PROB {Nl, N2 )

155 CONTINUE
144 CONTINUE
133 CONTINUE
C
C SECOND FREE DECAY,
C UPDATE THE POPULATION FOR DECAYS,
C KEEP TRACK OF DECAYS FOR EACH N,L.
C

DO 211 N-2,6
DO 222 L»0,N-l

TNLD (N, L) -TNL (N, L)
TNL(N,L)-TNL(N,L)*EXP(-1.0*T3/TAU(M, L))
TNLD (N, L) -TNLD (N, L) -TNL (N, L)

222 CONTINUE
211 CONTINUE

DO 233 N»2,6 ! FIND OUT WHERE THE DEACYED ATMOS WENTO TO, UPDATE
DO 244 L»O,N-1

Nl»N*10+L
DO 255 M»1,N-1

DO 266 LM-L-1,L+1,2
ZF(LM ,GE. 0)THEN
N2»M*10+LM
TNL (M, LM) -TNL (M, LM) +TNLD (N, L) *PROB (Nl, N2)

ENDIF
266 CONTINUE
255 CONTINUE
244 CONTINUE
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233 CONTINUE
C
C SEND THE SURVIVING ATOMS TO INTERACT WITH THZ LASER
C

DO 311 W»l,5
FUNX(N)-0.0D0
DO 344 L»O,N-1

POP-TNL(N,L)
CALL RATE(N,L,POP)

rtnnc (N> -rutnc <N) +POP
344 CONTINUE
311 CONTINUE

RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE RATE(N,L,POP)
C
C PROGRAM RATEX.rOR (VAX-FORTRAN) TO CALCULATE POPULATION
C CHANGE OF ANGULAR MOMEOTUN STATES Or HYDROGEN ATOMS DUE
C TO LASER INDUCED TRANSITIONS
C

IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGERS W,L,FLAG
REALM PO»,SIGMA(5,0:4),RELFAC(5),G

C
C INITIALIZE
C

G-l.0E12
C
C RELATIVISTIC FACTORS AT 800 M«V
C

RELFAC(l)«2.103 ! 4TH HARMONIC YAG
RELFAC<2)-1.948 ! 1ST HARMONIC YAG
RELTACO)-0.7135
RELTAC(4)-0.5480
RELTAC(5)-0.6424

C
C CROSS SECTION * WIDTH
C

SIGMA(l,0>- 0.41922E-19
SIGMA(2,0)- 0.10308E-18
SIGMA?2,1)« 0.47381E-19
SIGMA(3,0)« 0.19151E-18
SIGKA(3 fl)- 0.9C773E-19
3IGHA(3,2)- 0.S0183E-19
SIGMA(4,0)- 0.32350E-18
SZGKA(4,1)- 0.16287E-18
SIGMA(4,2)- 0.11101E-18
SIGKA<4,3>- 0.52212E-19
SIGMA(5,0)« 0.S3220E-18
SIGMA(5,1)« 0.26205E-18
SIGMA(5,2)> 0.19520E-18
SIGMA(5,3)- 0.13256E-1S
SIGMA(5,4)- 0.577571-19

C
C UPDATE '£HE INPUT POPULATION
C

POP-POP*G*SIGMA(N,L)*RELFAC(N)
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A»l ! MODULI SUBADDRESS
DATA(1)"COUNT
DATA(2)-0
CALL rCNA(F,C,N,A,LUN,WRT24,DATA,QSTAT,XSTAT, IERR)
I*(XRROUT(IERR,'SPEC/STEP'))CALL KXZT
RITORH
END

C

c
c

LOGICAL rUNCTION ERROUT (IERR,SUBNME)
INTEGER *2 IERR(2)
CHARACTER*12 SUBNAME
ERROUT- .FALSE.
IF(IERR(1) .NX. 1)THEN
HRZTE(6,45)SUBNME,IERR(1),ZERR(2)
ERROUT*.TRUE.

ENDir
45 FORMAT(IX,A12,' -- ERROR IN CAMAC WRITE ',2(2X,17))

RETURN
END
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APPENDIX 4

Q Data Acquisition System

i. Overview

The Q data acquisition system is a collection of software developed at LAMPF

to assist experimenters with data acquisition, controlling experimental devices, real

time analysis, creating histograms, and recording the raw data on tape51. This is

illustrated in figure A4.1 which shows the data flow diagram for the Q system. A

microprogrammable branch driver (MBD) is used to interface the CAMAC system

and the /^VAX-II computer which runs the experiment. The MBD allows for a rela-

tively high data rate by preloading the raw data in its buffers. A set of subroutines

written in Fortran 77 controls the flow of data. The analyzer which is composed

of user supplied routines controls the on-line analysis of the raw data. All the his-

tograms are updated throughout a given run. At the end of a run all the processed

data are written into data files stored on the //VAX's hard disk. A replay system

allows the extraction the experimental raw data, recorded on magnetic tapes, after

the experiment is completed. This allows for further analysis of the raw data.

ii. QAL Program

The actual data acquisition is done the by MBD system. A special language

is developed to program the MBD known as QAL. The first step is to define the

configuration of the modules on the CAMAC crates. That is to tell the MBD code

the type and the position of each module in the CAMAC crates. The next step in

developing the QAL code is to define the "events" associated with the experiment.

Each event is flagged by a sending a NIM pulse to the LAMPF trigger module on

the CAMAC crate. An event is generated by the NIM electronics whenever a set of
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predetermined conditions are met. A number of instructions associated with each

event controls the CAMAC operations performed by the MBD. These instructions

include reading and writing of data through the 24-bit data bus of the CAMAC

crates. Once the MBD buffers are full, the events and their associated data are

transferred to the Q system. The MBD may also be forced to transfer its data

prematurely by a number of QAL commands. The raw data are written on tape

and a subroutine for each event is called to process the data.

There are three events defined for the H experiments which are identified by

numbers 4, 8, and 9. Event 4 is issued whenever the Faraday Cup integrates a

predetermined amount of charge. This flags the end of an angle or spectrometer

step. The first action of the MBD code is to turn off a run gate prohibiting any

further data taking. The data contained in the input gates monitoring the positions

of the encoders are read out. The qvt module is stopped and readout. All the

modules are cleared and reset. The last action is to flush the MBD buffer in order

to activate the subroutine associated with event 4. Event 8 is issued whenever the

laser successfully fires a pulse. All the ADCs, sealers, and other related modules

are read out and cleared. Event 9 occurs at the end of each macropulse which reads

and clears all the data associated with the laserless experiment. It also reads all

the instruments such as magnetometers, voltmeters, etc... The listing of the QAL

code used for the H experiments is included at the end of this appendix.

iii. Analyzer and PROC subroutines

The analyzer consists of a number of different subroutines which control the

flow of data through out the data acquisition system, see figure A4.2. The first is the

AINITl program which initializes the utilities used by the Analyzer. These include

initializing the histogramming and testing packages, and setting up the common

region used by the dynamic parameter array. The common region is accessed by
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all the programs which is useful in passing parameters from one routine to another.

The dynamic parameter array is specially important as it provides a flexible control

of the experiment. As an example, a parameter called CONFIG is set by the user

at the beginning of each run which determines the type of the intended experiment.

This includes a laser experiment where the intersection angle is stepped, or a laser

run where the angle is fixed and the spectrometer field is stepped. The variables used

in the common region are defined in the CMN1127.INC file and set by activating

the PRM utility. All the histograms are defined in the EX1127.HST file where the

range and bin size for each histogram is determined. A test package as defined in

the EX1127.TST file performs logical tests on the raw data to provide cuts on the

data.

Once a run is started by issuing the QRU command the QRU1, ASTART,

and QRU2 programs are executed in order. These programs are used to initialize

experimental parameters, zero histograms, ask for user input, open the appropriate

data files, and to start the proper units such as the qvt module. During a run,

whenever an event is encountered in the data stream a program called PROCn is

called where n denotes the event number. Here is a summary of what each event

does:

PROC4 program is executed in response to event 4 indicating that the a pre-

determined amount of charge is integrated by the Faraday cup. The run gate is

closed by a command in the MBD code which stops further data taking. The pro-

gram retrieves the data stored in the MBD buffer and puts them in local arrays.

The next task of the routine is to compute the total number of counts and their

corresponding errors for each detector. A number of switches in the parameter ar-

ray allows one to select different modes of analysis. A detailed discussion of all the

available analysis options is out of the scope of this document. The most frequently

used option is to calculate average signals and their standard deviations. Signals
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from instruments such as the fast ion chamber and fast photodiode are averaged

and their statistical deviations are also computed. At this point a subroutine cor-

responding to the experimental configuration is called to write the processed data

to data files. Currently, there are three experimental configurations used which is

selected by the user in ASTART. The first configuration is for the laser experiment

where the intersection angle is changed. The second is for "laser-spectrometer"

scans where the intersection angle is fixed and the spectrometer field is varied. The

last is for the laserless experiment where again the spectrometer field is changed.

All the histograms plotting a parameter such as yield versus step number are up-

dated. After the data is written to data files, control is returned to PR0C4 where

a number actions can take place depending on the experimental configuration and

the chamber type selected. If a laser experiment is in progress then the big or little

chamber will be stepped to change the intersection angle. If a spectrometer scan

is chosen then the field of the spectrometer will be stepped. There are also provi-

sions to check for failures of various devices such as magnets by looking for abrupt

changes. If there is a failure then a warning is issued and the run is suspended.

The number of steps is checked and if it exceeds the predetermined value set by a

dynamic parameter, it will suspend the run and notify the user to end the run. If

a response is not received within a resonable amount of time, a loud beeping sound

will be generated to wake up any sleeping experimenters! If the program makes it

through all the checks, then the global arrays containing information on sealers and

ADCs are set to zero to prepare for a new angle or step. Finally, if everything is

working properly the program sends a signal to a 12-bit NIM register to open the

run gate.

PR0C8 is executed after each laser shot. The ADC and sealer data are trans-

ferred from the MBD buffer to local arrays and the raw data are written to tape.

The next step is to update all the pulse height histograms such as the electron
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pulse height spectrum. There are two histograms for each detector corresponding

to the data taken with and without the laser pulse. The ADC pulse heights for the

particle detectors (i.e. H+ , H°, and e~) are converted to particle numbers using

equation 4.2. It should be emphasized that the slopes and pedestals are provided

by the user which are stored in the dynamic parameter array. These parameters

should be updated whenever the detector gain is changed. The ADC modules also

read other variables such as the fast photodiode and paddle that do not require a

conversion. A global array keeping track of total number of counts for each chan-

nel is updated. A second array sums the square of each signal. These arrays are

passed to PR0C4 at the end of each angle or step which are used to calculate total

signal, average signal, and their standard deviations. A set of global arrays which

keep track of the sealer counts are also updated. If the Q system is in the replay

mode, then source of the raw data will be a tape instead of the MBD buffer. An

optional testing package can test the raw data and perform certain tasks such as

exiting a given subroutine. The logical tests are defined in the EX1127.TST file.

Even though the test package is quite useful during a replay of raw data, its use is

strong discouraged during the data acquisition mode. In fact, it is recommended

that a minimum amount of analysis is done in order to reduce the dead time of the

data acquisition system, and more importantly, to avoid unforseen logic problems

that can crash the system. Finally, PR0C8 updates the number of laser shots and

returns control to the next routine.

PR0C9 is executed in response to each event 9 which in turn is generated

after each macropulse. This routine reads the data associated with the laserless

experiments. It updates the proper global arrays for later use by PR0C4, passes

the new data to histograms, and checks for tests. A number of 12-bit ADC modules

that monitor instruments such as magnetometers are also read out and analyzed.

Finally, the number of macropulses is updated.
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Once a predetermined number of steps is reached, PROC4 signals the user

to end the run by issuing the Q command QFI. This commands invokes the QFI1,

ASTOP, and QFI2 routines where they perform tasks such as closing files, stopping

the qvt module, and turning off the run gate.

iv. The SPEC Program

This section provides an example of an interactive control of an experimental

device. A program, found at the end of this section, is written which uses some of

the Q utilities, to set the magnetic field of the electron spectrometer and to check

its field, see figure A4.3 . The program starts by asking for the desired field setting.

It sends a digital number between 0 and 4096 to 12-bit DAC where the output is

an analog DC voltage. The module is wired to produce 0.0 (10.0) volts for an input

number of 0 (4096). The write operation is performed by the FCNA subroutine

provided by the Q system52. This routine allows one to send a CAMAC command

to the addressed module where the specific function of the command is found in

the module's manual. The DAC output is sent to a programmable current power

supply where its current changes from 0 to 20 amps which is directly proportional

to the DAC voltage. Thus the current to the spectrometer is set with a resolution

of about five mA over a dynamic range of twenty Amps. The hysteresis effects of

the dipole magnet give a different magnetic field for the same current when the field

is varied over a wide range. The magnetic field is measured using a magnetometer

and its output is read out by a voltmeter providing a visual readout. The analog

output of the voltmeter is digitized by a 12-bit high-impedance (100 MCI) ADC. The

SPEC program reads the ADC data through the FCNA subroutine, and converts it

into volts to reproduce the same number displayed by the voltmeter. The program

checks the measured field versus the goal field and keeps adjusting the current until

the goal field is reached. A listing of this program is provided at the end of this

section.
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PROGRAM SPEC
C
C Program to sat tha spactroaatar field as is input by tha usar. Tha
C fiald is sat by a currant supply which ia controllad by a 12-bit
C OAC aodula (Jorway 33). The fiald is raad out by a aagnatooatar,
C and its DC output is digitized by a 12-bit ADC aodula (Jorway 30).
C

IMPLICIT HOME
INTEGER*2 COUNT,DCOUNT,DIR,INDIR
REALM NEWSET,FIELD,AO,A1
COMMON AO,A1

C
C READ IN THE CALIBRATION rOR CONVERTING ADC COUNTS TO VOLTS.
C

OPEN(UNIT»1,FILE*'SPECA.DAT',STATUS''OLD')
READ(1,«)AO,A1
WRXTE(6,*)'A0 6 Al: ',AO,A1
CLOSE(UNIT-1,STATUS-'SAVE')

C
C READ IN THE PRESENT FIELD SETTING, WRITE TO SCREEN, AMD ASK
C TOR THE NEW SETTING.
C

CALL VOLT(FIELD)
HRITE(6,10)FIELD

10 rORMAT(IX,'PRESENT SETTING: ', F7.4,IX,'VOLTS')
WRIT*(6,20)

20 FORMAT(IX,'ENTER NSW SETTING (0.0-1.0 VOLTS):',*)
RKAD(5,*)NENSET
IF(NEWSET.LE.0.0)NEWSBT-0.0
IF(NEWSET.GZ.1.0)NEWSET-1.0

C
C SET CURRENT TO 2000 COUNTS (- 10 AMPS)
C

COUNT-2000
CALL STEP(COUNT)

C
C START THI LOOP
C

DCOUNT-25C
DO WHILE (DCOUNT .GE. 1)

CALL VOLT(FIELD)
INDXR»XNZNT((NEWSET-FZELD)/ABS(NZWSET-FZZLD)}
DIR-INDIR
DO WHILE (DZR .EQ. INDIR)

COUNT-COUNT+DCOUNT*DIR ! NEW CURRENT ON POWER SUPPLY
IF(COUNT .LI. 0)COUNT~0
IF(COUNT .GE. 4095)COUNT*4095
CALL STEP(COUNT)
CALL VOLT(FIELD)
DIR*(NEWSET-FIELD)/ABS(NEWSET-FIELD)

ENDDO
DCOUNT«DCOUNT/2

ENDDO
CALL VOLT(FIELD)
WRITE(6,30)COUNT,FIELD

30 FORMAT(IX,'FINAL COUNT & FIELD: ', IX, 15,IX,F8.4)
STOP
END

C

c -
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SUBROUTINE VOLT(FIELD)
C
C Program to raad out the voitaatar naasuring the aagnatometar'a
C DC output.
C

IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER*2 I,F0,F28,C,N,A,LUN,DATA(2),QSTAT,XSTAT,IERR(2),NSAMP
INTEGER*4 SUM
REAL*4 FIELD,AO,A1
EXTERNAL ERROUT
LOGICAL*2 ERROUT
BYTE WRT24
CO»MON AO,A1

C
C SOME CONSTANTS
C

DATA WRT24/.FALSE./ ! WRITE 16 BIT WORD
F28-28 ! CAMAC COMMAND INITIATE A CONVERSION CYCLE
rO«0 ! CAMAC COMMAND TO READ THE MODULE
O 2 • CAMAC CRATE NUMBER
H«7 ! CAMAC SLOT NUMBER
A»0 ! MODULE SCBADRESS
NSAMP-32 ! NUMBER OF FIELD SAMPLES

C
C Raad out tha DC Toltaga. Tha voltaga naada to ba aa^plad a fair
C tlaas in ozdar to ayaraga out tha noiaa on tba llna.
C

SUM-0
DO 11 I-1,NSAMP

CALL FCNA(F28,C, N,A,LUN,HRT24,DATA,QSTAT,XSTAT,IERR)
IT(ERROUT(IERR,'SPEC/VOLT'))CALL EXX?
CALL FCNA(F0,C,N,A,LUN,WRT24,DATA,QSTAT,XSTAT, IERR)
IF(ERROUT(IERR,'SPEC/VOLT'))CALL EXIT
ir(DATA(1).GE.2049)DATA(1)*DATA(1)-4095
SUM-SUM+DATAU)

11 CONTINUE
C
C CONVERT FROM ADC COUNTS TO VOLTS.
C

FIELD-A0+A1*FLOATJ(SUM)/FLOATI(NSAMP)
RETURN
END

C
C

c
SUaXOOTXNE STEP(COUNT)

C
C Program to aat tba currant on tha apactroaatar'a
C power «upply.
C

IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER*2 F,C,N,A,LUN,DATA(2),QSTAT,XSTAT,IERR(2),COUNT
EXTERNAL ERROUT
LOGICAL*2 ERROUT
BYTE HRT24
DATA HRT24/.FALSE./ ! WRITE 16 BIT WORD
F>16 ! CAMAC COMMAND TO WRITE TO THE DATA HIWAY
C«l ! CAMAC CRATE NUMBER
N-14 ! CAHAC SLOT NUMBER
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RZTUJUJ

END

C
C — — — -
C

FUNCTION FAC(L)
IMPLICIT NONI
XNTXG2R*2 I , L
ZNTEGERM IFAC
REAX.*4 FAC
I F ( L . L I . DTHZM

ELSE
ZFAOL
DO 1 1 Z » 1 , L - 1

11 IFAC»IFAC*(L-I)
END I F
FAC-FLOATJ(IFAC)
RJCTORN
END
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APPENDIX 5

Electronics

The H experiments at LAMPF are unique in the sense that experimental

methods used in high energy and nuclear physics are adapted for use in an atomic

physics experiment. A number of Nuclear Instrument Modules (NIM) and CAMAC

modules are used to interface the experiment with the computer. A two way flow

of data exists between the experiment and the computer. The stream of data from

various detectors is conditioned and filtered by the fast electronics and recorded by

the computer. A number of devices such the stepper motors and power supplies

are controlled through the computer. The reader is reminded that due high radia-

tion within the experimental hall, every device must be monitored and controlled

remotely from a the counting house, safely located outside the experimental hall.

Each device is linked to the counting house by its dedicated cable, which is about

100 feet in length. Thus, due to the long length of the cables, special precautions

must be taken to avoid ground loops, which in particular effect the DC lines with fa-

tal results! Even though there is no formal procedure for eliminating ground loops,

a careful grounding of all the devices is strongly suggested. A number of cameras is

used to physically check the condition of the moving parts of the experiment. The

aim of this appendix is to provide enough details on the electronics setup to make a

reconstruction of the experiment possible. The details of all the modules are found

in the manufacturer's manuals.

ii. Run Gate and Event 4

The schematic for the run gate and generating event 4 is shown in figure A5.1.

A run gate is produced when a number of conditions necessary for a successful run

is met. The first condition is concerned with the Faraday cup which integrates the
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beam current. A current digitizer monitors the Faraday cup output, sending a pulse

out for every 10~14 coulombs of charge, on the 100 pA scale, integrated. The pulses

are sent to a visual sealer which is set to stop counting once a preset number of

pulses are received. An output of the sealer is a TTL preset signal which remains

true (+5 V) as long as the sealer is counting. This is converted to a NIM level

signal (i.e. true=-800 mV), and used as the first condition for taking data. The

complement of the NIM signal is used in conjunction with a discriminator to produce

a fast pulse when the preset signal changes from true to false. The discriminator

does not produce a pulse when the preset signal goes back to true since the signal

has a positive slope at the transition point. The signal from the discriminator is

thus generated only when the preset number of pulses is reached. The pulse is sent

to the LAMPF trigger module to trigger event four. The visual sealer remains in

the stopped mode until it is reset by the computer. The PROC4 program creates

a NIM signal at the end of its execution. The NIM signal is generated by turning

a bit on and off in a 12-bit output register. The signal is converted to a TTL level

and sent to the reset-input on the visual sealer.

The second condition is to avoid a normalization problem when the total

number of counts «on the preset module is low. An error in normalization occurs

depending on the phase between the reset pulse and the stream of the Faraday cup

pulses. Therefore, the run gate is prohibited until a Faraday cup pulse is received

insuring that counting always starts at the same phase.

The third condition for a valid run is flagged by the busy signal from the

LAMPF trigger module signaling the status of the computer. This gate is closed,

If the computer is busy processing an earlier event A fourth gate is controlled by

the Q system where a gate is produced by two NIM pulses generated by an output

register. The second bit, generated at the beginning of each angle, is sent into the

start-input of gate generator operated in the latch mode. This opens a gate which
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Figure A5.1 Schematic of the run gate and generation of event 4.
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is closed when the first bit, generated at the end of an angle, triggers the stop-input.

A busy signal from the stepper motor controller prohibits data taking as long as the

spider is .moving. The run gate is suspended when the beam current falls below an

acceptable level. The sixth ready signal is obtained by monitoring the beam current

with a discriminator which produces a pulse as long as the micropulses detected by

the paddle are above the threshold. The pulse in turn is used to generate a true

gate as long as the beam current is high enough. This is a specially useful section

of the run gate as sometimes the H beam can be down for a long time before it

is detected or announced by the Central Control Room (CCR). There are more

spare channels available for the ready circuits which can be used to gate various

unwanted situations. As an example, the position of the polarized beam, in a 1986

run, shifted with the polarization of the beam. This led to fake oscillations in the

signal. Once the source of the problem was found, it was easy to fix it by simply

gating off one of the two polarization cycles.

Finally, all the ready circuits are anded together in a logic unit to get the

final run gate. This is anded with all the sealer and ADC gates to prevent any

accumulation of data when the gate is false. This also insures that no events are

issued between angles.

Hi. Laserless Sealer Gates and Event 9

The timing diagram for producing the laserless gates and event 9 is shown

in figure A5.2. A timing signal from CCR preceding the macropulse starts the

sequence. The timing signal, delayed by a gate generator, is used to open the

laserless data gate in coincidence with the macropulse. The delay output of the

laserless gate is used to generate a delay until the macropulse is well passed. The

laserless background gate, equal duration to the laserless data gate, is opened after

the macropulse. This measures any natural background occurring when the beam
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is off. After a delay of about 200 //seconds a pulse is generated to trigger event

9 on the LAMPF trigger module. The delay is necessary in order to allow time

for digitalization of pulses sent to the ADC and TDC modules. The initial pulse

from CCR is also used to generate a gate for an integrating ADC monitoring the DC

output of some of the instruments with low impedance such as the laser calorimeter.

iv. Laser Sealer Gates

The timing diagram and the schematic for generating the laser sealer gates

are shown in figure A5.3. The generation of the gates is similar to that of the laser

gates with the difference that the laser data gate is in coincidence with both the

laser pulse and the macropulse. The background gate is generated after a delay

within the same maeropulse. This measures the response of the detectors with the

beam on while the laser pulse is off. These gates are used extensively when the

Nd:YAG laser is run in the quasi-CW mode.

v. ADC Gates and Event 8

The timing and electronics diagrams for generating the ADC gates are shown

in figure A5.4. The sequence is started when a pulse from the vacuum fast photo-

diode is received. The detector is monitoring the laser in real time. The puise is

sent to a constant fraction discriminator to produce a narrow NIM pulse used as

the gate signal for the reals integrating ADC module. A number of delay lines are

used to correct the timing of detector pulses so that they coincide with the reals

gate. The width of the NIM pulse should be on the order of the FWHM of the

detector pulses which is normally about 30 ns. However, the width can be set at a

few hundred ns when the micropulses are separated by 4 //seconds. This eliminates

the need for an accurate setting of the delay lines which can be a time consuming

task.
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A second output of the CFD is used to generate a delay before the background

( accidentals ) gate is generated. One must be careful with beam microstructures

that have more than a 5 ns spacing between the micropulses. The background

delay must be set properly to insure that the accidentals ADC gate coincides with

a micropulse. All the signals going to the ADC ports must be delayed properly to

make them fall within the gate. Finally, a copy of the background gate is used to

generate a delay of 200 //seconds before the pulse for event 8 is generated.

vi. Signal Processing

The circuit diagrams for processing the incoming data are illustrated in figures

A5.5 and A5.6. Let us begin with the electron signal which is coming from a plastic

scintillator mounted the electron spectrometer. Multiple copies of the signal are

obtained by an analog fan out which is linear for input pulses of up to 2.0 volts,

into 50 fl, in height. A copy of the signal is sent to a discriminator where a logic

NIM pulse is generated in response to pulses greater than the preset discrimination

threshold. A copy of the discriminator's pulse is sent to the qvt module to digitize

the electron pulse. Other copies of the discriminator's logic pulses are logically

anded with the laserless (laser) data and background gates. The resulting pulses

are sent to appropriate CAMAC and visual sealers. Two copies of the electron

signal are delayed, so that they are coincident with ADC data and background

gates, and sent to appropriate ADC modules on the CAMAC crates. The H°and

H+ pulses are processed similar to the electron pulses with the exception of the qvt

module and the visual sealers. However, depending on the experimental conditions,

any signal may replace the electron signal going to the qvt module and the visual

sealers. The paddle and fast photodiode signals are also delayed and sent the ADC

modules.

The current output of the Faraday cup and the fast ion chamber are converted

into a stream of logic pulses where the frequency of the pulses is proportional to the
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current. The Faraday cup pulses are anded with the ready gate and sent to a visual

sealer. The visual sealer is preset to count a certain number of Faraday cup pulses,

hence a net amount of charge, which is used to set the length of data acquisition

time for each data point. The fast ion chamber pulses are anded with the laserless

(laser) gates and sent to the CAMAC sealers.

vii. More Electronics

A number of high impedance (100 M.Q) ADC modules with a resolution of

12 bits are used to keep track of instruments such as magnetometers with a DC

output. The QAL code, triggered by event 9, initiates a conversion cycle for each

module which converts the input DC voltage to a digital number. All the modules

are then readout and cleared by the QAL code.

The big chamber's turntable (spider) is turned by a stepper motor controlled

by a custom made power supply. The number of steps and direction are set manually

by a number of dials on the power supply. The power supply is triggered by a pulse

from the 12-bit output register produced by PROC4 program. A busy signal from

the power supply is sent to the NIM electronics to prohibit data taking between

angles. The angular position of the spider is determined by a 14-bit optical encoder

with a binary output. The encoder is coupled to the turntable via a steel belt such

that the the encoder completes 12 revolutions for one revolution of the spider. Thus,

the encoder output gives the relative position of the spider. The absolute position

is found by the aid of a high precision potentiometer indentifying the sector that

the encoder is in. The potentiometer output is converted to a digital BCD number

and is read out, along with encoder's binary output, through an input gate.

A programmable BiRa controller is used to control a number of stepper motors.

The module is capable of controlling of up to 15 motors where the number of steps,

direction, and timing can be controlled through a computer program. The first
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motor controlled is the Little chamber's spider. The motor is stepped by a series of

CAMAC commands issued by PROC4. The program also controls a second motor

which turns a half-wave plate. The Half-plate is turned at half the rate of spider to

keep the direction of the polarization of the laser constant in the interaction region.

The angular position of the little encoder is determined by a 12-bit optical encoder

with a gray binary output. The encoder is readout by a dual 24-bit input gate. The

gray code is converted to a decimal number in the software.
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APPENDIX 6

Laser Triggers

The details of the trigger timing and electronics for the DCR-2 Nd:YAG laser

are discussed. The trigger scheme for two other lasers, a Lumonics CO2 and a

Lambda Physik Excimer laser, which are used in related experiments are also dis-

cussed, see figure A6.1.

DCR-2 Nd.YAG

This laser can be operated in two distinct modes. The first is the quasi-cw

mode resulting in a pulse of about 100 /xseconds. This is achieved by delaying the

To signal from CCR used to generate a NIM pulse of 10 fis in duration. The pulse

is converted to a +10 volt signal and sent to trigger the flashlamps. A light pulse is

produced about 250 us later. The delay on the To signal can be adjusted to overlap

the laser burst and the macropulse.

The second mode is to Q-switch the laser where all the photons are released

in a burst of about 8 ns providing a high instantaneous photon current. The high

intensity can also be used to efficiently generate higher harmonics using an APD

crystal. The timing and electronics diagrams are shown in figure A6.2. The sequence

is again started by the To signal from CCR which precedes the macropulse by 3.0 ms.

After an initial delay, a +10 volt pulse of 10 fis in duration is sent to the blank input

on the laser. The effect of this trigger is to turn the HV on the Q-switch module

and to fire the flashlamps. Once the HV is turned off the Q-switched pulse leaves

the laser. The delay time must be set correctly to get the maximum power. This

delay time of about 2.5 ms was found to be insensitive to changes of a few jis. Thus,

after a delay of 2.46 ms a "Fire OK" gate is opened to signal that the laser is ready

for the Q-switch trigger. In order to time the laser pulse to coincide with a single
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micropulse, a saturated paddle signal is used to identify the micropulses. The paddle

signal is sent to a CFD and the resulting NIM pulses are logically anded with the fire

ok gate. The duration of the fire ok gate is set at 1.5 times the spacing between the

micropulses which insures that at least one micropulse falls within the fire ok gate.

The result is that the first micropulse that falls within the gate is used to trigger the

Q-switch pulse, locking the trigger to the micropulse structure. After a fine delay

to compensate for unknown delays in lines a +10 volt signal lasting for 1 /is is sent

to the external Q-switch input on the laser. The timing jitter in firing the laser is

reduced to about 1.0 ns from the original value of 6.0 ns by adjusting the Q-switch

HV knob on the laser. The effect of the knob adjustment is illustrated in figures

A6.3 and A6.4. However, the laser jitter gets worse, rather abruptly, after about one

hour requiring readjustment between runs which are normally less than one hour. A

TDC (Time to Amplitude Converter) keeps track of the timing jitter throughout the

experiment. The fine delay adjustment provides for maximum overlap between the

laser and atomic pulses. For the 5 ns microstructure the paddle is not able to resolve

individual micropulses. As a result the flashiamps trigger is used in combination

with a delay to trigger the Q-switch. The coupling to the microstructure is bypassed

which gives a random overlap between one or two micropulses and the laser pulse.

This trigger mode avoids the problem of long term timing drifts which led to the

observation of false resonances in the H spectrum.

Lumonics CO2 Laser

The timing diagram for firing the CO2 laser is shown in figure A6.1. Three

triggers are needed to produce a pulse with a smooth temporal profile. The details

of the laser operation and characteristics are discussed in detail in a dissertation

by Chen Yau Tang. The laser consists of three segment which need to be triggered

in the right order to produce a smooth pulse. The three sections are the oscillator
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Figure A6.1 The triggers needed to operate the Nd:YAG, ArF, and CO2 lasers.
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head, the low gain cell, and the amplifier. A successful trigger produces a pulse

lasting for about 100 ns with a typical jitter of 25 ns. The pulse has a long tail

lasting for about 400 ns. The low gain cell is used to smooth out the temporal profile

of the laser pulse. Briefly, the low gain cell is triggered about 60 //s before the laser

by a +10 volt pulse lasting for 1 fis. The oscillator and the amplifier are triggered

simultaneously by two +10 volt pulses. The NIM electronics take advantage of

the time delay between the smooth and non-smooth pulses to produce an event 8

trigger for smooth pulses only. The smooth pulses occur about 200 ns earlier than

the nonsmooth pulses The output of a Pyroelectric detector, monitoring the CO2

laser pulses, is sent to a CFD. The NIM output is anded with a gate that closes

before the expected time for the nonsmooth pulses. The output is used to open the

ADC gates and to generate an event 8 for the computer.

Lambda Physik Excimer Laser

The Excimer laser built by Lambda Physik is the simplest of all three lasers

to trigger. Briefly, the delayed To signal from CCR is used to generate a NIM

gate lasting for 1.5 times the micropulse spacing. The gate is anded with the CFD

looking at the paddle to lock the trigger to the micropulses. After a fine delay, a

+10 volt signal lasting for 10 /zs is sent out to the laser resulting in a laser shot

after 100 ̂ seconds. For the case of the 5 ns microstructure the delayed To signal is

used directly, after an initial delay, to produce the final trigger. The output laser

pulse has a duration of 8 ns with a timing jitter of a few ns.
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APPENDIX 7

Detectors

This appendix reviews in some detail the detectors used to detect the interac-

tion products. Some of the devices used to monitor the H and laser beam currents

are briefly discussed.

i. Particle detectors

All of the interaction products, electrons, hydrogen atoms, and protons, are

detected by a number of fast-response plastic scintillators. The charged particles

excite the scintillator's molecules which then decay to the ground state within, a few

nanoseconds emitting photons in the process. The light is guided to a photomulti-

plier tube where a number of photoelectrons are ejected at the photocathode. The

quantum efficiency of the tubes is generally about 10% meaning that one photoelec-

tron is ejected for every ten photons incident on the surface of the photocathode.

However, there are many photons produced for each particle resulting in detect-

ing the particle with essentially 100% efficiency. The photoelectrons axe amplified

through an avalanche process which is usually in ten stages. The final pulse of elec-

trons is output through a 50ft connection. The amplification transit time results

in a final pulse lasting for about 20 ns. The total output charge is proportional

to the amount of light produced in the scintillator which in turn is proportional to

the energy deposited by the charged particle. Therefore, if a multiple number of

particles hit the detector simultaneously, then a proportionally more intense pulse

is produced. This results in a high instantaneous current which may no longer be

directly proportional to the number of particles. Thus, great care is taken to select

phototubes that are linear over a wide dynamic range.
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The output signal is transported to the counting house by using a doubly

shielded BNC cable with a net impedance of 50fl. It is important to realize that

the impedance is determined only by the inductance and the capacitance of the

cable for a high frequency operation53. Thus, the impedance is independent of the

cable length. The cable must be terminated in a 50ft connection in order to avoid

reflections caused by the impedance mismatch. A bent or damaged cable can also

produce reflections.

The electron detector is a cylindrical piece of scintillator one inch in diameter

with a thickness of one centimeter. The scintillator is directly mounted on top of

the photocathode window resulting in a light collection efficiency of close to 50%.

The phototube has an effective sensitive photocathode circular area of one inch in

diameter. The electrons deposit all of their energy, 435 KeV for an 800 MeV beam,

in the scintillator.

The H° detector consists of a rectangular piece of plastic scintillator ( 1 cm x

1 cm x'4 cm ). Each H° atom is stripped down to a proton by the Havar vacuum

window at the end of the beam pipe. The proton passes through the scintillator

depositing a fraction of its energy in the detector which is about 2.0 MeV/cm for an

800 MeV particle. The energy distribution has a tail caused by the decreasing cross

section of energy transfer on the high energy side. However, the energy resolution

is good enough to observe peaks in the pulse height spectrum corresponding to

a multiple number of hits. Each of the two ends of the detector is coupled to a

phototube via a cylindrical piece of lucite. The light guide has a diameter of two

inches and a height of 5 cm. The purpose of this is to disperse the light evenly

over the two-inch photocathode. The bias voltage on the two phototubes is set at

two different values to extend the dynamic range of the detector. The high-voltage

tube is used to detect a low number of particles and the low-voltage tube is used to

detect a large number of particles which may saturate the high-voltage tube.
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The H+ detector is a scintillator mounted in vacuum coupled to a phototube

outside the vacuum through an optical feedthrough. A major problem with this

detector is that a low efficiency in light collection prevents the observation of single

hits. A new design with a better light collection efficiency is underway.

ii. Ion Beam Monitors

Three separate, yet complimentary, devices are used to monitor the beam

current. The first is a massive Faraday cup, 700 kg of graphite, capable of completely

stopping all the protons in the beam. The charge collected by the cup is drained off

using an teflon insulated wire. This device has a slow response time and therefore

is not useful for providing information on the instantaneous current. However,

the Faraday cup integrates the beam current to arrive at a reliable total charge

delivered by the beam. The H beam goes through several Havar vacuum windows

before reaching the Faraday cup and is stripped down to protons. The output of

the Faraday cup is digitized by a NIM current digitizer which produces a TTL logic

pulse for every 10~14, on the 100 pA scale, coulombs of charge integrated. This

signal is used to normalize each angle or step to the beam current.

The second piece of equipment looking at the beam current is the fast ion

chamber with a response time of few //seconds. Briefly, the detector is a cylindrical

chamber with two Havar windows on the flat sides. Inside, there are two thin

steel plates with a voltage of +1000 volts on the them. The chamber is filled with

hydrogen gas kept at a pressure slightly higher than the atmospheric pressure. Once

the beam goes through the gas, it collisionally detaches electrons from the hydrogen

atoms which are collected by one of the plates. The signal is amplified and then

converted to a pulse train by a voltage-to-frequency module. The frequency of the

pulse train is proportional to the voltage of the input pulse. This is recorded by the

computer keeping track of macropulse intensity fluctuations.
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The response time of the fast ion chamber is too slow to resolve individual

micropulses even when they are separated by four /^seconds. The "paddle" is a

square piece of plastic scintillator (4" x 4" x 0.2") mounted on a phototube via a fish

tail light guide. The fast pulses produced by the paddle have a FWHM of about 20

ns which enables it to resolve individual micropulses as long as they are separated

by more than 20 ns. This allows one to accurately lock the laser trigger to the

microstructure. However, the five ns microstructure is smeared by the time response

of the detector. Furthermore, the individual micropulse intensity information is not

reliable since the scintillator material, or the photocathode, may be saturated by

the great number of protons that hit a small area simultaneously. A Cerenkov

detection system combined with a fast phototube should provide for an improved

timing resolution and a more reliable micropulse intensity measurement. The last

point is specially important since a significant portion of our data fluctuations is

attributed to micropulse intensity variations from one laser pulse to next.

iii. Laser Beam Monitors

The average laser intensity is measured by a calorimeter located inside the

scattering chamber. The calorimeter signal is readout by a power meter through

a vacuum BNC feedthrough. The DC analog output of the power meter is sent to

the counting house where a 12-bit high impedance ADC polls it at 250 fi seconds

after each laser shot. A second calorimeter is mounted on an air actuator outside

the scattering chamber. The power meter readout is checked visually by a camera

whenever the calorimeter is inserted into the laser beam. A fast photodiode is used

to detect the presence of the short laser pulses. This pulse is used to open the ADC

gates and to generate an event for the computer. The intensity of the short pulses

are measured with a fast vacuum photodiode with a rise time of less than one ns.

This allows one to check for any spikes in the temporal profile of the laser pulse
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which should be a gaussian under normal operating conditions. The laser trigger is

used to start a TDC module which is stopped by the fast photodiode signal. Finally,

the signal is digitized by an integrating ADC to keep track of laser pulse intensity

outside the chamber.
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APPENDIX 8

Hardware

The beam line configurations for the 1988 and 1989 experiments are shown

in figures A8.1, A8.2, and A8.3. Some of the pieces of hardware such as the lit-

tle chamber, big chamber, bending magnets, long skinny magnet, and the electron

spectrometer have been in use by the H group at LAMPF for some time. A de-

tailed description of these devices are found in the earlier dissertations ( Sharifian,

Tootoonchi, Frost, Stewart). The recent modifications made to some of these equip-

ment are discussed in Harris's dissertation. Here, we limit the discussion to the new

equipment relevant to the foil experiments.

i. The Sliding Foil Changer

The schematic for the sliding foil holder is shown in figure A8.4. The device

basically works like a linear slide changer. The slides, each holding one foil, are

all placed in the grooves in the slide magazine inside the vacuum chamber. A

mechanical vacuum feedthrough and a system of gears is used to couple a stepper

motor to the slide holder, moving it along the beam direction. This positions a

slide in front of a brass arm which pushes the slide into the beam. A second stepper

motor is used, through a vacuum feedthrough and a system of gears, to move the

arm in and out of the beam. The arm has a hook that couples to the slide allowing

the arm to retrieve the slide. The hook is released once the arm is pulled back to the

out limit. A number of limit switches are used to mark the motional limits of the

slide holder and the arm. An extra limit switch disables the stepper motor moving

the slide holder once a foil is moved out of its retracted position. Each stepper

motor is connected to a one-turn precision potentiometer via an appropriate gear.

This system allows to know the positions of the slide holder, hence slide identity,
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and the brass arm. The voltage on each potentiometer varies from 0 to 10 volts

over the entire range of each component. The slide holder magazine is calibrated

against the potentiometer reading for the position of each slide. This calibration is

used to position each foil accurately in front of the brass arm for insertion into the

beam.

The slides are made of copper as shown in figure A8.4. Each slide is made out

of two identical plates that are held together with four flat head screws. An alu-

minized mylar sheet is stretched over a vacuum table, and a section of the stretched

mylar is sandwiched between the two plates. The extra mylar is cutoff and an el-

liptical hole (1.5cm x 0.5cm) in the middle of the mylar is cut by a laser. The laser

cutting insures smooth edges around the elliptical clearance. The slide holder can

hold as many as twenty slides where seventeen are used to mount the carbon foils,

one is used to mount a fluorescence screen, and the last available slot is used for a

cross hair to align the chamber. The foils and the fluorescence screen are observed

by a camera looking through a one-inch-thick plexiglass on top of the chamber.

Thus, the status of the foils can be checked periodically, and the fluorescence screen

is specially useful to make sure that the beam goes through the center of the foil.

The carbon foils are evaporated in vacuum61 from spectrographically pure

graphite. The impurities, for a 20 fig/cm2 foil, consist of about 1 atomic percent

oxygen, 0.1 atomic percent sodium, a few atomic percent hydrogen, and 100 ppm

levels of metallic impurities. The foil thicknesses are measured by the manufacturer

using an optical method with an accuracy of ±10%. The thin carbon foils (< 150

fig/cm2) are mounted by floating them in distilled water and then picking them up

with the slide. The foil sticks to the surface of the mylar sheet in the slide. The

carbon foils are strong enough to support their weight over the exposed elliptical

area. The thicker foils are baked first to release their residual stress and then

mounted using the above method. Sonu; of the thickest foils are glued to a slide

with a vacuum compatible glue.
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The Rotating Foil Holder

The Rotating foil holder consists of an aluminum slide with a circular opening

of one inch in diameter. The slide is mounted on the vacuum end of an actuator

that moves the foil in a direction perpendicular to the beam line. A second actuator

rotates the foil as to change the angle between the plane of the foil and the H beam.

The angle can be changed from 0° (i.e. H beam at normal incidence to the foil

surface) to 40°. As before, two potentiometers keep track of the linear and angular

positions of the foil. The angle of the foil is calibrated by reflecting a HeNe laser

beam off the surface. The graph of the measured angle versus the potentiometer

voltage is shown in figure A8.5. The angle 9 as a function of pot voltage is given by

m = -0.36 ± 0.47 degree,

fe = 8 . 1 1 ± 0 . 0 9 ^ ,
volt

where V is the potentiometer readout in volts. This relationship is valid from 0.5

volts to 9.5 volts.
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APPENDIX 9

Measurement of Carbon Foil Thicknesses

The thicknesses of the carbon foils are measured by detecting the energy loss

of a particles going through the foils. The experimental setup is shown in figure

A9.1. A source of energetic a particles, l^Am, is placed at a distance of 20.0 cm

away from a solid state detector within the sliding chamber. A foil is inserted at the

midpoint between the source and the detector of 1.0 cm in diameter. The vacuum

within the chamber is kept at about 10~5 torr where there is no detectable loss of

energy due to collisions with the residual gas. Once an a particle is incident on the

silicon detector a quantity of charge is released which is integrated by the preamp.

The result is a step pulse with a long tail retrieved through a 93 ft BNC connector.

The pulse is further amplified by a shaping amplifier producing a gaussian pulse.

Finally, an energy spectrum is formed by a Multichannel Analyzer (MCA) board

installed within an IBM-PC.

The MCA is calibrated by using the g^-Am and g | 2 C/ sources. Figure A9.2

shows the energy spectrum taken with both sources in place. The first source,

^ ' A m , has a primary peak at an energy of 5485.7 keV and a secondary peak at

5443.0 keV. The second source has a major peak at 6118.0 keV and a minor peak

at 6076.0 keV. The experimental energy resolution of about 30 keV is not good

enough to completely separate the major and minor peaks. The effect is that a

shoulder develops on the low energy side of each peak as seen from figure A9.3.

The Cf source is taken out for the thickness measurements. A foil is placed at the

midpoint between the detector and the source and the resulting shift in energy of

the Am source is measured. The measured energy loss of the a particles combined

with the expected energy loss per unit carbon foil thickness, 0.717 gj^mi for the

major a particles from the Am source, is used to calculate the thickness of the foil.
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Figure A9.4 shows the result of the measurements where the x-axis is the nominal

foil thickness and the y-axis is the measured thickness. The horizontal error bars are

the uncertainty claimed by the manufacturer. The overall agreement between the

nominal and experimentally measured thicknesses are good with a reduced \'2 of 1.45

resulting in a confidence level of 27.0%. One of the major problems encountered is

a drift in the position of the original peak as a function of time, making it necessary

to recalibrate the MCA frequently. This technique can be further improved by using

a cooled silicon detector to achieve a better energy resolution.

Turbo Pump

Vacuum Chamber

MuWciMmM(
AmtfWK

Scop*

Figure A9.1 Experimental setup of the a-ranging experiment to measure the car-
bon foil thicknesses.
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Figure A9.2 The pulse height spectrum taken with both the Cf and Am sources
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Figure A9.3 The expanded pulse height spectrum of the .4m source. The shoulder
on the low energy side is due to the emission of the secondary a particles.
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Figure A9.4 The results of the thickness measurement. The x-axis is the nominal
thickness as claimed by the manufacturer. The y-axis is the thickness measured by
a ranging.
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APPENDIX 10

This appendix contains the data, in numerical form, for the relative yields of various

excited states of hydrogen as a function of carbon foil thickness. The yield error

bars are statistical only.

Table A10.1 Relative yield of n = 3 at 500 MeV.

Foil Thickness
{ng/cm2)

15.0
21.0
25.0
30.0
35.0
40.0
45.0
50.0
56.0
60.0
65.0
70.0

Uncertainty
(fxg/cm2)

0.6
0.8
1.0
1.2
1.4
1.6
1.8
2.0
2.2
2.4
2.6
2.8

Yield
(Arb. Units)

60.0
118.0
66.0
137.0
181.0
155.0
151.0
159.0
207.0
137.0
116.0
188.0

Erro

22.0
20.0
21.0
22.0
22.0
22.0
21.0
22.0
23.0
22.0
20.0
22.0

Table A10.2 Relative yield of n = 4 at 500 MeV.

Foil Thickness
(fig/cm2)

15.0
21.0
25.0
30.0
35.0
40.0
45.0
50.0
56.0
60.0
65.0
70.0

Uncertainty
(fig/cm2)

0.6
0.8
1.0
1.2
1.4
1.6
1.8
2.0
2.2
2.4
2.6
2.8

Yield
(Arb. Units)

141.0
111.0
244.0
353.0
328.0
331.0
311.0
359.0
374.0
347.0
374.0
367.0

Erro

21.0
25.0
22.0
24.0
24.0
24.0
24.0
24.0
25.0
24.0
24.0
24.0
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Table A10.3 Relative yield of n = 2 at 581 MeV.

Foil Thickness
(ftg /cm2)

15.0
21.0
25.0
30.0
35.0
40.0
45.0
50.0
56.0
60.0
65.0
70.0
80.0
94.0
100.0
110.0
122.0

Uncertainty
(fig /cm2)

0.6
0.8
1.0
1.2
1.4
1.6
1.8
2.0
2.2
2.4
2.6
2.8
3.2
3.8
4.0
4.4
4.9

Table A10.4 Relative yield of n =

Foil Thickness
(fig/cm2)

15.0
21.0
25.0
30.0
35.0
40.0
45.0
50.0
56.0
60.0
65.0
70.0
80.0
94.0
100.0
110.0
122.0

Uncertainty
(fig/cm2)

0.6
0.8
1.0
1.2
1.4
1.6
1.8
2.0
2.2
2.4
2.6
2.8
3.2
3.8
4.0
4.4
4.9

Yield
(Arb. Units)

2743.0
2876.0
3185.0
4226.0
3248.0
2976.0
4152.0
3433.0
2635.0
3363.0
2861.0
2634.0
2199.0
2269.0
1427.0
1798.0
1183.0

3 at 581 MeV.

Yield
(Arb. Units)

360.0
458.0
487.0
659.0
783.0
795.0
845.0
996.0
995.0
977.0
1037.0
925.0
1015.0
832.0
770.0
814.0
679.0

Error

103.0
245.0
155.0
208.0
139.0
197.0
177.0
93.0
186.0
220.0
154.0
169.0
325.0
203.0
90.0
131.0
118.0

Error

38.0
27.0
41.0
53.0
43.0
44.0
40.0
64.0
65.0
57.0
57.0
65.0
69.0
36.0
42.0
72.0
55.0
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Table A10.5 Relative yield of n = 4 at 581 MeV.

Foil Thickness
(ng/cm2)

15.0
21.0
25.0
30.0
35.0
40.0
45.0
50.0
56.0
60.0
65.0
70.0
80.0
94.0
100.0
110.0
122.0

Uncertainty
(fig/cm2)

0.6
0.8
1.0
1.2
1.4
1.6
1.8
2.0
2.2
2.4
2.6
2.8
3.2
3.8
4.0
4.4
4.9

Yield
(Arb. Units)

476.0
1073.0
1026.0
1549.0
1805.0
1471.0
1734.0
1661.0
1672.0
2184.0
1861.0
1837.0
1982.0
1689.0
1831.0
1528.0
1478.0

Table A10.6 Relative yield of Rydberg atoms (12 < n <

Foil Thickness
(fig/cm2)

15.0
21.0
25.0
30.0
35.0
40.0
45.0
50.0
56.0
60.0
65.0
70.0
80.0
94.0
100.0
110.0
122.0

Uncertainty
(fig/cm2)

0.8
0.8
1.0
1.2
1.4
1.6
1.8
2.0
2.2
2.4
2.6
2.8
3.2
3.8
4.0
4.4
4.9

Yield
(Arb. Units)

76785.0
114639.0
135433.0
200162.0
204488.0
202740.0
204815.0
238802.0
241000.0
237965.0
254070.0
262228.0
262479.0
256789.0
260608.0
247616.0
233277.0

Erroi

56.0
53.0
37.0
59.0
71.0
63.0
103.0
58.0
71.0
150.0
93.0
126.0
75.0
53.0
63.0
71.0
65.0

16) at

Error

277.0
339.0
368.0
374.0
378.0
450.0
453.0
489.0
491.0
488.0
504.0
512.0
512.0
507.0
510.0
498.0
483.0
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Table A10.7 Relative yield of n = 2 at 226 MeV.

Foil Thickness Uncertainty Yield
(ug/cm2) (fxg/cm2) (Arb. Units) Error

15.0
21.0
25.0
30.0
35.0
40.0
45.0
50.0
56.0
60.0
65.0
70.0
80.0
94.0
100.0
110.0

Table A10.8

Foil Thickness
(fig/cm2)

0.6
0.8
1.0
1.2
1.4
1.6
1.8
2.0
2.2
2.4
2.6
2.8
3.2
3.8
4.0
4.4

Relative yield of n =

Uncertainty
(fig/cm2)

21230.0
20235.0
17530.0
12910.0
14425.0
14850.0
15530.0
13250.0
13665.0
8050.0
8140.0
8200.0
6415.0
4210.0
3080.0
2900.0

2 at 716 MeV.

Yield
(Arb. Units)

772.0
727.0
674.0
559.0
861.0
856.0
871.0
778.0
562.0
367.0
376.0
369.0
516.0
345.0
264.0
208.0

Error

19.0 0.8 518.1 33.2
25.0 1.0 615.6 39.6
30.0 1.2 675.7 48.0
35.0 1.4 661.3 39.8
40.0 1.6 667.7 41.1
45.0 1.8 635.7 40.8
50.0 2.0 632.0 31.9
55.0 2.2 546.1 34.0
60.0 2.4 526.9 40.5
65.0 2.6 510.1 37.3
70.0 2.8 542.3 35.2
89.0 3.6 440.7 28.0
110.0 4.4 348.6 18.7
122.0 4.9 227.6 16.2
159.0 6.4 166.1 14.4
198.0 7.9 142.7 11.0
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Table A 10.9 Relative yield of n = 1 at 800 MeV.

Foil Thickness
(jig /cm2)

19.0
25.0
30.0
35.0
40.0
45.0
50.0
55.0
60.0
65.0
70.0
89.0
110.0
122.0
159.0
198.0

Table AlO.lO

Foil Thickness
(ng/cm2)

19.0
25.0
30.0
35.0
40.0
45.0
50.0
55.0
60.0
65.0
70.0
89.0
110.0
122.0
159.0
198.0

Uncertainty
(fig/cm2)

0.8
1.0
1.2
1.4
1.6
1.8
2.0
2.2
2.4
2.6
2.8
3.6
4.4
4.9
6.4
7.9

Relative yield of n

Uncertainty
{fig/cm2)

0.8
1.0
1.2
1.4
1.6
1.8
2.0
2.2
2.4
2.6
2.8
3.6
4.4
4.9
6.4
7.9

Yield
(Arb. Units)

22189.0
26895.0
29545.0
29161.0
28063.0
27348.0
26581.0
27575.0
27958.0
26477.0
24455.0
21666.0
17030.0
13997.0
9064.0
7669.0

= 2 at 800 MeV.

Yield
(Arb. Units)

100.3
113.5
125.3
128.9
131.6
148.7
134.0
151.0
133.8
96.8
115.9
84.5
69.3
69.6
35.2
31.1

Error

909.0
1093.0
1002.0
939.0
1012.0
928.0
1201.0
861.0
1349.0
1121.0
893.0
1224.0
901.0
661.0
369.0
394.0

Error

4.8
5.0
5.7
6.2
5.9
6.1
6.2
6.9
5.8
4.8
5.3
3.9
3.4
3.1
1.8
1.8
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Table AlO. l l Relative yield of n = 3 at 800 MeV.

Foil Thickness
(fig/cm2)

19.0
25.0
30.0
35.0
40.0
45.0
50.0
55.0
60.0
65.0
70.0
89.0
110.0
122.0
159.0
198.0

Table A10.12

Foil Thickness
(fig/cm?)

25.0
30.0
35.0
40.0
45.0
50.0
55.0
60.0
65.0
89.0
110.0
122.0
159.0
198.0

Uncertainty
(fig/cm2)

0.8
1.0
1.2
1.4
1.6
1.8
2.0
2.2
2.4
2.6
2.8
3.6
4.4
4.9
6.4
7.9

Relative yield of n

Uncertainty
(fig/cm2)

1.0
1.2
1.4
1.6
1.8
2.0
2.2
2.4
2.6
3.6
4.4
4.9
6.4
7.9

Yield
(Arb. Units)

11.01
11.78
19.54
18.83
22.18
19.73
21.15
22.93
23.75
23.50
23.24
24.09
23.69
16.94
14.93
11.57

= 4 at 800 MeV.

Yield
(Arb. Units)

2.81
4.13
4.31
4.82
4.63
4.69
5.27
5.42
5.80
6.30
5.58
5.52
3.80
3.78

Erro;

0.48
0.43
0.75
0.69
0.71
0.67
0.70
0.72
0.67
0.87
0.73
0.82
0.78
0.85
0.69
0.46

Erroi

0.13
0.23
0.17
0.21
0.30
0.31
0.18
0.21
0.20
0.20
0.24
0.19
0.22
0.18
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Table A10.13 Relative yield of n = 5 at 800 MeV.

Foil Thickness
(fig /cm2)

19.0
25.0
30.0
35.0
40.0
45.0
50.0
55.0
60.0
65.0
70.0
89.0
110.0
122.0
159.0
198.0

Table A10.14

Foil Thickness
(fig/cm2)

19.0
25.0
30.0
35.0
40.0
45.0
50.0
55.0
60.0
65.0
70.0
89.0
110.0
122.0
159.0
198.0
303.0

Uncertainty
(fig/cm2)

0.8
1.0
1.2
1.4
1.6
1.8
2.0
2.2
2.4
2.6
2.8
3.6
4.4
4.9
6.4
7.9

Relative yield of n =

Uncertainty
(fig /cm2)

0.8
1.0
1.2
1.4
1.6
1.8
2.0
2.2
2.4
2.6
2.8
3.6
4.4
4.9
6.4
7.9
12.1

Yield
(Arb. Units)

0.655
0.850
1.210
1.189
1.098
1.212
1.374
1.516
1.637
1.473
1.527
1.653
1.746
1.273
1.141
1.037

10 at 800 MeV.

Yield
(Arb. Units)

4387.0
4368.0
6021.0
5571.0
5690.0
5912.0
5488.0
5810.0
6334.0
6766.0
6634.0
7415.0
7635.0
7420.0
5755.0
5670.0
2777.0

Error

0.046
0.051
0.068
0.055
0.073
0.070
0.064
0.069
0.067
0.081
0.064
0.086
0.082
0.082
0.062
0.058

Error

367.0
367.0
500.0
400.0
401.0
450.0
420.0
520.0
530.0
630.0
509.0
510.0
530.0
573.0
695.0
716.0
600.0
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Table A10.15 Relative yield of n = 11 at 800 MeV.

Foil Thickness
(fig/cm2)

19.0
25.0
30.0
35.0
40.0
45.0
50.0
55.0
60.0
65.0
70.0
89.0
110.0
122.0
159.0
198.0
303.0

Uncertainty
(fig/cm2)

0.8
1.0
1.2
1.4
1.6
1.8
2.0
2.2
2.4
2.6
2.8
3.6
4.4
4.9
6.4
7.9
12.1

Yield
(Arb. Units)

1968.0
2867.0
3913.5
3838.0
3687.0
3984.0
4350.0
4354.0
4009.0
4654.0
4949.0
5001.0
4041.0
4637.0
3783.0
3409.0
1409.0

Erroi

90.7
87.6
109.2
107.9
120.3
117.2
42.1
119.9
105.3
129.7
116.4
157.2
124.9
144.1
121.6
137.7
49.3
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